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Preface

Management Concepts and Organisational Behaviour is the vital subject in

the area of Management. This study helps for getting knowledge and bringing

applicability of the Management and Organisational Behaviour. The subject has

covered Evolution of Management Thought, Management and Management of

Change, Leadership and Motivation with different eminent personalities' theories,

Organisational Behaviour with Ethical issues in Organisational Behaviour,

Individual and group behaviour which is the buz word in the 21st  century

management, organisational conflict and how to resolve it, stress management

which will help for work life balance, organisational culture and corporate social

responsibility. The topics have focused on concept as well as applicability of the

subject. All topics have covered with progress checking, questions, exercises etc.

We hope that this book will prove usefulness, uplift of management knowledge

and applicability to the students, teachers, management experts and readers in

the various fields.

We are grateful to all the Writers, Officers of the Distance Education, University

Authorities, Printers and Publishers those who participated in the publication of

this book.
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Sem. I : Unit 1

Introduction to Management

1.0 Unit Objectives

1.1 Presentation of Subject Matter

1.1.1 Definition, Nature and Significance of Management

1.1.2 Managerial Functions

Planning - Concept, Significance, Process

Organising - Concept, Significance, Process

Staffing - Concept, Significance, Process

Directing - Concept, Significance, Process

Controlling - Concept, Significance, Process

1.1.3 Management as a Profession

1.1.4 Managerial Skills

Henry Mintzberg's role of Manager

1.1.5 Management of Change

Need for Change

Lewins Force Field Analysis Model

Resistance to Change

Remedies to overcome the Resistance to chanve

1.2 Summary

1.3 Terms to Remember

1.4 Exercise

1.5 Books for Further Reading

1.0 Unit Objectives :

After studying this unit you can understand,

1. Management definitions, characteristics and significance.

2. Managerial skills and Henry Mintzberg's roles of manager.

3. Management of change, Need for change.

4. Resistance to change and remedies to overcome the resistance.
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1.1 Presentation of subject matter :

In every organisation 'Management' is a must activity. Without management no organisation

can achieve its own objectives. In the increasing of complexities, managing the business

organisation becomes a difficult task. So, the need of management has increased tremendously.

Hence, this unit of 'Basics of Management' clears the term management in detail with the help

of characteristics and significance of management. Further this unit explains managerial roles

and management of change in modern business.

1.1.1 Definition, Nature and Significance of Management

Introduction :

Every individual has to manage his individual activities. But it is most common in group

life. As we find it in schools, hospitals, trade unions, factory workers etc. as well as in the

private organisations and even in family. Management plays a vital role in business organisation.

It regulates productive activities through co-ordinated efforts and efficient as well as economical

use of resources - men, materials, money and machinery. We use management to achieve the

decided objectives. Management is a way of discipline to work together to achieve common

goals. If workers are left to work themselves, the results may not be as per pre-decided objectives.

No organisation can run successfully unless there is application of management. Particularly

in group activities to achieve common objectives management becomes imperative. It this

focus 'Horold Koontz' says - "Management is an art of getting things / work done through and

with the people."

Management is a universal process. It has its place not only in business enterprises but

also in political, military, religion, charitable and educational institutions.

It is everywhere like an air in the space, without which we can't survive. Likewise without

management no-body will act as a common man.

In the words of Marshall E. Demock,

"The management is not a matter of pressing a button, pulling a lever, issuing orders,

scanning profit and loss statements, promulgating rules and regulations. Rather it is the power

to determine what shall happen to the personalities and happiness of entire people, the power to

shape the destiny of a nation and all the nations which make up the world."

B Definitions of Management :

The term 'Management' can be interpreted differently in different contexts. To know a

better and detail meaning of management, let us refer various definitions of management

contributed by different scholars.
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(I) According to the Theo Haimann the term management is used in three different senses,

viz :  i) Management as a Noun. ii) Management as a Discipline and iii) Management as a

process or group of functions.

i) Management as a Noun - In this sense the term 'Management' refers to the 'group of

persons' managing the affairs of the organization. (i. e. - The governing body of any Institution,

Board of Directors of a company, Executive council or Managerial council of an Institution etc.)

ii) Management as a Discipline - In this sense the term 'Management' is described as

a subject or faculty, which can be taught and learnt. Various universities, commerce colleges,

Business schools and Management Institution offer the diplomas and degrees in the management

discipline, viz : BBA, BCA, B.Com., M.Com., MBA, C.A., C.S., DBM, DMM, DIT etc.

iii) Management as a process / functions - In this sense the term 'Management'

relates to the process of managing or managerial functions like planning, organizing, staffing,

directing, co-ordinating, communicating, reporting, budgeting and controlling.

The following diagram indicates the cycle of actions is described as the management is

process or group of functions.

Diagram I - 'Management'

MANAGER

PLANNING

ORGANISING

CO-ORDI-
NATION AND
CONTROLLING

DIRECTING
STAFFING

What is to be done?
When it is to be done?
How it is to be done?

Grouping the activities
depending on their
nature and type and

delegating authority to
those who perform.

Choosing the
right persons to

perform the planned
activities.

Guiding and motiv-
ating subordinates to

perform their best accom-
plishment of objective.

Laying down standards of
performance and

mointoring to ensure
that it conforms to

standards.

1

2

3

4

5

So, the management first involves workable plans. The plans are then put into action

resulting in decided target or goal. And these results are evaluated and constantly compared

with the objectives laid down in the plans. The same functional definitions are given by other

experts also.
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II) Functional Definitions of Management :

The management process or management function, has been dfined by different

management experts in different ways.

They are :

1) Management is what management does : According to many management experts,

management is the sum of all those functions concerned with the working of an enterpise.

* Dr. James Lundy * Stanley Vance

* Ordway Tead * Henry Fayol

* George R. Terry * McFarland

* Peter F. Drucker.

2) Management is a process for the utilisation of minimum input for the production

of maximum profit :

Management is a process through which all the resources are organised and utilised to

attain maximum output with minimum input.

* John F. Mee

* Mary Cushing Niles

3) Management is the art of getting things done :

* Prof. Harold Koontz * E. F. Brech * J. L. Haynes

* S. George * Willam Spriegel * E. Peterson

4) Management is the Function of executive leadership :

According to some manangement experts, management is the function of excutive

leadership every where.

* R. C. Davis * J. N. Schulze

* James D. Mooney

5) Management is the development of people :

According to some management experts, management is the development of people.

In other words of Lawrence A. Appley,

"Management is the development in people and not the direction of things. It is personnel

administration."
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The view of Lawrence Apply has been endorsed by the head of an American Corporation.

The head of the American Corporation remarked, "We do not build automobiles, airplanes,

refrigerators, radios, shoe-strings. We build men, the men buil products."

Conclusion : Each definition emphasises only a particular aspect of the term

'Management'. So, one can get a complete view of the total concept of management only by

combining the various views. In short we can say, 'From planning to control whatever functions

are there all these functions together is called 'Management' i. e. 'POSDCORB' + 'C'

The same can be explained by following diagram.

Diagram II - 'Management'

The above given diagram indicates various functions which are directed towards the

same target or organisational objectives are known as 'Management.'

lllll Nature of Management :

The nature of mangement may be outlined as under -

a) Management is a process : Management is a process which includes functions to be

performed such as - planning, organising, staffing, directing, co-ordinating, communicating,

motivating and controlling human efforts to achieve objectives of an organisation.

b) Management is a continuous process : The functions of management are performed

continuously so long as the organisation exists.

c) Management is getting things done : It is the art of getting things done by and with

others. It is a social process involving human relations and human development.
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d) Management is a group activity : Management coordinates the human efforts and

group activities to make synergical effect. It helps group members to acquire better things in

life.

e) Management is goal - oriented : Management is done to accomplish the objectives

of the organisation. Managers must be aware of what is to be achieved and secure that each

activity is heading towards maximum prosperity with minimum effort.

f) Management is a factor of production : Just as material, money, men, method, land,

the management is also one of the factor of production. In order to employ all resources in

efficient and effective manner, role of management is most important.

g) Management is universal : Management is required in every human activity, whether

it may be individual or group. The principles and theories are universal which can be made

applicable to all organisations and used from home to state. Managers at all levels of management

perform the same basic functions.

h) Management is an art as well as science : Management is a creative art and

practice of it makes man perfect. It involves use of personal skill and knowledge to achieve

required results. Managers play different roles in different situations. On the other hand,

management is regarded as a science, because various principles and theories have been

developed in the area of management through research. Thus, it is a combination of art and

science.

i) Management is Multi disciplinary : Management is related with human factor which

is unpredictable and dynamic. Therefore, it uses different concepts and ideas from other

disciplines to solve the problems. It has integrated knowledge of several disciplines like

psychology, sociology, economics, mathematics etc. Some eminent authors are of the opinion

that management is a social science. A manager can get guidelines to take decisions.

j) Management is dynamic : Management has to face changing business environment

and take proper decisions to adopt the organisation with change. Effective management is

always situational and contingent upon the change in environment. In fact, one cannot apply

definite rule for dynamic human behaviour in changing situation. No principle is regarded as a

final truth.

k) Management is a part of society : Managerial actions influence the whole society

and the organisation is a part of society and management has to act as a trustee of organisation.

Thus, managers must consider the impact of decisions on society and contribute to the social

and environmental welfare.

l) Management is a profession : Management is regarded as a profession though it

does not possess all the features of a profession like medicine or law.

Other points which highlight the nature and different features of management are -
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(i) Management is a system of authority and it is what it does through decision making.

(ii) Management integrates all factors of production. (iii) Management is intangible but its presence

is evidenced by the results of its efforts. (iv) Management makes things happen. (v) Management

has been developed as a career.

lllll Characteristics of Management

Following are the important characteristics of management.

1) Management is a objective oriented activity : Management is not an accidental

outcome/activity it always requires a certain objectives. It is the economic function of manager

to make efficient use of available resources to earn profits.

2) Management is a functional concept : Management implies the skill in getting

things done through people. It give life to materials, machinery and money. It is a rational and

intellectual process that needs to be perform continuously. Hence, we can say management is

a functional concept.

3) Management is related with efforts of a group : When there is a one man show it

does not require management. But whenever and whenever more persons come together to

achieve some common objectives; management plays a vital role. Management co-ordinates

individual efforts into a team.

4) Management is universal : The principles of management are universal and not

confined to any particular industry or area. The basic principles of management are universaly

applicable in any sphere; where group efforts are require. Management is applicable to all

forms of human organisation whether it is profit-making or non-profit making.

5) Management is a system of an authority : Authority is the power to make others

active in a predetermined manner. Since management is a process of executing work from

others. It enjoys an authority to extract the required work from others.

6) Management is not necessarily related with owners : Due to complexity and

largness, present business management is separated from ownership. At present in most of the

concerns managers are professional men, possessing education, knowledge, skill and ability

require for carrying out the job of manager efficiently. Thus, now a days, management is

growing as a distinct discipline and a profession.

7) Management is a social science : Now a days, the science of management is

universaly accepted as a wide and distinct discipline. There are certain fundamental concepts,

theories, tools and techniques which constitute the subject matter of the social-science. To get

things done from the people manager has to establish inter-personal relations with them. He

has to understand the behaviour of all as individual members as well as members of a group.

8) Management is an integrated process : Management integrates men, machine,

material and money to carry out the operations of the organisation.
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9) Working with and through subordinates : Management involves working with

subordinates for getting organisational objectives to achieve through them.

10) Management is a continuous process : Management is a dynamic and life giving

process the cycle of management continues to operate so long as there is organised action for

the achievement of common goals / target or so long the organasation continue to exist.

11) Management is an art as well as a science : Management is a science as it is a

systemetic body of theorotical knowledge. Management is an art because the managers have

to make the use of their skills and experiences, while applying these principles of management.

12) Management is a profession : Management is a profession because professional

attributes are applicable to management. It can be taught as a separate dicipline. The rapid

development of business and the separation of ownership from management have contribute to

the emergency of management as a distinct profession.

B  Significance / Importance of Management :

The importance of management in a modern society is very great, because of various

advantages derived from the efficient management. Having better management existing resources

can be fully utilise, productivity can be increases and as a whole it helps to development of

society. Countries with limited natural resources like Japan, Switzerland etc. have been able

towards successfulness with efficient management of the limited resources.

It is therefore rightly said that.

Anything + Management = Success

Anything - Management = Nothing / "O"

We already know the planning, organisation, co-ordination, direction, motivation, control

etc. are the functions of management. These functions themselves indicate the importance of

management. As laying heaps of stones and bricks does not make a building; like wise mere/

only collection of production resources does not result in production. It will not be an exagaration

to say that business without management is like a temple without a deity. Management is

considered to be the brain of business. Which plans, co-ordinates resources of production to get

thing done through other people.

Following are some other resons for focusing the growing importance of management in

the business world.

1) Full Utilisation of factors of production : In the absense of management four M's

i.e. money, machine, material and men would have been wasted.
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Management makes use of its skill and knowledge to make economical use of factors of

production avoiding  wastage to increase labour efficiency and to extract what is best in them

and to channelise the process of production in a right manner.

2) Management meet the challenges of change : Now - a - days the rate of change

is accelerating. Change is inevitable, change requires new adjustments and new equilibrium.

This can be carry - out with the help of management.

3) Adoption of new technology : To survive in a cut-throat competetion, it is necessary

for an enterprise to give quality prodcts at competetive prices. For this purpose management

makes use of new technology of production. Management always keeps itself equiped with

upto date knowledge.

4) Management creates cordial relatins in organisation : Now - a - days workers

are aware of their rights and they are having their unions to deal with workers problem. To

handle workers tactfully and to get work done satisfactory from workers management is must

to create cordial relationship with them.

5) Maintain flow of work : An efficient management plans the work programme of each

department in such a manner that there is a constant and smooth flow of work and there should

not be any intruption at any stage of production management get it through co-ordination in

between levels of management as well as sectional co-ordination.

6) Management creates stability : An efficient management increases overall efficiency

of business as a result efficiency increases the profit of a business. This makes business

economical sound and stable. Also it adds to its reputation at large. Fluctuations in supply of

goods and services to the society can be stabilized by the management.

7) Accomplishment of various interest of different groups : Management has to

strike a balance between customers' satisfaction, shareholders' interest, welfare of workers

and public interest and social responsibility of business. Management thus is a key to higher

productivity, better services to consumers and higher standard of living for the community.

1.1.2 Managerial Functions :

Introductions - Management is a social  process involving responsibility for economical

and effective planning & regulation of operation of an enterprise in the fulfilment of given

objectives. It is a dynamic process consisting of various elements and activities. These activities

are different from operative functions like marketing, finance, purchase etc. Rather these activities

are common to each and every manger irrespective of his level or status.

Different authors have classified functions of management. According to George & Jerry,

"There are four fundamental functioons of management i. e. planning, organizing, actuating and

controlling." According to Henry Fayol, "To manage is to forcast and plan, to organize, to

command & to control". Whereas Luther Gullick has given a keyword 'POSDCORB' where

P stands for Planning, O for Organizing, S for Staffing, D for Directing, Co for Co-ordination, R
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for reporting & B for Budgeting. But the most widely accepted are functions of management

given by KOONTZ and O'DONNEL i. e. Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing and

Controlling.

lllll PLANNING -

Concept : Planning is requited in every decision in the life. A person whether engaged in

businesses or not have to frame a plan to proceed further. The plan period may be long or short.

Deciding about all the aspect is called planning. A problem about taking decision on these

matters rises when there are more than one possible answers therefore it can be said to be a

process of choosing. Planning is the first function of management. It is essential for successful

achievement of objectives. Planning is the process of thinking the course of action for achieving

pre-determined objectives of the organization.

According to Knootz  and O’ Donnel –

“Planning is deciding in acvance what to do, how to do, when to do, and who is to do. It

bridges the gap from where to start and where to go.”

According to George Terry –

“Planning is the selecting and relating of facts, making and using assumptions regarding

the furure in the visualization and formulation of proposed activities believes necessary to achieve

desired results.’’

According to Henry Fayol –

“Planning is deciding the best alternative among others to perform different managerial

operations in order to achieve the pre-determined goals.”

Planning is the act which looks into the future. It involves pre-determined line of action,

discovers the best alternative from available courses of action and selects the objectives, policies,

programmes and procedures to achieve the targets. Planning is continuous process which requires

considerable time for implementation after mtegrating different activities of organization.

Development of an organization depends on successful planning.

Characteristics of Planning :

1. Planning focuses on achieving the objectives : Management begins with planning

and planning begins with the determining of objectives. In the absence of objectives no organization

can ever be thought about.

2. Planning is the primary function of Management : Planning is the first important

function of management. The other functions-organising, staffing, directing and controlling come

leter. In the absence of planning no other function of management can be performed.

3. Planning is continuous : Planning is the process which begins with the beginning of

business itself and ends with the ending of the business. It means that as along a business

exists, the planning process is continuous.
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For example, a company plans to sell one lakh units in the coming year. Suddenly, many competing

companies enter the market. This will naturally affect the previous position of the company and

therefore, it shall have to revise its planning.

4. Planning is Futuristic : Planning decides the plan of action - What is to be done, how

is to be done, when is to be done, by who is to be done, all the questions are related to future.

Under the planning, answer to these questions is found out. While an effort is made to find out

these answer.

5. Planning is mental exercise : Planning is known as a mental exercise as it is related

to thinking before doing something. A planner has mainly to think about the following questions:

(1) What to do ?        (2) How to do it ?        (3) When to do it ?      (4) Who is to do it ?

lllll Significance of Planning  :

Planning is important and basic function of management. It suggests the way by which

objectives can be achieved. Without activities determined by planning nothing can be organized,

activated and controlled. Organization may suffer failure. If there is defective and inadequate

planning. Managerial planning attempts to achieve a consistent and co-ordinated structure of

operation focused on desired ends. Actions without planning leads confusion.

Business have to work in uncertain and changing conditions. It is very difficult to carry out

the business under such circumstances. Effective planning can anticipate the uncertain situations

and help to co-ordinate all the resources effectively. Thus planning is the foundation of most

successful action of the organization. Success comes from successful plans.

Planning is the first and most important function of the management. It is needed at every

level of the management. In the absence of planning all the business activities of the organization

will become meaningless. The importance of planning has increased all the more in view of the

increasing size of organizations. In the absence of planning, it may not be impossible but certainly

difficult to guess the uncertain events of future.

1. Planning facilities Decision making : Decision making means the process of taking

decision. Under it, a variety of alternatives are discovered and the best alternative is chosen.

But is important to determine the objectives before the discovery of alternatives. Objectives

are determined under the process of planning. So, it can be said that planning facilitates decision

making.

2. Planning reduce risk of Uncertainty : Planning is always done for future and future

is uncertain. With the help of planning possible changes in future are unticipated and various

activities are planned in the best possible way.

3. Planning reduces overlapping and wasteful activities : Under planning, future

activities are planned in order to achieve objectives the problem of when, where, what and

almost decided. This puts an end to disorder. In such situation coordination is established among

different activities and department. It puts an end to overlapping and wastful activities.
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4. Planning provides Direction : Under the process of planning the objectives of the

organization are defined in simple and clear words. The outcome of this is that all the employee's

imortant role in the attainment of the objectives of the organization.

5. Planning establishes Standards for controlling : By determining the objectives the

objectives of the organisation through planning all the people working in the organization and all

the departments are informed about whe, what and how to do things. Standards are laid down

about their work, time and cost. Under controlling, at the time of completing the work, the

actual work done is comparted with the standard work and a deviation are found out and if the

work has been done as desired the person concerned is held responsible.

lllll Planning Process :

To plan is to chart out the future course of action to achieve the desired goal . For this

purpose, the following major steps are involved in planning process.

Planning is a continuous process which is unending  process which indicates the following

of systematic procedure. The steps in planning include the segmental procedure followed by

the planning committee. When we look at planning in the context of management process, it is

called activity, it is being a part of management. But on the order hand, when it is studied

separately it is called a process because to complete one has to clear many steps one after the

other. So far as the number of steps included in the planning process is concerned it depends on

the size of the organization. Different organization can have different planning process. The

following steps are generally taken in the business organization during the planning process.

1. Forecasting of Professional Opportunities  : Planning needs to search for

professional opportunities in the business. The objectives can be set after knowing the

opportunities. The professional opportunity may be in the form of units of production, sales

units, profit in rupees, profit in percentage.

2. Establishment of objectives : Planning  is closely associated with the objectives

of the organization. If there are no objectives there is nothing to plan. Objectives must be laid

down in the clearest possible item. In the planning process objectives are determined and

defined first of all so that all the employees concerned can be informed about them to get their

complete cooperation. Objectives have a hierarchy of their own organizational objectives,

departmental objectives, and individual objectives etc.

3. Forecasting : Forecasting means assessing the future on the basis of present situation

and  past experiences. Accurate forecasting leads to correct decisions about future course of

action. Accurate forecasting helps to make accurate planning. The basis of planning is those

factors which influence the possible results of different alternatives. Before taking a final decision

about any alternative a forecast of this assumption is made. The rate of success of planning will

be in direct proportion to the rate of the success of forecasting. The assumption of planning is

two types :

(1) Internal premises - capital, labour, raw material, machinery etc.
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(2) External premises - Government policies, business competition, taste of customer rate

of taxes etc.

4. Establishing the sequence of Activities : Planning includes the forecasting of so

may activities. The proper sequence for those activates is essential. In order to have a successful

execution of the basic plan as also of the derivative plans proper sequence is decided.

5. Determing of Alternative Courses : There are several alternatives for achieving

the organizational objectives. Therofore, the next step in the planning process is to search for

the examiner alternative course of action. However the more common problem is not selection

of alternative but reducing the number of alternatives. So that the most promising option may be

anlaysed. For a single alternative a careful analysis of different alternatives the best one is

selected. Sometimes the analysis yields more than one alternative course with similar merits.

Keeping in view the uncertainties of future it is justifiable to select more than one good alternative

course One of such alternative is adapted and other is kept in reserve.

6. Selection of Alternative Course: After having searched and examined the

alternative courses, The next step is to evaluate the alternatives taking into consideration their

factorable and unfavourable problem  as one alternative may have some favourable points and

other alternative may have some other favourable points. All those alternative courses which

are up to the expectations of the minimum primary criteria are selected for intensive study. It

will be seen as to what extent a particular alternative course can help in the attainment of the

objectives of the organizations. There is however, one problem which confronts us while analysing

these alternative courses. Every alternatives course has its merits and demerits.

7.  Implementation of plan and Budgeting : First the department - wise budgets

are prepared and then amaster budget for the whole enterprise is prepared to give meaning to

plans. Financial aspects are covered under budgeting. After having decided the chef plan and

the subsidiary plans, they are to be implemented. After implementing the plans the sequence of

different activities has to be decided. In other words, it is decided as to who will do a particular

job and at what time.

8. Follow up : This is the last step in planning . After having adopted major and expected

plans and they are brought into execution, the process of planning does not end with the

implementation of plans. Plans are formulated for future which is uncertain. It is of great

importance that there is a constant review of plans so as to ensure success in the uncertain

future. The moment there appears to be changes in the plans also. In this way we can say

planning is continuously moving process.

It is necessary to make a provision to check that the actual work is being  executed and

results are obtained at each stage according to plans and in case of variances of differences to

actual, corrective steps are taken immediately.
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lllll Organising Concept :

Organizing is a function which helps in making activities to be performed effectively. The

process of organization is achieving business objectives. Organizing is the function of

management which follows planning. It is a function in which the synchronization and combination

of human, physical and financial resources takes place. All the three resources are important to

get results. Therefore, organizational function helps in achievement of results which in fact is

important for the functioning of a concern.

According to Chester Barnard, "Organizing is a function by which the concern is able to

define the role positions, the jobs related and the co-ordination between authority and responsibility.

Hence, a manager always has to organize in order to get results."

Organization is an arrangement of work and working conditions of perform the assigned

activities in the effective manner. The organization consists of different departments. Each

department performs is work independently.

Organization is a harmonious adjustment of specialized parts for the accomplishment of

some  common purpose. Organizing is the process of identifying and grouping the work defining

and delegating responsibility and authority and establishing relationship for purpose of enabling

people to work most effectively together in accomplishing objectives.

Thus function of organization includes determination of activates grouping of activities,

allotment of duties delegation of authority defining relationship and co-ordination of activities.

Organising can be defined as
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According to Theo Haimann - "Organising is the process of defining and grouping the

activities of the enterprise and establishing the authority relationships among them."

According to Louis Allen - "Organizing is the process of identifying and grouping the

work to be performed, defining and delegating responsibility and authority and establishing

relationships for the purpose of enabling people to work most effectively together in accomplishing

objectives."

B  Significance of Organising :

The importance of organising becomes clear with the help of the following points :

1. Benefits of specialisation :

Under organising all the activities are subdivided into various works or jobs. For all the sub

works, competent people are appointed who become experts by doing a particular job time and

again. In this way, maximum work is accomplished in the minimum span of time and the

organisation gets the benefit of specialisation.

2. Clarity in Working Relationship :

Organising clarifies the working relations among employees. It specifies who is to report

to whom. Therefore, communication becomes effective. It also helps in fixing accountability.

3. Optimum Utilisation of Resources :

Under the process of organising the entire work is divided into various small activities.

There is a different employee performing every different job.

By doing so, there is no possibility of any activity being left out or any possibility of

unnecessary duplicating any job. Consequently, there is optimum utilisatin of all the available

resosurces (e.g., material, machine, financial, human resource, etc.)

4. Adaptation to Change :

Organising process makes the organisation capable of adapting to any change connected

with the post of the employees. This becomes possible only because of the fact that there is a

clear scalar chain of authority for the manager's right from the top to the lower level.

Whenever a managerial post falls vacant, it is immediately filled up by promotion. Since

every subordinate is well aware of the working of his boss, there is no difficulty for his taking up

the new post.

5. Co-ordination :

Organization is a means of creating co-ordination among different departments of the

enterprise. It creates claer cut relationships among positions and ensure mutual co-operation

among individuals. Harmony of work is brought by higher level managers exercising their authority

over interconnected activities of lower level manager.
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6. Effective Administration :

It has generally been observed that there is always a condition of doubt about the authority

of the managers among themselves. The process of organising makes a cleear mention of each

and every activity of every manager and also of their extent of authority.

It is also made clear as to whom a manager order for a particular job shall. Everybody

also knows to whom they are accountable. In this way, the confusion on authority is put to an

end. Consequently, effective administration becomes possible.

7. Development of Personnel :

Under the process of organising, delegation of authority is practiced. This is done not

because of the limited capacity of any individual, but also to discover new techniques of work.

It provides opportunities of taking decisions to the subordinates. By taking advantage of this

situation, they try to find out the latest techniques and implement them. Consequently, it helps

them to grow and develop.

8. Expansion and Growth :

The process of organising allows the employees the freedom to take decisions which

helps them to grow. They are always ready to face new challenges. This situation can help in

the development of the enterprise. This helps in increasing the earning capacity of the enterprise

which in turn helps its development.

B Organizing Process :

The managerial function of organizing may be called as the 'process of organising'. When

the objectives have been set and policies framed, the necessary infrastructure of organization

has to be built up. The concentration goes to activities and functions. These form 'the building

blocks' of the organizational structure. There are no such rules as to whichwill lead to the best

organizatioinal structure. But the following steps can be of great help in the designing a suitable

structure, which will laid in achieving enterprise objectives.

1. Clear definition of objectives : The first step in developing an organizational structure

is to lay down its objectives in very clear terms. This will help in determining the type, stability

and basic characteristics of the organization. In fact, organization activities are detailed in

terms of objective to be achived.

2. Determining activities : In order to achieve the objectives of the enterprise, certain

activities are necessary. The activities will depend upon the nature and size of the enterprise.

For example, a manufacturing concern will have production, marketing and other activities.

There is no production activity in retial establishment. Each major activity is divided into smaller

parts. For instance, production activity may be further divided into purchasing of materials,

plant layout, quality control, repairs and maintenance, production research etc.
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3. Assigning duties : The individual groups of activities are then allotted to different

individuals according to their ability and aptitude. The responsibility of every individual should

be defined clearly to avoid duplication and overlapping of efforts. Each person is given a specific

job suited to him and he is made responsible for its execution. Right man is put in the right job.

4. Delegating authority : Every individual is given the authority necessary to perform

the assigned activity effectively. By authority we mean power to take decisions, issue instructions.

guiding the subordinates, supervise and control them. Authority delegated to a person should

commensurate with his responsibility. An individual cannot perform his job without the necessary

authority or power. Authority flows from top to bottom and responsibility from bottom to top.

5. Co-ordinating activities : The activities and efforts of different individuals are then

synchronized. Such coordination is necessary to ensure effective performance of specialized

functions. Interrelationship between different job and individuals are clearly defined so that

everybody knows from whom he has to take orders and to whom he is answerable.

6. Providing physical facilities and right environment : The success of an organization

depends upon the provision of proper physical facilities and right environment. Whereas it is

important to have right persons on right jobs, it is equally important to have right working

environment. This is necessary for the smooth running and the prosperity of the enterprise.

7. Establishment of structural relationship for overall control : It is very essential

to establish well defined clear-cut structural relationship among individuals and groups. This

will ensure overall control over the working of all departments and their coordinated direction

towards the achivements of predetermined goals of business.

It is thus clear from the foregoing analysis that organization provides a structural framework

of duties and responsibilities. It not only establishes authority relationship but also provides a

system of communication. The various processes of organization explined above are technically

performed throught (a) departmentation (b) delegation of authority and fixation of responsibilities

and (c) decentralization of authority subject to central control through centralization of decision-

making.

B Staffing Concept  :

Because of rapid advancement in technology, suitable size  of organizations and complex

behaviour of human beings the staffing function is getting more importance. Staffing involves

manning the organizational structure through proper and effective selection appraisal and

development of personnel to fill the roles designed into structure.

After an organization's structual design is in place, it needs people with the right skills,

knowledge and abilities to fill in that structure. People are an organization's most important

resource, because people either create or undermine an organization's reputation for quality in

both products and service. In addition, an organization must respond to change effectively in

order to remain competitive. The right staff can carry an organization through a period of
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change and ensure its future success. Because of the importance of hiring and maintaining a

commited and competent staff, effective human resource management is crucial to the success

of all organizations.

Staffing include human resource planning, recruitment selection training, development,

appraisal and remuneration. It is defined as-

"Staffing is the function by which managers build an organization through the recruitment,

selection and development of individuals as capable employees."                    - McFarland

B Nature of Staffing :

Staffing is an integral part of management process. It is the responsibility of each manager

to ensure constant development of competent subordinates to fill present and future human

resource needs. It is an ongoing process. Successful staffing ensures right numbers of people

working on rights jobs at right time and right place. Staffing is difficult and challenging as it

deals with human factor where accurate measurement is not possible. The following points

show the nature of staffing function -

1. Staffing is an important managerial function : Staffing function is the most important

managerial act along with planning, organizing, directing and controlling. The operations of

these four functions depend upon the manpower which is available through staffing function.

2. Staffing is a pervasive activity : As staffing function is carried out by all managers

and in all types of concerns where business activities are carried out.

3. Staffing is a continuous activity : This is because staffing function continues throughout

the life of an organization due to the transfers and promotions that take place.

4. The basis of staffing function is efficient management of personnel : Human

resources can be efficiently managed by a system or proper procedure, that is, recruitment,

selectin, placement, training and development, providing remuneration, etc.

5. Staffing helps in placing right men at the right job : It can done effectively through

proper recruitment procedures and then finally selecting the most suitable candidate as per the

job requirements.

6. Staffing is performed by all managers : Depending upon the nature of business, size

of the company, qualifications and skills of managers etc. In small companies, the top management

generally performs this function. In medium and small scale enterprise, it is performed especially

by the personnel department of that concern.

B Significance of Staffing :

It is of utmost importance for the organisation that right kinds of people are employed.

They should be given adequate training so that wastage is minimum. They must also be induced

to show higher productivity and quality by offering them incentives. In fact, effective

performance of the staff function is necessary to realize the following benefits :
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1. Efficient Performance of Other Functions :

Staffing is the key to the efficient performance of other functions of management. If an

organisation does not have competent personnel, it can't perform planning, organisation and

control functions properly.

2. Effective Use of Technology and Other Resources :

It is the human factor that is instrumental in the effecitve utilisation of latest technology,

capital, material, etc. The management can ensure right kinds of personnel by performing the

staffing functon.

3. Optimum Utilisation of Human Resources :

The wage bill of big concerns is quite high. They also spend money on recruitment, selection,

training and development of employees. In order to get the optimum output from the personnel,

the staffing function should be performed in an efficient manner.

4. Development of Human Capital :

The management is required to determing the manpower requirements well in advance. It

has also to train and develop the existing personnel for career advancement. This will meet the

requirements of the company in future.

5. Motivation of Human Resources :

The behaviour of individuals is shaped by many factors such as education level, needs,

socio-cultural factors, etc. that is why, the human aspect of organisation has become very

important. The workers can be motivated through financial and non-financial incentives.

6. Building Higher Morale :

Right type of climate should be created for the workers to contribute to the achievement

of the organisational objectives. By performing the staffing function effectively, management

can show the significance it attaches to the personnel working in the enterprise. This will

increase the morale of the employees.

B Process of Staffing :

It is required to obtain the best available people for the organization and to develop their

abilities and skill. For obtaining the best people forecasting of personnel requirements is essential.

Thus staffing involves determination of quantity and quality or required employees. It also

includes training development and appraisal systems. Staffing is carried out through following

steps.

1. Analysing Manpower requirements : It is making an analysis of work and estimating

the manpower requirement to accomplish the same. The number of people with different skill

and knowledge are guesses for different types of work.
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2. Recruitment : It is identifying and attracting capable applicants for employment. It

ends with the submission of applications by the aspriants. It also includes the proper

advertisements for the jobs.

3. Selection : It is choosing the fit candidates from the applications received in the

process of recruitment. It needs the scrutiny of the applications on the basis of some specific

criteria.

4. Placement : This may be on probation and on successfully complection of the same

the candidate may be offered permanent employment.

5. Training and Development : It is concerned with imparting and developing specific

skills for a particular purpose.

6. Performance Appraisal : Systematic evaluation of personnel by superiors or other

familiar with their performance so as to rank employees to ascertain their eligibility for promotions.

For maintenance, performance and growth of an organization quality human resource plays an

important role. Human resource is converted as human assets through different steps mentioned

in the staffing process.

B Directing Concept :

Directing is an important managerial function which initiates action. It  links different

management functions. It is the process that promotes performance by mobilizing human efforts.

Directing provides necessary guidance and inspiration to the employees to contribute to achieve

organizational goals. The cumulative effect of guiding, influencing and motivating of employees

is obtained through the process of directing.

DRECTING is said to be a process in which the managers instruct, guide and oversee the

performance of the workers to achieve predetermined goals. Directing is said to be the heart of

management process. Planning, organizing, staffing has got no importance if direction function

does not take place.

Directing initiates action and it is from here actual work starts. Direction is said to be

consisting of human factors. In simple words, it can be described as providing guidance to

workers is doing work. In field of management, direction is said to be all those activities which

are designed to encourage the subordinates to work effectively and efficiently. According to

Human, "Directing consists of process or technique by which instruction can be issued and

operations can be carried out as originally planned."

According to Newman and Warren "Activating deals with the steps a manager takes to

get sub-ordinates and other to carry out plans."

Therefore, Directing is the function of guiding, inspring, overseeing and instructing people

towards accomplishment of organizational goals.
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Characteristics of Directing :

1. Important function of management : The success of planning ,organizing and staffing

depends on effective directing. For attainment of organizational goals all components should be

directed properly.

2. Pervasive Function : Directing is required at all levels of organization. Every manager

provides guidance and inspiration to his subordinates. Every superior is expected to provide

guidance and direction for implementation of policies derived by top management. They are

directed by environment condition, market situation and other similar factors.

3. Continuous Activity : Direction is a continuous activity as it continuous throughout

the life of organization.

4. Human Factor : Directing function is related to subordinates and therefore it is related

to human factor. Since human factor is complex and behaviour is unpredicatable, direction

function becomes important.

5. Creative Activity : Direction function helps in converting plans into performance.

Without this function, people become inactive and physical resources are meaningless.

6. Executive Function : Direction function is carried out by all managers and executives

at all levels throughout the working of an enterprise; a subordinate receives instructions from

his superior only.

7. Delegate Function : Direction is supposed to be a function dealing with human beings.

Human behaviour is unpredictable by nature and conditioning the people's behaviour towards

the goals of the enterprise is what the executive does in this function. Therefore, it is termed as

having delicacy in it to tackle human behaviour.

8. Flexibility : Directing is used to achieve following objectives

(A) To get the work done

(B) To confirm the work is done with responsibility.

Significance of Directing :

Directing or Direction function is said to be the heart of management of process and

therefore, is the centeral point around which accomplishment of goals take place. A few

philosophers call Direction as "Life spark of an enterprise". It is also called as on actuating

function of management because it is through direction that the operation of an enterprise

actually starts. Being the central character of enterprise, it provides many benefits to a concern

which are as follows :-

1. It Initiates Actions :

Directions is the function which is the starging point of the work performance of

subordinates. It is from this function the action takes place, subordinates understand their jobs
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and do according to the instructions laid. Whatever are plans laid, can be implemented only

once the actual work starts. It is there that direction becomes beneficial.

2. It Ingrates Efforts :

Through direction, the superiors are able to guide, inspire and instruct the subordinates to

work. For this, efforts of every individual towards accomplishment of goals are required. It is

through direction the efforts of every department can be related and integrated with others.

This can be done through persuasive leadership and effective communication. Integration of

efforts bring effectiveness and stability in a concern.

3. Means of Motivation :

Direction function helps in achievement of goals. A manager makes use of the element of

motivation here to improve the performances of subordinates. This can be done by providing

incentives or compensation, whether monetary or non - monetary, which serves as a "Morale

booster" to the subordinates Motivation is also helpful for the subordinates to give the best of

their abilities which ultimately helps in growth.

4. It Provides Stability :

Stability and balance in concern becomes very important for long term sun survival in the

market. This can be brought upon by the managers with the help of four tools or elements of

direction function - judicious blend of persuasive leadership, effective communication, strict

supervision and efficient motivation. Stability is very important since that is an index of growth

of an enterprise. Therefore a manager can use of all the four traits in him so that performance

standards can be maintained.

5. Coping up with the changes :

It is a human behaviour that human beings show resistance to change. Adaptability with

changing enviromnemt helps in sustaining planned growth and becoming a market leader. It is

directing function which is of use of meet with changes in environment, both internal as external.

Effective communication helps in coping up with the changes. It is the role of manager here to

communicate the nature and contents of changes very clearly to the subordinates. This helps in

clarifications, easy adaptions and smooth running of an enterprise.

6. Efficient Utilization of Resources :

Direction finance helps in clarifying the role of every subordinate towards his work. The

resources can be utilized properly only when less of wastages, duplication of efforts, overlapping

of performances, etc. doesn't take place. Through direction, the role of subordinates become

clear as manager makes use of his supervisory, the guidance, the instructions and motivation

skill to inspire the subordinates. This helps in maximum possible utilization of resources of men,

machine, materials and money which helps in reducing costs and increasing profits.
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B Directing Process :

The process of directing follows in following manner :

1. Supervision : It means observing the subordinates and direct them for successful

implementation of plan. Supervision is defined by Terry and Franklin as - "Guiding and directing

efforts of employees and other resources to accomplish stated work outputs". Supervision is an

element of direction. According to Newman and Warren - "Day-to-day relationship between

an executive and his immediate assistant and covers training, direction, motivation, coordination,

maintenance of discipline etc."

Supervision denotes the functions performed by the supervisors.

2. Communication :  It is the process of sharing understanding to attain the objectives.

During this exchange process ideas, message and opinions are transmitted in form of suitable

direction to concerned participants. According to Newstrom and Davis - "Communication is

the transfer of information from one person to another person. It is a way of reaching others by

transmitting ideas, facts, thoughts, feeling sand values."

Communication is regarded as basic to the functioning of the organisation, in its absence; the

organisation would cease to exist. It is the process through which two or more persons come to

exchange ideas and understanding among themselves.

3. Leadership : Leadership is the ability to motivate others to obtain objectives cheerfully.

Leader directs the group for achieving per-determined goals. A manager must be good leader,

so that he can direct the work force properly. According to George R. Terry - "Leadership is

essentially a continuous process of influencing behaviour. A leader breathes life into the group

and motivates it towards goals. The lukewarm desires for achievement are transformed into

burning passion for accomplishment."

Leadership is the process of influencing the behaviour of others to work willingly and

enthusiastically for achieving predetermined goals. It is an essential ingredient for successful

organisation. The successful organisation has one major attribute that sets it apart from

unsuccessful organisation that is dynamic and effective leadership.

4. Motivate the people :  For getting work done through others it is necessary to put

other people into motion in the right direction. By motivating  the inner drives are channelized to

fulfill goals of an organization. The goal oriented behavior can be directed though the process of

motivation. According to Dubin -

"Motivation is the complex force starting and keeping a person at work in an organisation.

Motivation is something that moves the person to action and continues him in the course of

action already initiates."

Motivation is the core of management. Technically, the term motivation can be traced to

the Latin word 'movere', which means 'to move'. Motivating is a term which implies that one

person induces another, to engage in action by ensuring that a channel to satisfy the motive
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becomes available to the individual. Motive is energizer of action, motivation is the channelization

and activation of motives, motivation is the work behaviour itself.

The above are few important functions/ steps of directing function in management.

B Controlling  Concept :

Controlling is the basic managerial function, which includes measurement and correction

of subordinates. According to Fayol “control consists in verifying whether everything occurs in

conformity with the plans adopted, the instruction issued and principles established. Control has

to point out weaknesses and errors in order to rectify them, prevent their repetition.”

B Nature of Control :

1) Dynamic Process :  Control is flexible process. Effective control is possible only if it

changes as per needs and conditions of the organization.

2) Set of numerous systems : Control is the system having integration of number of

sub-systems. Hence proper co-ordination is required to have better result of the control

mechanism.

3) Ongoing Process : It is required to have constant watch over activities followed in

the organization. Constant review and approval will ensure better performance to attain pre-

determined objectives.

4) Future oriented : Control is used to improve future events through past experience.

A control system is formulated to reduce wastage, looses and deviation from standards. It also

helps innovation and improvements.

B Significance of Controlling :

Controlling is an important function of mangement. Its importance becomes apparent

when we find that it is needed in all the functions of management. Controlling checks mistakes

and tells us how new challenges can be met or faced. The success of the organisation thus

hinges on the effective controlling. Controlling is the last function of the management process

which is performed after planning, organising, staffing and directing.

1. Accomplishing Organizational Goals :

The controlling process is implemented to take care of the plans. With the help of controlling,

deviations are immediately detected and corrective action is taken. Therefore, the difference

between the expected results and the actual results is reduced to the minimum. In this way,

controlling is helpful in achieving the goals of the organisation.

2. Judging Accuracy of Standsards :

While performing the function of controlling, a manager compares the actual work

performance with the standards. He tries to find out whether the laid down standards are not

more or less than the general standards. In case of need, they are redefined.
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3. Making Efficient Use of Resources :

Controlling makes it possible to use human and physical resources efficiently. Under

controlling, it is ensured that no employee deliberately delays his work performance. In the

same way, wastage in all the physical resources is checked.

4. Improving Employee Motivation :

Through the medium of controlling, an effort is made to motivate the employees. The

implementation of controlling makes all the employees to work with complete dedication because

they know that their work performance will be evaluated and if the progress report is satisfactory,

they will have their identity established in the organisation.

5. Ensuring Order and Discipline :

Controlling ensures order and discipline. With its implementation, all the undesirable activities

like theft, corruption, delay in work and uncooperative attitude are checked.

6. Facilitating Coordination in Action :

Coordination among all the departments of the organisation is necessary in order to achieve

the organisational objectives successfully. All the departments of the organisation are

interdependent. For example, the supply of orders by the sales department depends on the

production of goods by the production department.

Through the medium of controlling an effort is made to find out whether the production is

being carried out in accordance with the orders received. If not, the causes of deviation are

found out and corrective action is initiated and hence, coordination between both the departments

is established.

7. Controlling helps in improving the performance of the employees :

Controlling insists on continuous check on the employees and control helps in creating an

atmosphere of order and discipline. Under controlling function it is made sure that employees

are aware of their duities and responsibilities very clearly. They must know clearly the standards

against which their performance will be judged. These standards help the employees to work

efficiently.

B Process of Controlling  :

Managerial control process involves following steps :

1) Establishing Standards : For effective control certain standards are to be set. This is

linked with planning phase. The quantitative, qualitative and time oriented standards are required

to guide performance measurement process. These standards should not be rigid. They must

respond the changing circumstances. These standards may be monitory or physical in nature.

2) Measuring Performance : For comparing with the standards, performance should be

measured. It is easy to compare performance if quantitative standards are available. It is also

essential to maintain the records in proper way.
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3) Appraising performance : It is the process of comparing actual performance with

standards already set. This step identify deviation if any from standards. The causes of deviations

should be identified for further corrective actions.

4) Taking corrective Actions : This step ensures deletion of deviation in future. This is

possible through re-planning, re-drawing, clarification etc. The controlling may require change

in different managerial functions. If standards are found to be defective, they will be reset in

response of the observations. The rectification process responds results of appraisals.

5) Feed Back : It covers measurement of performance and its assessment. Actual

performance in the form of feed-back is compared with standard. If it is observed that there is

deviation, necessary corrective measures are implemented.

1.1.3 Management as a profession :

Management may be regarded as a profession. In fact, it does not possess all the features

of profession. McFarland has given five characteristics of profession. These are :- The existence

of a body of knowledge or techniques, formalised methods of acquiring training and experience,

the establishment of a representative organisation with professionalisation as its goal, the

formation of ethical codes for the guidance of conduct and the charging of fees based on

services but due regard to priority of service over the desire for monetary reward. Basically,

profession needs acquisition of specialised knowledge which is used in instructing, guiding or

advising others.

According to L. M. Prasad, "Profession is an occupation for which specialised knowledge,

skills and training are required and use of these skills is not meant for self-satisfaction but these

are used for larger interests of the society and the success of these skills is measured not in

terms of money alone." It can be revealed that all professions are occuption but all occupations

are not professioins because some of them lack certain characteristics of a profession. Houle

C. O. has listed fourteen characteristics that can be associated with the dynamic process of

Establishing

Standards

Measuring

Performance

Appraising

Performance

Feedback Corrective

Action

Steps in Controlling function

1 2 3
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corporate improvement within the occupation (professionalisation). The various characteristics

of profession and main benchmarks of a profession  may be - (1) A body of knowledge (2)

Formal education training and experience (3) Professional association (4) Code of conduct (5)

A commitment to service.

The following criteria may be used to identity whether the management is a profession?

1) A body of knowledge : A profession is a body of knowledge consisting of principles,

concepts and techniques which are proven and can be applied to practice. While testing this

criteria, it can be seen that, management has developed as a distinct body of knowledge and

discipline since last six to seven decades. Management has some well established and universal

principles, concepts and techniques. Thus, management satisfies the requirement of a profession

in the form of existence of knowledge.

But, the management still has not evolved a complete set of techniques and skills and

common set of principles and concepts which are universal. Thus, management has not developed

as a profession. However, researches are going on the provide systematic knowledge in

management.

2) Formal education and training : Like doctors, lawyers, CAs, an individual can enter

a profession only after acquisition of knowlege and skill through formal education and training.

This criterion can not be proved in the case of management as a profession. Because, there is

no any formal education requirements for entry into management. The entry to the managerial

cadre in any organisation is not limited to management graduates only. Due to globalisation, the

demand for management education has been increased. Though the number of formal

management education institutes has increased by leaps and bounds, the quantitative expansion

has been accompanied by qualitative deterioration. However, some organisations prefer to

employ management graduates for their managerial positions.

3) Professional Association : In management, there is no representative and legal

association which has the power to regulate entry to management profession. Anybody and

layman can do management. In profession, there should be a central body or an association to

formulate code of conduct to its members. It also prescribes some minimum qualification for

entry to the profession. In the case of management, there are associations like All India

Management Association (AIMA), Indian Institute of Personnel Management (IIPM) etc. but

these are not empowered to regulate the entry to the management profession.

4) Code of conduct : A profession prescribes an ethical code of conduct to its members.

In India, there is no universally accepted code of conduct for managers so that managers who

donot observe the ethical code can be disqualified from the profession like CAs, lawyers,

doctors. In fact AIMA and IIPM have formulated code of conduct for professional managers,

but many managers are not aware of it. Managers do not belong to a single and unified professional

group. However, professional managers are supposed to be socially responsible.
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5) Service Motive : A profession calls for a commitment to competent and specialised

services to its clients and society at large, rather than getting monetary reward. By virtue of

professional knowledge like medicine, law, CAs, members may charge higher fees but their

motive should be service to society. Management serves for the stakeholders of an organisation

by integrating all factors of production and services, but there is lack of self-less service.

Managers donot have a single homogeneous group of clients but they are expected to provide

services to all rather than selfish gain. Management is responsible to the welfare of all

stakeholders and public at large.

From the above discussion, it is clear that management possesses certain characteristics

of profession while it does not satisfy all criteria and norms of profession. Though management

is not recognised as a full-fledged profession, it is moving towards professionalism.

The acceptance of management as a profession in India will depend upon how managers

develop their style of management. It will call for rejection of old inapplicable concepts and

acceptance of modern management concepts with social considerations and motivation for

high level of performance. Finally, it is true that managers are known by their performance and

not by their degrees.

1.1.4 Managerial Skills :

A manager's job is varied and complex in recent years. So, managers require various type

of skills to perform their duties / job. Some of the scholars have studied, experienced and

mantioned managerial skills - as follows.

I) Skills of different levels of management. (Robert K. Kalz)

II) Managerial skills check-list. (E. H. MeGrath)

III) Skills of Tomorrow's Managers. (Lewis S. H. and Goodman)

IV) Skills of International Managers. (C. G. Howard)

I) Skills of different levels of management : During the early 1970s, Robert K. Kalz

indentitied three kinds of skills for managers at Top, Middle and Lower level. These are technical,

human and conceptual skills. Later, he added one more skill to the previous three skills. The

fourth skill is design skills. (i.e. - ability to design solutions).

1) Technical skills : These skills enables the manager to accomplish the techniques /

mechanics required in performing a particular task at lower level. These skills are more useful

in selecting technical personnels (viz - R & D manager, formen, jobbers etc.). These skils

relatively less important as managers working at top level.

2) Human Relation skills : These skills refers to the ability of the manager to work with

others and to win full co-operation from the working group. It also enables the manager to

understand and recognise the views and suggetions expressed by his subordinates and make

necessary adjustments or changes in these views for smooth functioning of the business.
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3) Conceptual Skills : These skills are required at the top level management while

technical skills are essential at the lower level management. But human skills are important at

all three levels of management.

Conceptal skills refere to the ability to know the way and to visualise the concern as a

whole and to envision the various functions involved in a given situation. For this, the manager

requires imagination, broad knowlege and mental capacity to conceive ideas.

4) Design skills : These skills refer to the ability of a manager to find solutions to

problems in ways that would benefit the enterprise. Managers at top level should be able to

design a rational and feasible soultion to the problem by considering the various internal and

external factors.

The following figure shows managerial skills required at diffferent management levels.

Diagram III - 'Managerial skills at different level'

II) Managerial skills check-list :

E.H. McGrath has classified 21 skills in four different groups as follow :

A) Personal Qualities :

1) Manager should be energetic physically, mentally to motivate subordinates.

2) Setting aside emotions a manager should take care of organisational objectives.

3) To avoide management strees a manager should maintain mental peace at reasonable

extent.

4) A manager should have tolerance capacity to come-over from uncentainty.

5) A manager should have capacity to maintain different relations with various persons

having various interests.
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6) A manager must like to learn and devote necessary time for better leadership.

B) Interpersonal skills :

7) A manager should possess positive impression on followers.

8) A manager should commond respect from other through best leadership.

9) A manager should have awarness of each various situation and have behaviour

according.

10) A manager should be reasonably flexible in his behaviour.

11) A manager should have self direction and allow others to enjoy autonomy.

C) Problem solving skills :

A manager must have -

12) Fact finding ability.

13) Capacity to organise resources and people.

14) Interpreting information.

15) Proper planning skill.

16) Capacity for decision making.

17) Firmness about his decisions and actions to be taken.

D) Communication skills :

A manager must have -

18) Verbal clarity and convincing skill.

19) Written communication skill.

20) Skill of understanding and handling objections.

21) Interest in listerning others.

III) Skills of Tomorrow's Managers :

Lewis and Goodman stated tomorrow's manager should posses following skills.

i) The team leader.

ii) The technology master.

iii) The foreign ambassador.

iv) The change maker.

v) The 21st century leader.
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IV) Skills of International Managers :

C. G. Howard in his article published in June 1992 gave the following list of international

managerial skills as follows -

a) Multi - dimensional perspective.

b) Line management proficiency.

c) Good decision - making.

d) Resourcefulness

e) Culturally adaptive

f) Culturally sensitive

g) Team - building skills

h) Mental - maturity

i) Negotiating skills

j) Change agent skills

k) Visionry ability

B Henry Mintzberg's roles of manager :

Henry Mintzberg has studied the work roles of the top executives or managers. He has

classified these ten roles into 3 areas or sections. These areas are interpresonal relationships,

information processing and decision making.

A) Interpersonal Roles :

1) Manager's role as a figurehead : A manager acts as a figurehead or top official. He

has to perform social and legal obligations.

These obligations include greetings or receiving visitors, signing legal papers, taking important

visitors for lunch or dinner. He has also to attend subordinator's wedding and other ceremonies.

He has to deliver lectures at various functions.

2) Manager's leadership role : He has to motivate the staff to give maximum

performance. He must be an ideal leader so that his subordinaters follow his directions or

guidelines. Manager has to set examples before his subordinate means he should behave as a

well known model in all respect.

3) Manager's role as a liaison officer : A manager is a connecting link in between the

company and the outside world. He has to maintain contacts not only with his subordinates and

superiors but the outside people connected with the company.

He has to play his role as a liaison officer by attending public meetings, professional conferences,

personal phone calls, sending and receiving e-mails.
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B) Informational roles :

4) Manager's role as a monitor : The manager has to continuously monitor the internal

and external development. He should have sound knowledge of the things happening in and

around the organisation. To get such information he can collect reports from departments and

can have periodicals, journals from outside sources. He has to process this information which is

useful to run the business smoothly.

5) Role as transmitor (disseminator) of information : A manager is responsible for

spreading widely the information he received from various sources. He has to transmit and

pass the information regarding changes in politics, economics and society to his peers, intimates

and other memebers in organisation. This process, he can do through memos, phone calls,

sending e-mails, personal contact and meeting at the various levels in the organisation.

6) Role as a spokeman : A manager represents his organisation. He is a spokesman of

his company. Manager has to communicate any required information to concerns on behalf of

the organisation.

C) Decisional role :

7) Manager's role as a interpreneur (paramotor) : A manager is basicaly an

interpreneur. He is always in search of new ideas for product improvement and development.

For this he can achieve the new information through suggestion boxes, holding strategy meetings

with the project manager and R & D department. He can get new ideas from the interent and

the websites of the various compaines.

8) Role as a Conflict handler (disturbance handler) : The employees may have

some conflict with the management. Such conflicts may be due to various reasons. Such as

demand for more wages, better services and working conditons. So manager has to role as

an arbitrator in resolving differences. Some conflicts may invlove outsiders such as suppliers

govt. officials etc.

9) Manager's role as resource allocator : A manager has to see that the funds available

are properly allocatted and utilise. He has to make budget for various business operations and

allocate it in an objective manner.

10) Managers role as a negotiator : A manager has to enter into contract with the

labour unions for their demands. The purchase manager has to negatiate prices with the vendors.

The marketing manager may negotiate price with the main customers. The finance manager

may negotiate for the procurement of the funds from the banks or financial institutions.

1.1.5    Management of Change - Introduction and Need for change :

Introduction :

Change is one of the permanent and constant fact in the life of an individual and organizational

life. There are number of changes like change in nature, change in season, change in organisation

and change in physical and biological sciences etc. 'Change in life, is a spice of life' such
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changes are always for better tomorrow or future. The major problem is how to incorporate

changes in the organisation. An organisation which fails to respond such environmental changes

will go out of existence. The change is unavoidable in every organisation. When change affects

the system, equilibrium is disturbed and need arises to adapt to change and regain equilibrium.

Change requires new adjustments and a new equilibrum.

According to 'John Newstorm' and 'Keith Davis' - 'Change is any alteration occuring in

the work environment that affects the ways in which employees must act.' Any organisation is

a part of society, so any change in technical, economic, market, legal environment has an effect

on organisation and vice-versa. An organisation has to adapt internal or external environmental

changes for survival in business world.

'Management of change' is defined by Dr. Joseph L. Massie as "a conscious and concerted

initiative by those who are in charge of the destiny of the business undertaking to keep a

constant and intelligent watch over the behaviour of uncontrollable forces. to assess their impact

and influence on the controllable forces and to evolve appropriate strategies and action programme

to maintain a dynamix equilibrium between the controllable and uncontrollable forces."

Any change in environment affects the entire organisation and require an organisation to

change. Now - a - days it's slogn 'change or perish' and the same is the warning to the today's

managers.

B Need of change :

The need of change arises due to internal and external factors. The purpose is to achieve

the objectives of organisation. Following are the various factors responsible for making change.

Need of change

I) Internal Factors II) External Factors

1) Change in personnel 1) Technological changes

2) Change in leadership 2) Economical changes

3) Change in employees' attitudes 3) Market changes

4) Strategic changes 4) Political and Legal changes

5) Environment and Demographic factors

6) International changes and competition

7) Social and cultural changes.

    (TEMPLEDISC)
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I) Internal Factors of change :

In any organisation there is always internal change as there is change in external factors.

1) Change in personnel as workers are retireing, getting promotions, transfer from one

branch to another or departmental transfer, turnover of workers, regular absentism of trained

workers, termination or new recruitment etc.

2) Leadership is depend upon individual attitude and culture; if leadership changes; it

affects organisation as the style of leadership changes.

3) The work environment is totally depend upon the employees' attitude towards organisation

and this attitute depends upon various internal factors of organisation.

4) As per changing enviroment - to survive organisation take drastic steps to change and

for this the organisation make new strategy in betterment of organisation to improve productivity

and quality. It is imperative for organisations to recognise the need for change and learn to

manage the process effectively.

II) External factors of change :

Every organisation has to interact with society, other organisations as well as with custmoers,

suppliers, shareholders, trade unions, government etc. So, change in external factors force

organisations to change themselves. These external factors are as follow.

1) Technological changes : Now - a - days competition is on global level. To survive in

such type of tough competition, organisation has to adopt new technology. When e-business

revolution is taking place, organisations must accept new technology and the work structure

has to be changed as per.

2) Economical changes : Due to LPG policy economic conditions are changing very

fast. The whole world become one market. The present policy of Indian government relating to

FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) in public undertaking is an example of changing economic

scenario, which compet the organisation for making change in regular policy.

3) Market changes : As our government accepted free-trade policy world become one

market. In this open market competitors are entering in market with the product of quality. To

compete with this world wide competition and to survive - organisations has to change

accordingly.

4) Political and Legal changes : In a democracy, the power politics change after every

election. Similarly, the government makes same changes in existing laws which situation insist

the organisations to make change in their policy.

5) Environment and Demographic factors : Now - a - days all governments have

accepted the policy of ecological balance and to protect environment at all level every organisation

has to participate in this movement. For this it is made compulsory to make changes in
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intrastructure, machinery and policy of organisation. Demographic factors include - size and

growth of population, urbanisation, literacy rate, life expectancy, standard of living etc. affects

the organiation to make changes.

6) International changes and competition : International factors include relations

between two countries, foreign exchange policies, foreign capital, war situation, tourism policy

etc. and present tough competion situation compel the organisations to change accordinaly.

7) Social and cultural changes : Multinational companies are bringing innovative products

in market. These companies are getting workforce from diverse regions, languages and cultures.

These large companies are getting quick access to global customers and partners on the web.

Due to this situation organisations has to change its policies as the society and cluture has

changed rapidely.

The above external factors of change which have been expressed in catchword

'TEMPLEDISC' by using the first character of each factor.

B Lewin's Force Field Analysis Model :

To manage change successfully, the management has to create such an environment that

people will accept the change voluntarily. The planned change cannot be implemented

automatically. It involves many forces which push the changes and others likely to resists such

change. Kurt Lewin has developed the concept of force field analysis which is a scientific

approach for analysing change. He assumes that in any situation, there are driving / supporting

/ favourable forces and restraining / opposing / unfavourable forces which influence any change

that may occur.

In a group process, there are favourable and opposing forces to change, when forces are

equal in strength, there will be no change in the status quo. Management has to make efforts to

balance these two forces by strengthening driving forces and by weakening restraining forces,

so that the change may occur in the organisation. Change occurs only when the two types of

forces are not equal in strength. When there is any change, a new equilibrium is reached as

shown in the following figure -
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According to Lewin, every behaviour is the result of an equilibrium between driving and

restraining forces. Management should first try to remove the restraining forces and then

strengthening the driving forces that exist in organisation. Management may take one of the

following actions for introducing change, based on the operation of field force -

1) If the driving forces far-outweigh the restraining forces, management may push the

driving forces and overpower restraining forces to implement the desired change.

2) If the restraining forces are stronger than the driving forces, management may postpone

or give up the change programme or persue the change by changing opposing forces into

supporting forces or immobilise them.

3) If both the forces are equal in strength, management can push up supporting forces and

can convert or immobilise the opposing forces to implement the change.

Generally, driving forces include competition, customer demand, cost pressure, government

regulations, new technology, better raw material, superior pressures, protection, co-operation

etc. On the other hand, restraining forces may include lack of knowledge, shortage of resources,

low employee morale, fear of unknown, group norms, economic factors etc.

B Resistance to change :

The attitude of employees and organisation (i.e. - Personnels at top level) plays an important

role in deciding response to change. This response (support or oppose) to change depend on the
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outcome of the change. However, resistance to change is natural, the following are the factors

responsible for resistance to change. Which are classified in two major factors (viz. - Individual

factors and organisational factors.)

Factors responsible for Resistance to change

(A) Individual Factors (B) Organisational Factors

1) Economic Reasons 1) Form of organisation

2) Obsolescence of skills 2) Threat to established resources allocation

3) Problem of Adjustment 3) Threat of Position

4) Change in position 4) Wastage and obsolescence

5) Lack of trust 5) Other conditions

6) Psychological factors -

a) Fear of uncertainty

b) Group Pressure

c) Disturbance in social relationship

d) Problem of ego

(A) Individual Factors of resistance :

Following are the reasons / factors generating resistance to change.

1) Economic factors : Employees resist change when they feel that change causes their

economic loss. The major losses are unemployment, reduction in present pay, reduction in

monetery benefits, demotion etc. (Example - Fear of automation and computerisation might

create the above situation).

2) Obsolescence of Skills : Change may cause some discomfarts in job. New job

requires learning new procedures and forgetting old ones which is a most dislike activity with

employees. (Example - Introduction of computerised accounting will automatically reduce

mannual accounting.)

3) Problem of Adjustment : When new change is introduced employees have to face

new situation and the old techniques are no longer required and the security of the famillar

activity is lost. Change may create feeling of non-possibility of adjustment with new work and

leads to increase stress. Hence, change is generally resisted.

4) Change in position : Generally employees do not want to change their present position

in job. Ofcourse new change requires re-defining of job, change in resonsibility etc. which is

inconvenient and uncomforatble to employees. The same feeling may cause of resistance.
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5) Lack of trust : If the past experience of change is unfavourable to employees and had

bad experience, employees lack trust in change and they may resist to change.

6) Psychological factors :

a. Fear of uncertainty - The fear of unknown ways of doing job creats threatening and

uncertainties in mind many employees feel extermely insecure.

b. Group Pressure - Every employee belongs to a specific formal group. Some times

employee may be unable the pressure of the group. As the employee is a member of the group

he also resists the change.

c. Disturbance in social relationship - Man is a social animal. He may feel that change

is likely to disturb the social relationship of people. It may effect their daily customs. norms etc.

(example - transfer of employee may disturb his social relationship and friendship at that place.)

Hence, employees resist to change.

d. Problem of ego - Everyone has some ego which one tries to maintain. Ego means

state of thinking, behaving and feeling. Any adverse affect/change on these, will be resisted by

employee.

(B) Organisational Factors :

Like individuals, some organisations may resist the change. Particularly when organisation's

function is based on traditional lines they always resist to innovation and change.

Some important reasons of organisational resistance are as follows :

1) Form of organisation : Some forms of organisation are more resistant to change.

Particularly bureaucratic form of organisation does not favour to any change. Change does not

suit to the present organisation structure.

2) Threat to established resources allocation : The departments, which are getting

more benefit from current resource allocation resist change. As they feel that after change

they may not get proper share of resources.

3) Threat of position : Sometimes, the top level personnels consider change as a threat

to their position. Because, they feel change may reduce the power and influence on employees.

Hence, they always resist the change.

4) Wastage and obsolescence : Sometimes, when the change is introduced many of

fixed assets become obsolete and useless. So the organisations resist to change and continue

with old system.

5) Other conditions : Mr. Zandar has given few more conditions which are causing

resistance to change. They are as follows.

a. Nature of change is not made clear to the employees.
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b. Having different meanings by different employees.

c. If the change is made for personal benefit.

d. It the change ignores customs and values in organisations.

e. Those who want change have limited authority and are not competent also.

B Remedies to overcome the resistance to change :

It is always better to explain employees / pensonnels why the change is to be accepted.

What are the benefits of change to the individuals and organisation, Transparency and free

flow of communication may benfited  to overcome the resistance.

(A) Efforts at Individual level :

Following ways to be applied to overcome the resistance at individual level.

i) Educate and train employees to accept the change.

ii) Make participation and involvement of employees in the process of change.

iii) Using leadership qualities persue the employees for change.

iv) Create environment to make committed employees for change.

(B) Efforts at Organisational level :

Following efforts would be useful in overcoming resistance at organisational level.

1. Slove the problem of resistance at grouplevel rather than at individual level.

2. Total group should be taken into confidence.

3. Arrange training programmes for the entiregroup.

4. Take help of professional consultants to make top officials favourable for accepting

the change.

5. Apply change gradually after careful thought.

6. Initiate change and take feedback of it.

1.2 Summary :

B Basics of Management : Management is an essential activity of every organisation.

Not only in business organization but management is every where in human and business

life. It is just like air, without which we cannot live.

Management means getting things done successfully from others. Theo Haiman has defind

this term (1) Management as a noun, (2) Management as a discipline and (3) Management

as a process / functions. As per this third difinition of management, it's a functional term.

Luther Gullik also stated this term in keyword as 'POSDCORB'+'C'. It means fram planning

to control all functions together or group of these functions is called management.
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B Characteristics of Management : Management is a (1) Purposeful activity (2) func-

tional concpet (3) associated with efforts of a group (4) Universal (5) system of an au-

thority (6) Manager's are not necessarity owners (7) Social Science (8) an integrated

process (9) working with and through group (10) Continuous process (11) art as well as

science (12) Profession.

B Significance of Management : Anything + Management = Success

Following resons grow importance of management -

(1) Full  utilisation  of  factors  of  production  (2)  Use  of  new  inventions  and  techniques

(3) handling of labour (4) Flow of work (5) stability.

B Managerial skills : The scope of mangagerial job has become more complex in recent

years. Manager must require various type of managerial skills.

1) Skills for different levels of Management (Robert K. Katz) : (a) Technical skills

(b) Human skills (c) Conceptual skills (d) Design skills.

2) Managerial skills check-list (E. H. McGrath) : (I) Personal Qualities (II)

Interpersonal skills (III) Problem solving skills (IV) Communication skills.

3) Skills of tommorrow's Managers (Lewis S. H. and Goodman) : (a) The team

player (b) The technology master (c) The foreign ambassador (d) The change maker (e) The

21st century leader.

4) Skills of International Manager (C. G. Howard) : (1) Multi-dimentional perspective

(2) Line management proficiency (3) Good decision making (4) Resourcefulness (5) Culturally

adaptive (6) Culturally sensitive (7) Term - building skills (8) Mental maturity (9) Change agent

skills (10) Visionary ability.

B Henery Mintzberg's roles of manager :

(A) Interpersonal Relationship : (1) Manager's role as a figurehead (2) Manager's

leadership role (3) Manager's role as a liaison officer.

(B) Information Processing : (4) Manager's role as a monitor (5) Role as transmitor

(disseminator) of information (6) Role as a spokesman.

(C) Decision-Making : (7) Manager's role as a interprenour (8) Role as a conflict

handler (9) Manager's role as resource allocator (10) Manager's role as a negotiator.

B Management of change : Change is constant in the life of organistion. Organisation

which change according to the change in environment will survive and grow. Due to

internal and external environmental factor, organisations have to change their working.

Change is resisted by individual and also at organisational level under fear of loss. There

are number of causes of resistance to change. Managers have to resolve the causes and

reasons behind resistance to change by adopting different measures.
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Business environment is changing constantly. Different environmental factors like

'TEMPLEDISC' have posed a challenge as well as created opportunity to business

organisations.

Managerial functions are very important for effective management system. Mainly five

functions of management i.e. planning, organizing staffing, directing and controlling are

studied here.

1) Planning – is the act which looks into future. It includes predetermination of line of

actions in advance.

Significance of planning  -  Planning is important and basic function of management. It

is having the significance like – Refining the objectives, Anticipating uncertainties, operating

economically, developing co-operation, Handling complexities, controlling effectively,

maximum use of resources and avoiding business failure.

Planning Process – includes the steps like – Estimating the professional opportunities,

setting of objectives, Forecasting, Establishing the sequence of activities Determining of

Alternative courses, selection of Alternative courses, Budgeting, follow-up.

2) Organizing – is a function which helps in making activities to be performed effectively. It

establishes a structure of different activities and positions required to achieve the goals of

an enterprise. It is related with allocation of responsibility and delegation of authority.

B Significance of Organising :

The importance of organising becomes clear with the help of the following points - Benefits

of Specialisation, Clarity in Working Relationship, Optimum Utilisation of Resources,

Adaptation to Change, Co-ordination, Effective Administration, Development of Personnel

and Expansion and Growth :

B Organizing Process :

The managerial function of organizing may be called as the 'process of organizing'. The

following steps can be of great help in the designing a suitable structure -- Clear definition

of objectives, Determining activities, Assigning duties, Delegating authority, Coordinating

activities Providing physical facilities and right environment and Establishment of structural

relationship for overall control.

3) Significance of Staffing :

Staffing function is of utmost importance for the organisation that right kinds of people are

employed and given adequate training to get expected results. In fact, effective performance

of the staff function is necessary to realize the benefits like - Efficient Performance of

Other Functions, Effective Use of Technology and Other Resources, Optimum Utilization

of Human Resources, Development of Human Capital, Motivation of Human Resources,

Building Higher Morale etc.
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4) Significance of Directing :

Directing or Direction function is said to be the heart of management of process and

therrefore, is the central point around which accomplishment of goals take place. Being

the central character of enterprise, it provides many benefits to a concern like-It Initiates

Actions, It Ingrates Efforts, Means of Motivation, It Provides Stability Coping up with the

changes and Efficient Utilization of Resources.

B Significance of controlling :

Controlling is an important function of managment. Its importance becomes apparent

when we find that it is needed in all the functions of management. The sucess of the

organisation thus hinges on the effective controlling. The significance of controlling is an

follows-It helps in accomplishing Organizational Goals, Judging Accuracy of Standards,

Making Efficient Use of Resources, Improving Employee Motivation, Ensuring Order

and Discipline, Facilitating Coordination in Action, Controlling helps in improving the

performance of the employees.

3) Staffing  includes human resources planning, recruitment, selection, training, development,

appraisal and remuneration.

Significance of Staffing – It is required to obtain the best available people for the

organization and to develop their abilities and skill. Staffing is carried out through the steps

like – Analysis of Job, Recruitment, Selection, Retention, Training and development,

Performance appraisal etc.

4) Directing provides necessary guidance and inspiration to the employees to contribute to

achieve organizational goals.

Process of Directing includes the steps like – Supervision, communication, leadership

and motivation.

5) Controlling – Controlling includes measurement and correction of subordinates. It consists

in verifying whether everything occurs in conformity with the plans adopted, the instruction

issued and principles established.

Significance of Controlling includes – Establishing standards operations results,

Appraising performance, corrective action taken and feedback.

B The nature of management includes - Management is a process, it is a continuous pro-

cess, Management means getting things done from others. It is objective oriented and

basically a factor of production. Management is universal and it is both art and science. It

is multidisciplinary and dynamic activity. It is also a part of society which assumes social

responsibility and now-a-days management has emerged as a profession.

B Management as a profession - it is regarded as a profession. But it is not full-fledged

profession. Different criteria on which it can be tested are - A body of knowledge, formal
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education and training, professional assoication, code of conduct and service motive.

B Lewins force field analysis model - To implement planned change, the management must

conside 'force field', which means in any situation, there are supporting forces and oppos-

ing forces for implementiong change in an organisation. When these two forces are equal,

there cannot be any change or it is known as existing quasi - equilibrium. Change occurs

only when driving forces and restraining forces are not equal in strength. Management

has to push the driving forces and try to eliminate unfavourable forces to make desired

change in the organisation.

1.3 Terms to remember :

l 'POSDCORB'+'C' l Managerial skills l Management l Management of change

l Resistance to change l Remedies to overcome the change l 'TEMPLEDISC'.

l Forecasting l Planning l  Organizing l  Staffing

l  Directing l Controlling

l  Profession - Needs acquisition of specialised knowledge which is used to advise others.

l  Driving forces - favourable forces

l  Restraining forces - Unfavourable forces

l  Status quo - state of equilibrium / Stability

1.4 Exercise :

(A) Write short answers.

1) What is management? and Explain Signifance of management.

2) Explain characteristics of management.

3) Explain various Managerial skills.

4) Explain Henry Mintzberg's role of manager.

5) What are the internal forces and external forces of need for change?

6) Which are the individual reasons for resistance to change?

7) What are the organizational causes for resistance to change?

8) Explain the concept of ‘Planning’ and its significance.

9) Explain the steps in planning process.

10) Explain the steps in the process of Directing.

11) Give the steps of controlling process.
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12) Explain the term 'Management as a Profession'.

(B) Eassy type / Long Questions.

1) What do you mean by 'Management'? Explain the characteristics of Management.

2) Describe the Nature and importance of management.

3) What is change and why there  is a need for change?

4) What are the reasons of resistance to change?

5) What are the different efforts / ways to overcome the resistance?

6) What is organizing? Explain the process of organising.

7) What is staffing? Give the important steps followed in staffing functions.

8) What is Directing? Give the directing process of management.

9) Explain whether management is a profession or not? Why?

10) Explain Kurt Lewin's Force - field Analysis model.

III)  Write short Notes.

I) Planning and its significance.

II) Managerial Skills

III) Controlling process.

IV) Resistance to Change

V) Staffing process.

VI) Planning Process.

IV) Case Studies -1 : BRIDGING THE GAP

The ACME People's Bank has been operating successfully for the past twenty-five

years. Experiencing a phenomenal growth in the market ACME decided to go in for

modernization of its service facilities on a large scale. As a part of the expansion plan, several

new members were added to the existing staff. This resulted in changing the social composition

of the bank's employees. There were two distinct groups : the 'old ones' and the 'young ones'

working side by side. The yound ones were keen on seizing any opportunity leading to better

career prospects, were enthusiastic and professional in their attitude to work. The older

employees looked upon the younger ones as 'smart alecks'. 'johnny konw-all' wanting to

change everything and critical of old established ways. The 'young ones' regarded the older

guys as 'fuddy duddies', 'settled in their ways' and 'dull'.
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As part of the modernization programme ACME installed computers in different sections

of the bank. As the General Manager put it to the staffers : the computers would speed up the

work, increase efficiency and eliminate manual errors. Especially arranged training

programmes free of cost, would be arranged and would help the employees in learning the new

required skills. The employees were to be sent for training in teams comprising in five members

each. The General Manager asked for volunteers. Most of the new recrults volunteered to

make up the first few teams.

A week after the announcement was made a group of the older employees met the

General Manager and expressed their dissatisfaction over the new plans. They said they had

been hired to do a particular job, they had learnt and mastered it, were good at it and saw no

need to change. They refused to attend any training programmes and claimed that they had the

Union's support. They reminded the General Manager of the years of decicated service they

had put in and said that they would be quite happy to continue serving the bank, in the same

way.

The same afternoon the General Manager met with his assistant and the Personnel

Manager to discuss the matter. It was decided that those who did not wish to go in for the

training would be deployed.

The next day, members of the group which had met the General Manage went on a

'hiccup' strike ranging from ten minutes to thirty minutes, causing disruption and delay in work

and long queues of irate customers.

- Questions -

How will you bridge the 'emotional-technological' gap?

Issues Involved-

B From the point of view of the older employees what were the reasons for their resistance

to change?

B Do a force field analysis?

B Suggest strategies for overcoming the resistance.

B Would it be better to reduce the resisting force or increase the driving force?

Case Studies -2 :  INTRODUCING  PROFESSIONAL  MGT  PATTERN

A. M. Aurora And Co. is a diversified company with divisions in Canning, Packing,

Departmental Stores and retail clothing stores. All four divisions have recently been losing

money. The firm's fonder and chairman Arjun Aurora, become alarmed at his apparnet inability

to retrieve the declining profits. So two years ago, he handed over the Chief Executive role to

his son Raj Aurora, then a 25 years old graduate and who had been studying under his father for
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four years.

Having so far had no greater success, the younger Aurora, some three months ago

appointed his friend and fellow graduate Ramesh Marathe, aged 26 as General Manager.

Marathe was to take charge of day-to-day operations and help with important policy decisions.

Under Arjun Aurora, the company had been run in a highly informal way. The Chief

Executive had been solely responsible for negotiations and recording of all financiant

transactions. No proper accounting system existed. At one stage, nearly three years ago, the

packaging division had come almost to a standstill, owing to a misunderstanding between the

older Aurora and the major suppliers of raw materials. This resulted in many workers being

made redunant. Yet in Marathe's opinion, the company is heavily over-staffed.

After taking over from his 64 year old father, Raj Aurora also discovererd that no firm

control existed over stock keeping. As a result, Marathe believes, workers of all grades had bee

making false requistions for suppliers to line their own pockets.

During Arjun Aurora's control of the company, there had been only one general salary and

wage increase and that was under the pressure of the division managers. No encouragement

had been given to worker representation in the divisions. So communication frequently broke

down. Admittedly there had been no strike during the time.

Marathe feels that this was largely due to the fact that Raj Aurora had continuously

assured the divisional managers that the company would be placed on more stable footing and

conditions and salaries would be greatly improved once he took over. In the event since

improvements in the company performance have not materialised, the yound chief executive

has not been able to increase salaries.

Marathe was appointed in an effort to introduce modern management techniques. He

immediately drew up a programme for streamlining the operations of the company.

Amoung his palns was a centralised accounting systems, monthly meeting with the

divisional managers to draw up plans and also to study their problems, divisional purchases

through head office and an opinion platform where all employees could voice grievances and

suggestions for improvement. The Chief Executive agreed with these plans and told Marathe

to begin implementation.

However, the response to Marathe's plans from the divisions received solid resistance.

Managers expressed what to Marathe were trivial objections : they could not guarantee to be

available at the same time each month for meetings; divisions relations with their suppliers

would be harmed by a centralised purchasing policy. Some managers also refused to account

for almost daily lateness or absence from work.

Marathe, exaspered, went to discuss the managers reaction with the younger Aurora.

"Look, we have got to do something about this work-to-rule attitude" he furned. "We ought at

least to discipline some of the worst offendrs. May be they would take us seriously then,
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instead of thinking we are just a couple of kids."

But the younger Aurora advocated taking solt line. "My father is already angry with me

and the managers resent you, because they think, I should have appointed one of the long -

serving divisional managers as my deputy." he explained. "Of course, you and I know it needed

someone from outside to be objective about the company's problems."

Raj Aurora now preposed asking his father, during one of his many visits to his old cronics

in the factories, to persuade them to be more co-operative.

"I think this would be a mistake." asserted Marahte. "It would tell the division managers

their obstructive factics were successful and make them even more un-cooperative." But he

failed to dissuade the yound chief executive. Leaving the office, marathe reflects on the

frustration of his attempts. The man who is supposed to be in-charge does not really appear to be.

Is there another way I can set up the basic controls this company needs? Or should I resign?

- Questions -

1. Read the case carefully and identify the problem / problems involved in the case.

2. Explain your point of view assuming that you are Mr. Marathe.

Issues Involved-

B Corning to terms with resistance

- Coping with resistance.

B Seeking accountability for results.

B Building commitment through participation in problem-solving and decision making.

B Testing the readiness of subordinates to change and their capability of doing so.

B Enhancing individual autonomy to gain employee commitment to change.

B Becoming aware and tolerant of the change situation.

B Functioning effectively and efficiently as changeagent.

B Skills and techniques for team building and development.
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Sem. I : Unit 2

Contribution Towards Management Thought

2.1 Unit Objectives

2.1 Presentation of Subject Matter

2.1.1 Controbution of Frank B. Gibreth

2.1.2 Contribution of Elton Mayo

2.1.3 Contribution of Mary Parker Follet

2.1.4 Contribution of Peter Drucker

2.1.5 Contribution of Michael Porter

2.1.6 Contribution of C. K. Pralhad

2.1.7 Management in 21st Century

2.1.8 International Management

2.1.9 Impact of Globalisation on Management

2.2 Summary

2.3 Terms to remember

2.4  Exercise

2.5  Books for future reading

2.0      Unit Objectives :

The main learning objectives of this chapter are as below

l To highlight the major influences on the development of management thought.

l To explain the major contributors in evolution of management thought.

l To explain management in 21st century.

l To describe the Concept of International Management.

l To explain the impact of globalization on management.
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2.1     Presentation of the subject matter :

The purpose of studying  various evaluation of management thought is to enable, recognize

and appreciate how developments have taken place in the field of management could contribute

to current practices. The past and present approaches can help to discover the strengths and

weaknesses of current managerial practices and finally it helps to the potential manager of an

organization centre to choose appropriate management styles. During the brief history of

management as a discipline, number of separate schools of management thought have emerged,

some are broad, some are narrow in scope and some are quite specialized.

According to one school of thought, history has no relevance to the problems facing by

managers today. Some are also of the opinion that management thought or theory is too abstract

to be of any practical use. However, both theory and history are indispensable tools for managing

contemporary organizations. The management thoughts are the guiding and motivation principles

for today’s management and managers.

Today’s management is both a reflection of and a reaction to past management theories.

Therefore, it is highlighted on some earlier management thoughts contributed by eminent scholars.

Beside this highlighted on the international management and impact of globalization on

management, which significantly influence on the management principles and practices. Today’s

management is the outcome of earlier management thoughts. Management is depending on

situation in which the manager has tackling the problems and issues. It is true that there is no

any stereo type technique for solving any management issue but the solution of any management

issue is depend on basis management thoughts and application of these thoughts in a particular

scenario.

2.1.1  Contribution of Frank B. Gilbreth :

Frank Bunker Gilbreth (1868 - 1924) and Lillian Moller Gilbreth (1878 - 1972) made their

contribution to the scientific management movement as a husband and wife team after F. W.

Taylor. They were involved in finding new ways for eliminating unnecessary motions and

reducing work fatigue. Gilbreth almost devoted his whole life to motion study. He searched for

doing a job in a better way. His "one best way" was the way which required minimum motions

in the most comfortable positions in an accessible area. Frank Gilbreth was born in 1868 in

Fairfield, Maine. He started his career as an apprentice in a brick laying company at the age of

17, in the firm of Whiddey and Co. He was promoted to the cadre of superintendent within 10

years. Thereafter he started his own contracting business. He studied the motions involoved in

bricklaying and developed an improved method. Through his experiments, he was able to reduce

the basic operations in bricklaying from 18 to 05.

Gilbreth identified 17 basic elements in all work and called these "therbligs", Therblig is

Gilbreth's spelled backwards with a transposition of one letter. The significance of his work lies

in the fact that, despite the huge technicial advancement, today also his motion study techniques
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are being used in the industry. He also proved that productivity can be tripled by eliminating the

unnecessary motions in bricklaying. He is considerved as the "father of motion study."

Gilbreth's contribution to management has been described in brief as under -

1) Motion Study : Gilbreth used a motion picture camera and studied motions worked by

workers as they performed their tasks. He invented several devices for motion study. The

number of bricks laid down by workers per day were increased from 1000 to 2700.

2) Therbligs : Gilbreth identified 17 basic elements in all of the work known as therbligs.

3) One best way : His concern was of finding the one best method of performing a job.

4) Process chart : Gilbreths have developed the process chart and flow diagrams for

recording production process. These are used for the purpose of decision making.

5) Training of workers : He viewed that an expenditure on workers training was

productive expenditure and indispensable for the development of manpower in the organisation.

He was interested in developing a man to his fullest potential through tranining, work methods

and healthy work environment.

6) Promotion Plan : Gilbreth suggested three position plan of promotion of the workers.

7) Rest Intervals : He suggested rest intervals, improved working conditions and healty

psychological outlooks for improving productivity.

According to him worker should be expert in his present work and be can work as a

master of his work and further he must be capable for highest position. He proposed 15

characteristics of worker's personality. Pointed out that productivity of any worker depends

upon his personality and work enviroment. He suggested one best way of on changing with the

development of science and technology. There can be always scope for improvement in doing

the job. Gilbreths have published number of books and research articles.

2.1.2    Contribution of Elton Mayo :

George Elton Mayo (1880 - 1949) was a professor at the Harvard Business School. Mayo

was regarded as the founding father of modern sociological and psycholgical industrial research

with the publication of his famous book, 'The Human problems of the Industrial Civilization' in

1933. Elton Mayo is well known for his Hawthorne studies. Hawthorne plant of the Western

Electric Co. in Chicago was manufacturing telephone system bell. Howthorne experiments

were conducted from 1924 - 1932 by Mayo, Roethlisberger, Whitehead, Dickson and their

colleagues. The objective of these studies was to find out the behaviour and attitudes of employees

as a result of improved working conditions. The study was to discover the relationship between

productivity and improved working conditions. They conducted experiments in four phases -

1) Illumination (lighting) Experiments : This experiment was conducted to assess the

effect of lighting on the output of workers. It was concluded that decrease or increase in

lighting did not have any effect on productivity but something else was the cause of productivity.
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It was found that informal social relations among the group members was the reason for increased

productivity.

2) Relay Assembly Test Room Experiments : This experiment was conducted to test

the effect of changes in working conditions on productivity. For this experiment, six girls were

selected on the basis of their past performance. In this experiment, new variables were introduced

such as shorter working hours, appropriate rest periods, friendly and informal supervision, free

interaction among group members, improved physical conditions etc. It was found that productivity

and morale increased and maintained, as such it was also found that morale and producticity

were increased even after withdrawing improved working conditions. The research concluded

that productivity was increased not beacuse of improved working conditions but due to socio-

psychologicas factors such as - the feeling of being important, recognition, attention, complete

communication, participation, non-directive supervision, informal relations, sense of belongingness

and self-discipline etc.

3) Mass Interviewing Programme : Out of 30,000 employees, about 20,000 employees

were interviewed to determine attitude and sentiments of employees towards their job, working

conditons, company, supervision, wages, promotion etc. The results were again confirmed that

informal relationship, social and psychlogical needs and attitude of employees have definite

influence on behaviour of employees.

4) Bank wiring observation room experiment : A group of 14 male workers was

observed with regard to their work behaviour in group norms and incentives. The hypothesis

was that in order to earn more, workers would produce more and to earn group bonus, they

would help each other. However, this hypothesis stood invalid. Workers decided the target

themselves which was lower than company's target.

This analysis showed that informal groups and informal relations are important in determining

human behaviour.

Major findings of Hawthorne Experiments : These experiments suggested the

importance of human relations in management. Major findings of the studies are -

a) The worker is not merely an 'economic man' who can be motivated by financial incentives

only. But non-financial incentives and social and psychological needs have more influence on

the behaviour of workers.

b) Productivity of workers depends more on interpersonal relations of workers than

improved working conditions.

c) It was found that informal groups based on personal relations of workers have greater

impact on productivity and morale of workers. Generally workers act or react not as individuals

but as a member of group he belongs.

d) Organisation is a social system.

e) Informal leaders play an important role in work-settings and enforcing group norms.
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f) Workers attitude, friendly supervision, praise, effective communication, informal

leadership, co-ordinal relationship among workers, recognition, participation, work design, attitude

of supervisors etc. have more influence than physical factors to improve productivity and attaining

goals.

g) These studies developed a concept of 'social man' rather than 'economic man' motivated

by money in the case of treating workers.

These experiments focused on social factor in productivity. Elton Mayo is known as the father

of Industrial Sociology and human relations approach. These studies gave birth to human relations

movement in the field of management and also sub-disciplines like industrial psychology, social

psychology etc.

Criticism on Hawthorne experiments : It is argued that the findings of Hawthorne

studies are not based on scientific research. The study and experiments have conducted on

small group of people, thus the validity of findings is doubtful. The experiments were too small

to generalise. Mayo has assumed that satisfied worker would be productive. It is criticised as a

'Cow Sociology' means contended cows give more milk. Further the studies have not considered

external environment such as labour laws, trade union activities which play significant role on

workers attitude. More emphasis on group leads to workers, dependence on group norms

which may reduce individual creativity.

2.1.3 Contribution of Mary Parker Follet (1868-1933) :

Follet was an American political scientist and management thinker who experienced career

as a management guru. In the 1920s she was well known on both sides of Atlantic, but her star

was later eclipsed by the more masculine approaches that seemed to be better familiar with the

second world war era. The principles of democracy and cooperation is in all Follet’s writings

with and politics, business and education, in fact, she thought that democratic principles should

be taught from an early age.

Follet narrated about community, experience and the group, and how these related to the

individual and the organization. A business, is a micro virgin of human society. An organization

is one in which people at all levels should be motivated to work and participate. They should

gather their own information, define their own roles and shape their own lives. Organizations

are based fundamentally on cooperation and coordination; this is the single unifying principle

holding them together. She advocated ‘power with’ (a jointly developed power) rather than

‘power over’ as the key to social progress and business success, which did not suit the prevailing

mood before, during and after the second world war, but it is much more in tune with recent

management thinkers. Henry Mintzberg and Rosabeth Moss Kanter, are the fans of Follet’s

approach.

Contribution :

B Focused on Human Resource Management : Human Resource Management is vital
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in an organization. To get it done, effective leadership is required where leader can control the

subordinates through functional leadership.  He focused on HRM because this resource is the

basic resource which leads the other resources in an organization. There was the dilemma that

leader should be born or made and Follett said that leader can be made and not necessary he

should be born only. HRM is required for coordination of staff and employees. Mary Parker

Follett focused on speedy and effective management and it is possible when HRM is effective.

B Group activities are important : Group activities and common responsibilities are the

contribution of Mary Parker Follett. Organizational goal is a common task, which can be

achieved with the help of group activities. This approach will help for development of integral

responsibility among the employees. To work effectively, to minimize unnecessary movements

and to train the new entrants, group activities are very much important. Mary Parker Follett has

focused on constructive conflict, where integration is required to solve the conflicts. She high-

lighted group activities may lead the conflicts but all conflicts are not good or bad in nature but

how we coordinate the groups and their activities, which helps for drawing positive outcome

from the group activities.

B Power sharing is significant : In management, power sharing is very important. Mary

Parker Follett has focused the concept of ‘power sharing’ in her book Creative Experience.

Power is an instrument to get it done but how you are utilizing power is important. She focused

on integration, circular behavior and situation theory for elaborating the power sharing concept

in the organization. She also referred ‘power over’ and ‘power with’ for effective utilization of

power in an organization. Here power over means power on people and power with means two

individuals or groups pool their power to arrive at a solution. Follett has focused on power

should not be centralized but it should be decentralized or function based power should be

provided.

B Integration is vital : Mary Parker Follett has contributed that to solve the conflict, the

effective integration is the vital way to satisfy both the parties and not necessary to scarify by

only one party, which is not advisable. To solve the conflicts among the officers and employees.

The chief authority should work as the mediator or councilor to solve the conflicts among the

officers and employees. Unsatisfied employees are problematic to the organization, so Mary

Parker Follett has suggested that integration among all members of the organization is re-

quired.

2.1.4  Contribution of Peter Drucker (1909-2005) :

Peter Drucker was renowned as the creator of management as a discipline in its own

right. He was borne in 1909 in Vienna and studied in England before immigrating to the USA in

1937. When he became Professor of Management at New York University in 1950, he was, in

his own words, ‘the first person anywhere in the world to have such a title and to teach such a

subject’. Drucker’s ground-breaking management book about General Motors, Concept of the

Corporation, was published in 1946. In it, he asserted that management was not a rank or a title,

but a responsibility and a practice - a discipline that can be taught and must be studied, just like
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other disciplines. Drucker is a creative writer who has coined new phrases and introduced new

concepts that have become firmly established as facts of management life. His two famous

books, The Practice of Management (1954) and Management Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices

(1973), describe his philosophy and approach to management and are also textbooks that teach

the reader how to manage. Despite advancing years; Drucker has continued to contribute

fresh ideas, publishing Management Challenges for the 21st Century in 1999. He has the guru’s

capability of presenting concepts and ideas clearly and persuasively to his audience, and is

eminently quotable. The best way to predict the future is to create it. A manager is responsible

for the application and performance of knowledge. The most important contribution; management

needs to make in the 21st century; that has to increase the productivity of knowledge work and

the knowledge worker.

Contribution :

BBBBB Setting objectives : Peter F. Drucker has focused on setting up an objectives for the

organization. He suggested that every organization should have basic and important objectives.

He contributed marketing innovation, human organization, financial resources, physical re-

sources, productivity, social responsibility and requirement of profit are the objectives of the

organization. To capture and survive in the market, society, financial market, minimization of

cost of production, maximization of output and management by objectives (MBO’s) are impor-

tant. Peter F. Drucker has highlighted ‘setting objectives’ in his famous book “The Practice of

Management”. According to Drucker, maximization of business profit should not be only one

object of any organization but setting different objectives are very much required.

B Organizing responsibility and practice : Peter F. Drucker has contributed to organize

responsibility and effective practices are very much essential in management. For effective

delegation of authority, one should determine the responsibility of unskilled, semi skilled and

skilled employees. He has contributed span of control and span of management responsibility

for effective management. The book, “Concept of the Corporation” has narrated that manage-

ment was not for a rank or a title but for responsibility, practice and discipline, that can be

taught and must be studied just like other discipline. In brief, he has contributed that, “Manage-

ment as a Discipline”, which is very much required for effective management.

B Motivation and Communication : Peter F. Drucker believes federal and functional

decentralization, which provides effective management for market, production, profit etc, for

which effective motivation and communication is required with all stakeholders of the organiza-

tion. To get it done from others, proper motivation and effective communication is required.

B Measurements of performance of knowledge : Peter F. Drucker has focused in his

two books viz. The age of Discontinuity and Managing for Result that “Knowledge is the

Business”. He focused that use of information for completion of specific work is called as

knowledge and measuring the performance of knowledge become essential. He focused on

knowledge should be applicable, skills should be improved, productivity should go up, acquire

special knowledge etc. He also contributed that knowledge should be analyzed, which provides
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percentage of utilization of knowledge, to know that which knowledge to be adopted and utili-

zation of new knowledge etc. He emphasized on establishing measurements of performance of

knowledge.

B Developing people : ‘Get it done’ is the basic philosophy of management, where devel-

oping the people is required. Peter F. Drucker has focused on development of people who are

the real instruments for mobilizing other resources in an organization. Human resource is the

vital resource among all resources, where development of human resource in all respect is

essential.  Drucker has highlighted that manpower should not treated as a machine but should

be treated as human being, so employees will work effectively in an organization. He focused

on right selection, right job, right status, right salary and wages etc which will help for develop-

ing people in an organization.

2.1.5 Contribution of Michal Porter (1947) :

Michal Porter is the Bishop in William Lawrence University Professor at The Institute for

Strategy and Competitiveness, based at the Harvard Business School. He is a leading authority

on competitive strategy and the competitiveness and economic development of nations, states,

and regions. His work has generated analytical tools used by business schools, managers and

public policy makers like five-force analysis, generic strategies, the value chain, activity systems,

the national diamond and industry innovation clusters. Broader applications of Porter’s analytical

frameworks have included health care, non-profit organization strategy, economic development

of inner cities, national competitiveness, clusters and innovation capacity, cross-industry linkages,

environmental quality and competitiveness and regional economic development. Michal Porter’s

core field is competition and company strategy. He is generally recognized as one of the

intellectual leaders of the modern strategy field and his ideas are taught in virtually every

business school in the world. His work has also re-defined thinking about competitiveness,

economic development, economically distressed urban communities, environmental policy, and

the role of corporations in society. Michal Porter’s work is recognized in many governments,

corporations and academic circles globally. He chairs Harvard Business School’s program

dedicated for newly appointed CEOs of very large corporations.

Contribution :

B Competitive strategy : Competitive strategy is the vital contribution of Michal Porter

which is very much required for effective management. It is based on competitiveness of the

organization. Porter has developed five force model for determination of competitive strategy.

This strategy should be based on new competitors’ entry in the industry which may create

threats to the profitability of the existing company.  The risk of new entry may be high or low

and profitability may favourable or unfavourable.

B Economic development of nations : Management should be used for economic devel-

opment of the nation, state and region too. According to Michal Porter management strategies

should be adopted for the development of the nation. Entry of new firms, purchasing power of
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buyer, bargaining power of suppliers, substitute products etc. factors have affecting on eco-

nomic development of the nation. According to Porter economic development is depend on

effective and strategic utilization of available resources.

B Analytical frameworks : Michal Porter has focused on analytical framework, which

includes health care, nonprofit making organization’s strategy, industrial linkages, cluster ca-

pacity, innovation in the organization etc. He focused on the management that they should

focus on analysis of framework of the organization. It shows that there should be pre deter-

mined structured framework for getting competitive advantages. This contribution helps for

satisfying both parties viz. buyer and seller. Analytical framework helps for creating win-win

situation in the organization.

B Role of corporations in society : The corporations have been playing dominant role in

the society. According to Michel Porter corporations have using different resources by which

they are generating the profit, where not to exploit the customers is the role of corporations in

the society. Porter wrote the book on ‘The competitive Advantages of Nation (1990)’ where he

highlighted the role of corporations in society. Quality, quantity, bargaining power, demand and

supply, services offered, substitute products production, forward and backward integration etc.

2.1.6 Contribution of Coimbatore Krishnarao Prahalad (1941-2010):

C. K. Prahalad was the Paul and Ruth McCracken Distinguished University Professor of

Corporate Strategy at the Stephen M. Ross School of Business in the University of Michigan.

During his life, he was frequently ranked as one of the most prominent business thinkers in the

world. He was renowned as the co-author of “Core Competence of the Corporation”

(with Gary Hamel) and “The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid”. C. K. Prahalad has

been among top ten management thinkers in every major survey for over ten years. Business

Week said about him: “a brilliant teacher at the University of Michigan, he may well be the

most influential thinker on business strategy today.” He was a member of the Blue Ribbon

Commission of the United Nations on Private Sector and Development. He was the first

recipient of the Lal Bahadur Shastri Award for contributions to Management and Public

Administration presented by the President of India in 1999.

Contribution :

B Core competence : C. K. Prahalad has contributed the basic concept of core compe-

tence. Core competence is a bundle of skills and technologies that enables the company to

provide particular benefit to customers. He focused on specialty, neatness, special capacity etc

where relationship management, risk management, skills, services, transaction processing etc.

factors are considered. Prahalad has narrated that one should know employee’s core compe-

tence and work accordingly for getting more benefits in the competitive world.

B Bottom of Pyramid : This contribution has focused on new business model targeted at

providing goods and services to the poorest people in the world. The fastest growing new

markets and entrepreneurial opportunities being found among the billions of poor people at the
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bottom of the pyramid. It is focused on low income markets that provide opportunity for the

world’s wealthiest companies to seek their fortunes and bring prosperity to the aspiring poor.

Innovations, access to information, deregulation, product development, effective distribution,

qualitative production, reduction in resource intensity, responsibility, renewable energy and

profitability etc are the tools for development of the poor masses.

B Business strategy making : C. K. Prahalad has focused on business strategy making.

It is highlighted that at all levels of the management should accept the business strategy making

philosophy. New strategic skills should be adopted, which includes risk; financial; talent man-

agement and trading skills which are useful for business strategy making.

2.1.7   Management in 21st Century :

21st Century Management is a challenging management for the business executives. In

this management, economic utilization of all limited resources is required in the business world.

A business organization is the association of shareholders, labourers, customers, owners,

government, suppliers, bankers and society. To satisfy these all stokeholders of a business, in

21st Century, modern management practices are required. In 21st century management effective

corporate goverance is essential, total quality management is essential, quality circle should be

establised, logistic management, benchmarking, six sigma standard, kaizen, just in time, fishbone

diagram - cause and effect theory, relationship management, relationship marketing, knowledge

management, intellectual capital, core competency, human resource development, return on

investment, time managememt, stress management, effective leadership, return on talent, etc.

parameters are incorporated. 21st century management is the function of all together new

approaches from product centric to customer centric in all field. It is a management of gross

national happiness, This is an information era, where knowledge workers have more value

because they have more productivity, creativity and innovation. Information network is the

base of 21st century management. Today's 21st century management is based on traditional

management, classical management, scientific management, Japanese management etc.

Management has been around since the dawn of civilization.  The “hit them with a whip”

school of management suffered a decline and fall in the 20th century. Other methods of managing

workers received classical expression in Frederick Taylor’s Scientific Management in 1911.

What might be called the “efficiency expert” school of management was for the most part

supplanted around the 1960s by a more “humanistic” approach, whose classical exponent was

the psychologist Abraham Maslow. These ideas revolutionized the mental model for managers

by suggesting that they replace thinking about how to get people to do things with thinking about

to help people. Best practice management concepts in the late 20th century also included

excellence and total quality management, reengineering, systems thinking, cross functional teams,

empowerment, delivering and flat organization charts, learning organization, dialogue, reinventing

work, and diversity. Moreover, cross-fertilization between academia and the business community

created a vast increase in management related research activity in 21st century. Some of these

trends, such as TQM and reengineering, KAIZEN, SQC, QC, Fishbone Diagram, etc. Others
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trends – such as learning and diversity – progressed to the point where “second generation”

(learning organization) or “new” (diversity) versions appeared. In the early 21st century, it was

even easy to see the development of a “third wave” in these well-established concepts. Just as

the 21st century has seen new types of organizations and new ways of doing business arise, so,

there are new management trends, ideas, and techniques.  In the 21st century management

some most important ideas has referred like management is for everyone,  management is for

learners, management is based on communicating, management is about change, management

is broad based, self innovation, coaching, knowledge management, team work, continuous

improvement, future oriented, outcome based management, etc. Peter Drucker has focused

People-centered management and the valid purpose of a firm. He has called as the founder of

the emergent discipline of 21st Century management that is centered on people who said “I was

very conscious I was laying the foundation of a discipline”. “American management has been

no more fad-conscious than any other. Japanese and European managers have been just as

oriented to fads”, “A key to innovation is not to try to be brilliant, but to be simple…. Sow small

seeds and make them bears big fruit” etc.

2.1.8   International Management:

The term “Multinational Business” refers to profit-related activities conducted across

national boundaries. It could be importing goods or selling to overseas consumers or establishing

subsidiaries or production units in other countries. Companies now see the whole world as one

big market which can be explored to their advantage. So it is important for managers to understand

how to conduct business activities in different countries and that is called as International

Management.  In LPG scenario multinational business houses have been increasing for them

effective management is required to face the world competition for which International

Management is required.

The management of business operations for an organization that conducts business in

more than one country it called as International Management. It requires knowledge and skills

above and beyond normal business expertise, such as familiarity with the business regulations

of the nations in which the organization operates understanding of local customs and laws,

cross culture knowledge, and the capability to conduct transactions that may involve multiple

currencies in the International Management. Today number of MNCs have been working, their

production centers, distribution centers and offices are across the globe, where International

Management is required. International Management deals with the maintenance and development

of a multinational operation across national borders, whose manager has the knowledge and the

skills to manage and handle cross-cultural processes, stakeholders and environments in a right

way. Effective utilization of resources and achieving organizational objectives is an integral part

of international management.  International management unique approach is that its operations

are across national borders. In international management one should be noted that different

countries have different mode of behavior, culture, habits, values, life style, attitude etc.Where

cross cultural management skill and knowledge is required.
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B Business Definition for International Management :

There is no specific definition of International Management. However in business point of

view it is stated that as below,

“The maintenance and development of an organization’s production or market interests

across national borders with either local or expatriate staff”.

“The process of running a multinational business made up of formerly independent

organizations”.

“The body of skills, knowledge, and understanding required to manage cross-cultural

operations”.

From the above statements it is understood that, it is difficult to identify specific definition

for International Management because of different countries have different management practice

as per environment, laws, situation etc. and there is need of skill and knowledge for the

management of cross cultural operation and company or organization to go for internationally

because of to get benefit of international market.

B Need of International Management :

Business organization may go international for aggressive marketing and reasons identified

by Stefan H. Robock and Kenneth Simonds, which are as below…

1. Market Seeking : To explore new markets for their products international

management is required. Production of product is somewhat easy but marketing is difficult, so

seeking market is essential.

2. Resource Seeking : to look for cheaper sources of raw material or labour. Man,

Money, Material, Machinery, Marketing, Method, Motivation, Monopoly, Movement,

Management, etc are the important ‘M’s in the international management. To get these all

Land, Labour and Capital resources with affordable cost and continuously is very much essential.

3. Production Efficiency Seeking: to look for better infrastructure require for production.

Maximization of the production is the mantra for cost reduction and creation of monopoly in the

market. To satisfy the customers and fulfill the needs of the customers, one should maintain

production efficiency in the organization.

4. Technology Seeking: to make use of superior technology. Modern technology is

essential for timely production and minimization of manpower. It is necessary that the world

famous technology is required which leads towards global competency for the business.

The other reasons are …

B To earn greater profit. Profit is the reward of sacrifice of all resources, so optimization

of profit is essential. International management provides that how to stand in the world market.

To face LPG challenges, international management is required, which provides greater profit to

the organization.
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B To satisfy management desire to expand the business. For getting need based and

situation based benefits, expansion of the business is required. In the business world, to get the

large scale business benefits, expansion is essential.

B To protect domestic and foreign market. International management provides balance

between domestic and foreign market. They provide necessary and sufficient information for

domestic and foreign markets.

B To ensure reliable supply of raw material. Raw material is the backbone of any

business. The success or failure of any business is depending on raw material. Timely, neatly,

easily, economical, continuously availability of raw material is very much essential and it is

possible due to international management.

B To acquire technology. Accepting and purchasing technology become easier due to

international management. Cost effective technology should be acquired.

B To use available resources in optimum way. Effective utilization of available re-

sources is essential. International management supports for optimum use of available re-

sources.

From the above reasons; it is need to understand the concept of International Management,

it is necessary develop knowledge and skill of managers for taking international benefits and

effective management of multinational corporations. In International Management planning,

organizing, staffing, leading and controlling are the dominant management functions to be used.

Asset liability planning, MNCs and product line organizing, home country, host country and third

world country based staffing, cultural environment leading, cost and tax control are the important

activities in the functions of International Management.  Japanese management and William

Ouchi ‘Z’ theory have been using for International Management for increasing productivity at

international level.

2.1.9    Impact of Globalization on Management :

The concept of globalization refers to an increasing flow of goods and resources across

National borders and the emergence of a complementary set of organizational structures to

manage the expanding network of international economic activity and transactions. Strictly

speaking, a global economy is one where firms and financial institutions operate transnation i.e.,

beyond the confines of national boundaries. In such a world, goods, factors of production and

financial assets would be almost perfects substitutes everywhere and would no longer be possible

to consider national states as distinct economies. Globalization are expected to accelerate grow

of the developing countries. Globalization is the trend toward a more integrated global economic

system with four components like, globalization of production, globalization of markets,

globalization of investment and globalization of technology.

Globalization has depicted in 1990s as the ultimate stage of development for the field of

International Management. Globalization would require from large business firms with highly
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skilled managers to cope up with the challenges and responsibilities of the so-called global

market. Ten years later, the scenario has changed considerably. As globalization headed towards

placing an extraordinary amount of power in the hands of large corporations, international

management became a major concern not only to business firms and their managers, but also to

government and other institutions.

The globalization significantly made impact on the field of management likewise production,

human resource, marketing, finance, technological intervention etc. Therefore, the globalization

has significant impact in the area of management practice. The skill or the cost advantages that

drive globalization efforts also impact of it the people managed in corporate. The autocratic

style that was fed by ‘hierarchical position conscious systems is being swiftly replaced by flat

organization structures, driven by competency and a highly decentralized decision making and

problem solving organizational hierarchies in the globalization. Another land mark has change in

management methods initiated by globalization happened in the area of organizational function.

A new generation leadership skills, styles and methods evolved the straight jacketed approach;

certainly defined “good and bad” management styles have been replaced with multiple theories

supporting a variety of leadership styles. Leadership today is associated with the particular

place in the life cycle of an organization, it is industry specific and management is hired to

achieve a very specific objective for MNCs. In this way globalization affected on the management

decision, style and practice.

2.2    Summary :

The evaluation of management thought began with the industrial revolution in the 1800s.

Earlier advocates like Robert Owen, Charles Babbages and Henry Towwen narrated the way

for various approach like as Classical approaches, Neo-Classical approaches, Modern approaches.

However, all thought or school has some limitation, thus herewith consider modern management

theories or thought contributed by renowned authorities such as Michal Porter, Mary Parker

Follet, Peter Ferdinand Drucker and C. K. Prahalad. Furthermore highlighted on concept of

International Management which has significance in multinational corporation or organization

as well as globalization has impact on management, which globalization has been introduced in

India since 1990 and it has influence on business decision making, management, leaders and

management style.

2.3    Terms to remember (key words) :

The key word of this chapter as evolution of management thought, international management

and Globalization and Management etc.

B Management Thought: Approach or way or thought to get things done from others.

B International Management: The planning, organizing, leading, controlling for interna-

tional business activities.

B Globalization: The boundary less business transactions.
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B Strategy: Need based and situation based broadly defined future course of action.

B Therbligs - Gilbreth's 17 basic elements movements in all of the work.

B Illumination - Lighting

B Economic man - Man motivates only by money and incentives

B Social man - Man motivates more to satisfy human needs and aspirations than monetary

rewards.

2.4    Exercise :

(a) Write short notes.

1. Peter F. Drucker

2. C. K. Prahlad

3. Management in 21st Century.

4. Impact of globalization on management.

5. What is motion study?

6. Give findings of Hawthorne Experiments.

(b) Essay type / long questions.

1. Explain the Contribution of Management Thinkers in Modern Era.

2. What is the International Management? Explain the need of International

Management?

3. Elaborate impact of Globalization on management.

4. “International management means globalized management”. Discuss.

5. Explain contributions of Frank Gilbreth.

6. Explain Mayo's contribution to management thought.

7. Explain Hawthorne experiments and their findings.
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3.0    Unit objectives :

After studying this unit, you will be able:

1. To understand as to what is exactly meant by ‘motivation’ and its process

2. To explain the motivation theories propounded by Maslow, Herzberg, McGregor, Alderfer

and Vroom

3. To understand various theories of leadership propounded by Fiedler, Harsey-Blanchard,

Blake and Mouton and Likert.

3.1 Introduction :

Leadership and motivation are two integral parts of managerial process, which are covered

under the directing function of management. These two functions are at the centre of overall

managerial process as the management basically implies ‘getting work done from people in the

organization.’ Effective leadership and appropriate motivation leads to channelize the efforts of

people towards attainment of organizational goals. Both leadership and motivation are the most

investigated areas of management. A number of theories of leadership and motivation have

been evolved over the years which gained world-wide popularity. They are applied in one or

other form till today.

3.2   Subject Matter :

The subject of leadership and motivation is quite vast and multidimensional which

encompasses the study of critical role of manager as a leader in different situations, leader-

follower relationship, analysis of human behaviour and its managerial implications.  The present

unit focuses mainly on theories of leadership and motivation.

3.2. A)   Leadership :

Leadership is an integral part of overall managerial process. For getting desired work

done through people by winning their support, trust and confidence calls for an able leadership.

Leadership is an act of influencing subordinates to perform and engage them in achieving a

goal. Such an influence of a manager over his subordinates leads them to co-operate willingly

and enthusiastically in achievement of organizational goals. In the context of business organization,

leadership is viewed as a relationship between a manager (i.e. leader) and the set of his

subordinates (i.e. followers). In business enterprises, managers are formal leaders of the

subordinates working under them. The quality of an organization is determined by the leader

and the leadership. A leader with vigour, intelligence, experience, foresight, motivating and

communication skills succeed. Good and able leaders survive in adverse conditions whereas

poor leaders sink even in favourable conditions.  Leaders can convert the adversities into

opportunities and pulls the business out of loss and takes it to new heights. Success or failure of

business largely depends on the quality of its leadership. Walt Disney, Bill Gates (Microsoft)

J.R.D. Tata (Tata Group of Industries), Sir Ghanshyamdas Birla (Birla Group of Industries), Sir
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Raibahadur Gujarmal Modi (Modi Group) , Dhirubhai Ambani (Reliance Group), Kiran

Mujumdar-Shaw (Biocon Ltd.) , Arvind Lalbhai (Arvind Mills), Baba Kalyani (Bharat Forge) ,

Azim Premji (Wipro) , Narayana Murthy (Infosys) are some of the notable business leaders.

1) Concept and Characteristics :

The concept of leadership in context of business and its characteristics are discussed

hereunder.

B Concept of Leadership

To lead means to guide, supervise, integrate and energize the people and channelize their

efforts towards attainment of common goal.  The manager is the leader of people working in a

business organization who influences their behaviour in organized activity. Leadership refers to

manager’s ability to induce subordinates to work towards the group ideals with confidence and

keenness.  It is an art of changing the behavioural pattern of others (followers) in pursuit of

common goals. Following are some definitions of leadership.

Koontz and O’Donnell : ‘Leadership is the ability of a manger to induce subordinates to

work with confidence and zeal.’

John Newstrom and Keith Davis : ‘Leadership is the process of influencing and

supporting others to work enthusiastically toward achieving objectives. It is the critical factor

that helps an individual or a group identify its goals and then motivates and assists in achieving

the stated goals.’

George Terry : ‘Leadership is essentially a continuous process of influencing behaviour.

A leaders breaths life into the group and motivates it towards goals. The lukewarm desires for

achievement are transferred into a burning passion for accomplishment.’

In short, leadership is a process of inter-personal relationships through which a person

attempts to influence the behaviour of others towards the attainment of pre-determined objectives.

B Characteristics of Leadership

The following are the key-features or characteristics of leadership.

1) The process of influencing behaviour : Leadership is basically an influencing process.

Influence means the ability to change behaviour, attitude and belief of others. As a leader, the

manager controls, modifies and directs the behaviour, attitudes and beliefs of subordinates and

directs them towards attainment of common goals.

2) Existence of followers :  Leadership never exists in vacuum. For leadership, the

existence of followers is essential. A leader is to be obeyed by followers. In a business

organization, the manager is a leader and his subordinates are his followers.

3) Working Relationship : There exists working relationship between a leader and

followers. Leader is always to the forefront. He pulls the subordinates to the heights of
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accomplishments. Leader awakens the emotional and rational powers of followers and the

followers obey his orders and devote towards attainment of common goals.

4) Different from Bossism : Leadership is not merely a bossism. A true leader obtains

hearty cooperation of followers not through coercion but through mutual help and convincing. A

boss dictates followers while a leader leads them. The followers work willingly and enthusiastically

under a leader.

5) Common Objective : Both a leader and followers strive to achieve common objectives.

Further, the leader reconciles the difference between individual’s goals and organizational goals.

6) Sets Ideals : Leadership is basically an act of influencing the behaviour of others.Hence,

generally the followers knowingly or unknowingly imitate the leader’s behaviour. Leader’s

specialty, his behaviour stimulates others for hard and honest work. Therefore a leader sets

ideals of behaviour and exhibits his talent, knowledge, expertise, skills and acumen. Leaders

have to a role-model for followers.

7) A blend of Individual Traits and Personal Qualities : Leadership is a complex

blend of individual traits and personal qualities such as presentable personality, drive, integrity,

self-confidence, emotional stability, decisiveness, communication skill, social and inter-personal

skill and so on. Truly speaking these traits differentiate a leader from others.

8) Continuous Process : Leadership is not a one-time activity but it is a continuous

process.The leader has to act continuously to influence the behaviour of subordinates.

9) Mental and Emotional Maturity : A leader is mature and emotionally stable, tactful

and responsible person who works well with and through his subordinates.

10) Different Leadership Styles : There are different leadership styles which have

occurred due to different blend of use of authority and allowing autonomy to subordinates.

Authoritative or Autocratic Leadership denotes more use of authority by leader while Democratic

Leadership denotes followers’ active participation in decision-making process. Free-rein

Leadership offers more freedom or autonomy to followers in respect of their jurisdiction. As

per prevailing situation, the leader chooses appropriate leadership style.

11) Leadership is Situational : Leadership is situational. It is influenced by the prevailing

circumstances. The leadership style changes in accordance with the situational dimension. It is

in this sense that the leadership is regarded as contingent. Truly speaking, effective leadership

(le) is the function of three variables—leader  (l) , followers  (f) and prevailing situation (s), i.e

le = ( l,f,s)

2) Theories of Leadership :

Leadership is a highly investigated area of management. A number of world-class research

studies are available.The findings of those research works have guided the business leaders in

many respects. A number of leadership theories have evolved out of these investigations. Some

researchers had focused on personality of leader, some on behaviour of leader, while some
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others on situation in which a leader has to perform. Therefore, the leadership theories are

usually grouped as under.

(A) Personality Theories : These theorists considered the personality of a leader as

the chief theme of their studies. These theories seek to determine as to what makes a successful

leader. The Great Men Theory and Traits Theory are regarded as personality theories of

leadership. The Great Men Theory believes that ‘leaders are born, not made’ while Traits

Theory argues that there should be a proper blend of certain traits or qualities in a person to

become a successful leader. The traits theory seeks to determine universal personal characteristics

of effective leaders. Out of these the Traits Theory is explained in further part of this unit.

(B) Behavioural Theories : These theories focused on behavioural aspects of a leader

rather than his personality.  According to these theorists it is important to study what leaders do

and how they do it. Ohio State University Studies evolved in 1945 under the direction of Edwin

Fleishman, Michigan University Studies evolved under direction of RensisLikert and The

Managerial Grid evolved by Blake and Mouton are regarded the behavioural theories of

leadership. Out of these theories, The Managerial Grid is explained in detail in further part of

this unit.

(C) Situational Theories: These theories are also known as Contingency Theories of

Leadership. These theories were evolved in 1960s and developed situational perspective on the

question of leadership effectiveness. These theorists believe that leader behaviours vary from

situation to situation.  Fiedler’s Contingency Theory, Robert House’s Path-Goal Theory and

Hersey-Blanchard’s Situational Theory are regarded as Situational Theories of Leadership,

which are explained in this unit.

B The leadership theories are explained as below.

1. Traits Theory :

Many studies on leadership undertaken in 1920s and 1930s focused on leader traits, i.e.

the characteristics that differentiate leaders from non-leaders. A number of physical, mental,

social and moral qualities (traits) are said to be key determinants of a successful leadership.

According to traits theory a leader possesses certain qualities / characteristics which are not

found in non-leaders. Ordway Tead stated that there are 10 qualities for being effective as a

leader, whereas Edwin Ghiselli found six traits of successful leadership. It was Ralph Stogdill

who found consistent evidence that leaders are superior than other work-group members on

certain characteristics such as intelligence, scholarship, dependability, activity, participation,

sociability, initiative, persistence, self-confidence, insight, adaptability, verbal skills and socio-

economic status. Emotional intelligence is also regarded as an important characteristic of

effective leaders. Various leadership traits are discussed here.

B Physical Traits : Such as good physique and appearance, height, weight, vigor and

health.

B Intelligence : Knowledge and high level of intellectual capacity
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B Integrity : Cent percent commitment to the highest personal and professional standards

and full devotion to duty and purpose

B Energy : Enthusiasm and drive to take initiative

B Decisiveness : Willingness to act and firmness

B Maturity : Maturity in thought and actions

B Technical Skill : Conceptual skill and job-relevant technical knowledge, technical

competence

B Honesty and Loyalty : Faithfulness to superiors, peers, subordinates and organization

B Drive to achieve : Inner strong drive for achievement

B Decision-making skill : Ability to analyze the situation and taking right decision at right

time

B Motivating skill : Ability to inspire subordinates to work by heart and loyalty

B Communication Skill : Good and effective communication skill

B Social Skill : Ability to create and nurture friendly relationship , the ability to build social

networks, manage relationships and build rapport

B Empathy : Ability to observe the situations from the standpoint of others. Respect for

others and the rights, beliefs, values and feelings of others

B Emotional Stability : A leader should not be unduly moved by emotions and sentiments.

He should not lose temper while handling any kind of situation

The above list is just indicative and not exhaustive. There area many other traits such as

self-confidence, optimistic,foresighted, cheerful, tolerance, achievement drive, initiative,

adaptability, creativity etc. Traits theory emphasizes that the effectiveness of leadership depends

upon a set of traits and abilities and many of these traits and abilities may be acquired by an

individual through training and development programmes.

Limitations of Traits Theory :

There are following limitations of Traits Theory of Leadership.

1) Traits theory lacks scientific basis

2) The environmental factors are not considered

3) It fails to explain the exact reasons for leadership failure

4) Leadership process through traits has no been explained

5) It is not explained as to how the particular traits lead to effective leadership

6) Traits theory fails to establish cause-effect relationship. It is not clear whether self-

confidence creates successful leadership or successful leadership creates self-confidence.
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2. Behavioural Theories of Leadership :

As mentioned above, the following are the behavioural theories of leadership.

(a) The Ohio State University Studies :

Under the direction of Edwin A. Fleishman the Bureau of Business Research at Ohio

State University, US conducted the research on leadership in 1945. The theory attempted to

identify the determinants of leader behaviour. Two important dimensions of leader behaviour

were identified as follows.

(i) Initiating Structure (IS) : This refers to the well defined work procedures that the

followers have to adhere to while performing their jobs.

(ii) Consideration (C) : This refers to friendship, mutual trust, respect and warmth in

relationship between leader and followers.

Using the above two dimensions, the following four types of leader-behaviour are mainfested

as shown below.

One of the vital findings of Ohio Studies was that Initiating Structure (IS) and Consideration

(C) were independent of each other. Hence a leader can simultaneously show a high degree of

both IS and C, a low degree of both or a high degree of one and a low degree of the other. The

study concluded that the high-high style. (i.e. High 'IS' and High 'C') may give the positive

results.

(b) Michigan University Studies :

In order to locate the behavioural characteristics of leaders in realtion with the measures

of performance, research study under direction of Rensis Likert was conducted at University

of Michigan. The researchers' team conducted the study in a variety of organizations such as

food, electronics, automotive, railroad and paper companies. The team compared the leadership

styles in the best and the worst companies and found two basic types of leadership behaviour

as follows.

Low 'IS'

High 'C'

H
ig

h High 'IS'

High 'C'

Low 'IS'

Low 'C'

High 'IS'

Low 'C'

'C
'

     Low                                     'IS'                           High
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(i) Job-centred Behaviour : This leader focuses on the work done by subordinates.

Employees are regarded as one of the resources used for production as material and machines

are. The leader exercises close supervision over workers, use coercive power and critically

evaluates the performance of workers.

(ii) Employee-centred Behaviour : This leader considers subordinates as the most

important element in the organization and focuses on supportive relationships. He encourages

maximum workers participation in decisionmaking process. He emphasizes on labour welfare

as well as advancement and personal growth of employees. The leader firmly believes that

workers development leads to development of organization.

3. Fiedler’s Contingency Theory :

Fred Fiedler and his associates at University of Illinous in 1967 developed the first

contingency theory of leadership. It is a situational or contingency theory of leadership. Fiedler’s

theory states that leadership effectiveness depends on the proper match between leader’s style

and the degree to which the situation gives control to the leader. Leadership effectiveness

means ‘group performance.’ According to Fiedler there are three aspects of a situation namely;

leader-member relations, task-structure and position-power.

(a) Position Power  : This refers to the extent to which the organization has bestowed the

power of rewarding and punishing the subordinates to the leader. Position power may be strong

or weak. Strong position power means more favourable situation for the leader and the weak

position power means unfavourable situation.

(b) Task-structure: This shows the extent to which the jobs of subordinates are structured

with clear work responsibilities, explicit goals, well-defined tasks and specified procedures.

The structured tasks give more control to the leader over situation. Task-structure may be high

or low. High task-structure denotes more favourable situation while low task-structure describes

unfavourable situation.

(c) Leader-member Relations :This refers to the extent to which the leader is liked by

subordinates and enjoys their trust, support and respect. The leader-member relationship may

be good or poor. Good leader-member relationship denotes more control over situation or more

favourable situation and the poor leader-member relationship describes unfavourable situation.

Fiedler has specified eight possible combinations of the above three variables in leadership

situation and each of these was further described in terms of its favourableness (i.e. full control over

situation) to unfavourableness (i.e. least control over situation) It is shown in the following figure.
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Power-Position Strong Poor

Task-Structure High Low High Low

Leader-Member Good Bad Good Bad Good Bad Good Bad
Relations

Cell I II III IV V VI VII VIII

Most Most

Favourable Unfavourable

Situation Situation

Figure: Fiedler’s Contingency Model of Leadership

According to Fiedler, first situation (Cell-I) is the best for the leader because power position

is strong, task-structure is high and leader-member relations are good. Leadership would be

more effective because all situational variables are favourable to the leader. The last situation

(Cell-VIII) is the unfavourable one because power position is weak, task-structure is low and

leader-member relations are bad. The situation is beyond the control of a leader and hence his

leadership is likely to be ineffective.

Fiedler went on to match the leadership style (i.e. task-oriented or relationship-oriented)

to the situation and found that task-oriented leaders did well in both the situations be it favourable

or unfavourable while relationship-oriented leaders did well when the situational factors were

moderately favorable. He pointed out that ‘there is no such thing as an ideal leader’ but there

are leaders and there are situations and the leaders must be matched to situations.

Fiedler’s theory has immense significance to practicing mangers but it was criticized

saying that it is often difficult in practice to determine how much power is attached to the

position, how far the particular task is structured and how good are the leader-member

relations.

4.   Harsey-Blanchard’s Theory :

Paul Harsey and Ken Blanchard developed a leadership theory in 1974 which gained

popularity in the management world. They disagreed with the Trait Theory and asserted that

adaptability is the key and the successful leader adapts his/her behaviour according to the

situation. By combining Fiedler’s Model with earlier studies at Ohio State University Hersey

and Blanchard evolved a Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness Model. To the task-behaviour

and relationship behaviuor of Fiedler’s Model, they added the third dimension namely ‘maturity

level’ of subordinates. The followers (i.e. subordinates) accept or reject the leader, hence  the

maturity level of followers (From low M1 to high M4 ) is an important variable in determining

the leadership style. Hersey-Blanchard believed that effectiveness of leadership largely depends

on followers.
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(i)  Telling Leadership Style (S1) : This styleis a combination of high task-low relationship.

This style is suitable when followers have low ability and low willingness. The leader provides

clear instructions, gives specific directions, and supervises the work closely.

(ii) Selling Leadership Style (S2) : It is a high task-high relationship combination.

This style is effective when followers have low ability but high willingness to work. Under

this style, the leader provides direction and guidance to the subordinates, but at the same

time, displays a high supportive behaviour in terms of building subordinates’ confidence and

motivation.

(iii) Participating Leadership Style (S3) : It is a low task-high relationship combination.

This style becomes effective when followers have high ability to work but low willingness to

accept responsibility. In this style, the leader displays a supportive non-directive behaviour and

facilitates the work by encouraging the followers.

(iv) Delegating Leadership Style (S4) : It is a low task-low relationship combination.

This style is effective when the followers have high ability and high willingness to accept

responsibilities. The followers are highly matured. Under this style the leader turns over

responsibility for making and implementing decisions to followers.

To determine which combination of leader behaviours to use in a given situation, Hersey-

Blanchard stated that there is no one best way to influence people. Rather use of leadership

style depends on maturity level of followers that the leader is attempting to influence.  Maturity

meant the capacity to set high but attainable goals, willingness and ability to take responsibility,

education and experience of individual or group (i.e. followers).  The followers are more

matured if they possess more of these characteristics. Hersey-Blanchard treated follower’s

maturity as a vital factor in leadership effectiveness and divided into four categories as

follows.

M1 : It denotes low to moderate maturity level and lack competence and confidence.

Followers are unable and unwilling to take responsibility for doing something.

M2 : It denotes low to moderate maturity level and followers are unable but willing to

take responsibility.

M3 : It denotes moderate to high maturity level and followers are able but unwilling to do

what the leader wants them to do.

M4 : It denotes a very high maturity level and followers are both able and willing to

perform their task. They are ready to accept challenging job to increase their level of job

satisfaction.
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The following figure explains Harsey Blanchard Model of Leadership

Figure: Harsey-Blanchard’s Leadership Model

As one moves from less to more mature followers/s, leader behaviour should move through

the quadrants counter-clockwise i.e from Telling (S1: High task-low relationship) to Selling

(S2: high task-high relationship) to Participating (S3: low task-high relationship) to Delegating

(S4: low task-low relationship)The leader would give more importance to human relations and

less attention to task matters, as followers maturity level increases.  The theory suggests that

the leadership style has to be changed as the situation (i.e. maturity level of followers) changes.

5. The Managerial Grid :

Robert Blake and Jane Mouton developed the Managerial Grid in 1960. It is graphical

presentation of a two-dimensional view of leadership style. Managerial Grid is 9 X 9 matrix

having 81 different leadership styles based on two dimensions viz. ‘concern for production’

and ‘concern for people.’

Concern for production: It signifies that the leader gives more importance to performance,

compliance of work procedures and norms, quantity and quality of work done by subordinates.

Concern for people: It refers to creating and nurturing friendly relations with subordinates,

solving their difficulties and problems, respecting their feelings etc.
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In Managerial Grid ‘concern for production’ is shown on X-axis on 1 to 9 scale and

‘concern for people’ is shown on Y-axis on 1 to 9 scale. 1 signifies minimal degree and 9

denotes the maximum degree. Blake and Mouton determined five leadership styles depending

upon the blend of two dimensions (i.e. concern for production and concern for people) in varied

degrees. They identified five leadership styles viz. Impoverished Leadership Style (1, 1), Country

Club Leadership Style (1, 9),Task Leadership Style (9, 1),Team Leadership Style (9, 9) and

Middle-of-the-Road Leadership Style (5, 5). It is shown in the following figure.

High

Concern

for

People

Low

1,9
Country
Club Leadership

1,1
Impoverished
Leadership

Low                                                           Concern for Production                                                                                   High

5,5 Middle of
The Road
Leadership

9,9
Team
Leadership

9,1
Task
Leadership

Figure : The Managerial Grid

The leadership styles are explained in brief as follows.

Impoverished Leadership Style (1, 1) :The impoverished leadership is characterized

by low concern for both production and people. The leader plays passive role and keep

himself away from controversial issues. He disregards the importance of human relationships

and avoids responsibilities. The leader the mistakes committed by subordinates in task

performance.

Country Club Leadership Style(1, 9) : This style is characterized by a high concern

for people and alow concern for production.The leader gives utmost importance to attitudes

and feelings of subordinates and to having friendly and harmonious relations with people. He

pays more attention to security and comfort of people and less attention to production.

Task Leadership Style (9, 1) : This leadership style is characterized by a high concern

for production and a low concern for people. It is the anti-thesis of Country Club Style. The

leader attaches more importance to work assignments, close supervision, compliance of work

norms and obeying the work orders. The feelings of people and their satisfaction are given

secondary importance. The creativity and suggestions are suppressed. This leadership styles

resembles to Theory ‘X’ leader of Douglas McGregor.
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Team Leadership Style (9, 9) :This leadership style is characterized by a high concern

for both production as well as people. This portrays the successful leader who attempts to establish

teamwork and foster feelings of commitment among subordinates. Such leaders strongly believe

that a situation can be created whereby needs of people are satisfied by working toward the

objectives of the organization. This style is consistent with Theory ‘Y’ – the Democratic Leadership

Style.  This style results in high performance and high employee satisfaction and morale.

Middle-of-the-Road Leadership Style (5, 5) : This style is characterized by medium

concern for both production as well as people. Such a leader does not have a high commitment

either for productivity or people. The leader achieves the balance between adequate performance

level and efficiency with reasonably good morale.

Blake and Mouton advocated the Team Leadership as the best leadership style among all.

6. Likert’s Four Systems of Leadership :

RensisLikert postulated following four basic systems of management which clarified the

leadership behaviour.

System-1: Exploitative- Authoritative Leadership: Likert described System-1 Leaders

as Exploitative- Authoritative, who are highly autocratic. The following are the features of

System-1 leaders.

• Leaders are highly autocratic

• They have a little trust in subordinates

• Occasional they use of rewards

• Subordinates do not feel free to discuss with managers

• There is one-way communication (i.eDownward communication)

• All decisions are taken at top level and subordinates ideas and opinions are seldom considered

• Subordinates are kept under strict control

System-2 : Benevolent Authoritative Leadership :

System-2 leaders are referred to as Benevolent Authoritative Leaders. As System-1 leaders,

they also make more use of authority but they are not authoritative but benevolent. The following

are the features of System-2 leaders.

• They are autocratic but have paternalistic view

• They have some trust in subordinates

• They make use of reward for motivation

• They delegate some powers  decision making to subordinates

• There is two-way communication (i.e. Downward as well as upward communication)
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System-3 : Consultative Leadership :

System-3 leaders are called Consultative Leaders.  Under this system, control systems

are flexible and goal-oriented. More emphasis is placed on rewading than punishing the

subordinates. The following are the features of System-3 leaders.

• They show more trust in subordinates

• They use of ideas and opinions of subordinates while making decisions

• They use of positive motivation techniques

• They allow some decision making at lower level

• There is open and two-way communication

• Frequently they consultsubordinates on organizational matters

System-4 : Participative Leadership :

System-$ leaders are designated as Participative Leaders. These leaders have more cordial

and friendly relations with subordinates. The following are the features of System-4 leaders.

• They have complete trust in subordinates

• They use positive motivation techniques

• There is two-way and lateral communication

• Decision making power is delegated to subordinates

• They use opinions of subordinates

• Subordinates are closely involved in decision-making

System-1 leaders are highly job-oriented while System-4 leaders are more employee-

oriented. Likert advocated System-4 to be the best leadership style for all situations.

4.2.B)   Motivation :

It is an undeniable fact that people are the important factor which can be used wisely for

the development of an organization. It is the people who can make or break the organization.

They are the great and unending source of strength which, if handled properly, does not only

help the organizations survive in competitive market but expand and prosper. Human factor as

a resource is totally different from other physical resources such as money, machines and

material etc. Man is a bunch of socio-psychological characteristics, which has to be managed

delicately and diligently. In order to get work done through subordinates, the manager has to

modify their behaviour so as to direct it towards attainment of enterprise goals. In other words,

the manager has to motivate the employees to work by heart, with honesty and loyalty. A man

has several needs and desires but only strongly felt needs, called ‘motives’ direct him towards

achievement of certain goals. Motives are invisible and intangible. In order to satisfy motives, a
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manager offers certain incentives as impulses or stimulus. But no two persons respond to the

same stimulus in the same way. Even the same person responds to the same stimulus differently

at different points of time. In order to motivate the subordinates, a manager has to find answers

to several pertinent questions e.g. what makes people work? why some people perform better

than others? why does the same individual act differently at different times? what are their

needs? what motivates them? The pioneering works of researchers may help the mangers to

analyze behaviour, understand motives and motivate the employees.

1) Concept and Process of Motivation :

Motivation may be considered a driving force that compels an action toward a desired

goal. For example, hunger is a motivation that elicits a ‘desire to eat’. Motivation is the purpose

or psychological cause of an action. Motivation is an inner drive to behave or act in a certain

manner. The wishes, desires, goals are the inner conditions or drives that activate an individual

to move in a particular direction in behavior.

The term ‘motivation’ has derived from ‘motive’ which means ‘anything that initiates

or sustains activity.’ The motivean inner state that energizes, activates or moves and that

directs or channels behaviour towards goals. A motive is a psychological force within an individual

that sets him in motion. In simple words, motivation refers to the process by which a person’s

efforts are energized, directed and sustained towards attainment of a goal. To motivate means

to inspire or to stimulate people to work. It may be also understood as crating willingness to do

the assigned duties for the achievement of desired results. The following are some important

definitions given by some experts.

William Scott defines motivation as ‘a process of stimulating people to action to

accomplish desired goals.’

Robert Dubindefinesmotivation as ‘something that moves the person to action, and

continues him in the course of action already initiated.’

Delton E. McFerlandstates “Motivation is mainly psychological. It relates to those

forces operating within the individual employee or subordinate, which impel him to act

or not to act in certain ways.’

Louis Allen states”Motivation is the work a manager performs to inspire, encourage

and impel people to take required action.”

In short, motivation is the work a manager performs in order to induce subordinates to act

in the desired manner by satisfying their needs and desires. It is the process of steering a

person’s inner drives and actions towards certain goals and committing his energies to achieve

these goals.
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2) Theories of Motivation :

Human behaviour, organizational behaviour and motivation are the important areas of

management in which a lot of research has been carried out. The research results of those

theories are indeed operational. The motivation theories are discussed here under.

a) Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory :

Abraham H. Maslow, an eminent American psychologist, arranged the human needs in

the hierarchy of their importance or intensity. His research work is popularly known as ‘The

Need Hierarchy Theory.’  He made managers aware of complexity of human needs and their

effect on motivation. His theory is based on following assumptions about human needs.

1) Man is a wanting animal and people really have great many needs. The human needs are

multiple, complex and interrelated

2) The urge to fulfill needs is a prime factor in motivation of people. Human beings strive to

fulfill a wide range of needs. However, all needs are not equal in strength and intensity.

Hence, the needs can be arranged in a sequence or the order of preference of satisfaction.

This is known as hierarchy of needs.

3) As soon as one need in the hierarchy is reasonably satisfied, another need arises and man

moves towards its satisfaction. Therefore, human needs form a particular structure or

hierarchy ranging from biological needs at the base of the hierarchy till the self-actualization

needs at the apex level.

4) A satisfied need is not a motivator,i.e. it ceases to influence human behavior. Only unsatisfied

or partly satisfied needs can regulate an individual’s behaviour.

In other words, even though a man has unlimited needs, all needs do not require immediate

satisfaction. Some of these needs demand urgent satisfaction (for example, food is required to

satisfy hunger), while satisfaction of some needs can be postponed (for example, marriage) In

short, all needs are not felt at the same time. Therefore, the human needs can be arranged in a

sequence (hierarchy). Human beings strive to gratify their needs in a sequential (hierarchical)

manner starting from the base of the hierarchy.  Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is presented in

the following diagram.
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Figure: Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory

Now, let’s see the details about various human needs.

1) Physiological Needs :These arealso known as Biological Needs or Survival Needs or

Basic needs or Primary Needs etc. They are required to preserve life or for survival. ‘Man

lives by bread alone’ when there is no bread. The biological needs are recurrent needs and

must be satisfied repeatedly. These are the needs of bio or the body of a person and include air

(oxygen component), water, food, rest, sleep and sexual gratification etc.

2) Safety Needs :These are also known as Security Needs. These needs are concerned

with protection from danger, deprivation and threat. There are two types of safety needs as

follows. (a)Physical Security(i.e. protection from animals, aggression, excessive heat, excessive

cold or excessive rain and wind , hence man needs clothing and shelters and insurance plans

etc.) and  (b)EconomicSecurity(i.e. protection from loss of job or loss in business or loss of any

other earning source etc.)

3) Social Needs :These needs arealso known as Belongingness or Affiliation Needs. A

man is a social animal as such he seeks affiliation (association) with others. He can not leave in

isolation. He always prefers to leave along with others. The social needs include need for

belongingness (i.e blood ties, marriage), need for acceptance, need for love and affection, need

for companionship (life partner, friend), need for exchange of feelings etc.

4) Esteem Needs : These needs arealso known as Prestige Needs or Ego Needs. Esteem

Needs are classified as follows. (a) Self-esteem:  e.g. self-respect, self-confidence, competence,

achievement, knowledge, and independence etc.(b) Esteem of others:e.g. reputation, status

recognition and approval etc.
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5) Self- actualization Needs : These arealso known as Self-realization Needs or Growth

Needs or Self- advancement Needs. These are higher level needs and psychological in nature.

These include the need for realizing one’s full potential, for continued self-development, for

being creative, desire of becoming what one is capable of becoming and personal growth and

advancement.

The above mentioned needs are also classified into two levels as follows. (a)Lower-

order needs : This level includes physiological needs, safety needs and social needs and

(b)Higher-order needs : This level includes esteem needs and self-actualization needs. These

need levels are inter-dependent and overlapping. Lower level needs must be satisfied before

higher level needs arise.

Maslow argued that when one need in the hierarchy is reasonably satisfied, the man

moves towards fulfillment of the next need and this goes on and on throughout the life of a

human being. Therefore, human beings may always be motivated by analyzing their needs and

understanding which needs dominate their behaviour.

Critical Appraisal of Maslow’s Theory :

Maslow’ theory got wide popular in the management world. It was appreciated on the

following grounds.

• It is a simple and logical theory. It is compatible with the economic theory of demand.

• It helps to explain why a person behaves differently in two similar situations.

• The theory provides an insight into what is common to all human beings.

• The theory contains some fundamental truths.

Criticism :

Maslow’s theory is criticized on the following grounds.

• The needs are not the only determinant of human behaviour as Maslow argues to be.

• There is oversimplification of human needs and motivation.

• The hierarchy of needs is not always fixed. Different people may have different preference

of needs.

• The theory is based on a small sample. It is clinically derived theory. It doesn’t have broad

base of stratified sample.

• The unit of analysis is an individual and not a group.

• There is no definite evidence that once a need is satisfied it loses its motivating force.

• It is doubtful that satisfaction of one need automatically activates the man towards the

next need in the hierarchy.
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Despite these limitations, Maslow’s theory has a commonsense appeal to the managers about

the human needs and understanding the behaviour of people

b) Herzberg’s Two Factor Theory :

In 1950, the management world was under presumption that money was the powerful

motivator. However, the expected level of productivity was not achieved despite the employees

monetary benefits are constantly increased. This brought the pertinent question on floor as to

whether really money has power to motivate people. Fredrick Herzberg was called upon to

undertake the research in this direction. Herzberg’s theory of motivation emphasizes the

environmental factors that contribute to the behaviour of people.  The focus of his research

was on job satisfaction and productivity.

In the late 1950s, Frederick Herzberg and his associates conducted interviews of 200

Engineers and Accountantsworking in 11 different companiesin the Pittsburgh area in

Pennsylvania of the United States. They were asked to relate elements of their jobs, which

made them extremely happy or extremely unhappy. Based on the analysis of their answers,

Herzberg identified the factors, which he grouped into two sets, as shown below.

(A) Hygiene Factors or Maintenance Factors: Herzberg found that there are some factors

which arenecessary to maintain a reasonable level of satisfaction among employees. These

factors do not provide any satisfaction to the employees but their absence will dissatisfy

them. Hence these factors are called dissatisfiers. As these factors just keep the employees at

the neutral point where they are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, these factors are called

maintenance factors.

These factors are not intrinsic parts of the job but related to the conditions under which a

job is performed. These are environmental factors (i.e. extrinsic to the job). These factors are

called dissatisfiersbecause the absence of these factors dissatisfies the employees, but their

presence does not satisfy them.

(B) Motivating Factors: These factors arenecessary to satisfy employees. These factors

provide satisfaction to the employees but their absence does not dissatisfy them. These

are intrinsic parts of the job as they are environmental factors (i.e. extrinsic to the job). These

factors are also called satisfiers or motivators because the presence of these factors satisfies

the employees.
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The two factors are displayed in the following table.

Maintenance/Hygiene Factors Motivating Factors

(Dissatisfiers) (Satisfiers)

1. Company policy and administration 1. Achievement

2. Technical supervision 2. Recognition

3. Inter-personal relationship with peers 3. Advancement

4. Inter-personal relationship with supervisors 4. Opportunity for growth

5.Inter-personal relationship with subordinates 5. Responsibility

6. Salary 6. Work itself

7. Job security

8. Personal life

9. Working conditions

10. Status

 The following picture shows how the presence and absence of Herzberg’s two factors

lead the employees to satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

Dissatisfaction                            Neutral                            Satisfaction

(i.e extremely unhappy feelings)                                (i.e. extremely happy feelings)

      (Absent)  Maintenance Factors (Present)

(Absent) Motivational Factors (Present)

Herzberg mentioned that these two sets of factors are unidimensional, i.e. their effect

can be seen in one direction only. The strength of these factors is related to the nature of the

factor (i.e. maintenance/ environmental or motivational) and the personality of the individual

(i.e. motivation seeker or maintenance seeker). According to him, a ‘motivation seeker

employee’ is motivated primarily by the nature of task whereas the ‘maintenance seeker’
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employee is motivated by the nature of the environmental factors. He is dissatisfied with the

maintenance factors surrounding the job. He shows little interest in the kind and quality of

work.

Critical Appraisal of Herzberg’s Theory :

Herzberg’s theory became pioneering in removing the misconception about money and

motivation. His theory revealed that money does not have power to satisfy people but it has

power to dissatisfy them.  It was the eye opener conclusion of the theory. The theory received

a great deal of attention and become popular among managers. The theory has made a significant

contribution towards improving manager’s basic understanding of human behaviour. The following

are the merits of his theory.

• It is simple theory and based on empirical data.

• The striking conclusion of the theory was that one cannot achieve higher performance

simply by improving wages and working conditions.

• Herzberg stressed upon the job as an intrinsic motivating factor. He revealed that the key

to job satisfaction and high performance lies in job enrichment.

• It offers specific actions for managers to improve motivation and performance.

• Traditionally, job satisfaction and dissatisfaction were viewed as opposite ends of a single

continuum. However, Herzberg’s findings indicated that dissatisfaction is not simply the

opposite of satisfaction. Satisfaction and dissatisfaction are independent rather than opposite

ends of the continuum.

Criticism :

 Herzberg’s theory was criticized on the following grounds.

• The theory is based on a very small sample of just 200 accountants and engineers. The

theory is, therefore, not universally applicable.

• It is applicable to the knowledge workers only i.e. accountants and engineers only. It is not

applicable to manual workers or physical workers.

• The interview method used for collection of information suffers from bias. Therefore, the

empirical validity of the theory is doubtful.

• Too much attention is focused on satisfaction rather than on performance level of employees.

• The theory is a grossly oversimplification of the process of motivation.

• The theory ignores the dominating influences of the situational variables.

• The distinction between maintenance factors and motivating factors is not fixed. Because,

what is maintenance factor (e.g. pay) for  workers in USA may very much be a motivator

for Indian workers
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c) McGregor’s Theory ‘X’ and Theory ‘Y’ :

Generally, the action of managers for motivating employees is base influenced by their

assumptions and beliefs about human behaviour. If managers’ assumptions about human behaviour

are positive, his motivational actions will also be positive and vice versa. This theory is based on

such hypotheses relating to human behaviour.

Douglas McGregor (1908-1964), a professor at MIT, US propounded this theory in 1957.

According to Douglas McGregor, the function of motivating people involves certain assumptions

about human nature. He developed two alternative sets of assumptions about human behaviour.

One is called Theory- X and the other is called as Theory- Y.

Theory X :

Theory X indicates the traditional approach to motivation. It is based on the traditional

assumptions about human behaviour. Its assumptions are negative in nature. This theory advocates

that external control is considered appropriate for dealing with unreliable, irresponsible and

immature people. It may create impersonal climate in the organization.

Theory Y :

McGregor developed an alternative theory of human behaviour, which is known as Theory

Y. The assumptions of Theory Y are positive in nature. This theory represents the modern and

dynamic nature of human beings. The assumptions of Theory Y are very near to reality. This is

regarded as a desirable and productive theory.

Assumptions of Theory ‘X’ and Theory ‘Y’

These are the contrast sets of assumptions underlying human behaviour, which is shown below.

              Theory -X Theory- Y

The average human being has inherent dislike The average human being has no inherent

for work. He is by nature indolent and will dislike for work. He takes the work

avoid work if he can. is natural like rest or play.

He has relatively little ambitions and prefer He is very ambitious and capable of

to be directed by others directing  his own behaviour. He is self-

directed and  self-controlled.

He avoids responsibility He accepts and seeks  responsibility

under proper conditions

He lacks creativity and resist change He has creativity and accepts the change
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He is gullible, not very bright. Meaningful work is a source of satisfaction

for him.

He lacks self-motivation He is self-motivated

He wants security above all. Hence, he is Both lower and higher order needs like social,

interested in satisfaction of lower level needs. esteem and self-actualization are the

sources of motivation for him.

Managerial implications of Theory X :

Theory X has significant implications for human motivation. The managers who believe in

Theory X assumptions use direction and control to get work done from people. The following

are the characteristics of the organization based on Theory-X.

• Close supervision and control of subordinates

• High centralization of authority

• Autocratic leadership

• Least participation of workers in decision-making process

• Use of ‘Carrot and Stick” approach

• Stress on the satisfaction of economic needs of employees

In short, Theory-X is based on faulty conceptions of human nature.

Managerial implications of Theory Y :

McGregor argued that the managers who hold Theory Y assumptions believe that most

employees enjoy work and seek to make useful contributions to the organization. This positive

approach allows managers to utilize the human potential of all employees. The following are the

characteristics of the organization founded on Theory-Y.

• Decentralization of authority

• Job enrichment

• Democratic or participative leadership

• Two-way and open communication system

• Focus on self-control and responsible jobs

Critical Appraisal of Prof. Douglas McGregor’s Theory of Motivation :

• It is very simple theory.

• It generates wide-ranging and lasting interest in the field of motivation.
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• It offers convenient framework for analyzing the relationship between motivation and

leadership style.

Criticism :

McGregor’s theory is generally criticized on the following grounds.

• It is an over-generalized and over-simplified approach towards human behaviour. Their

behaviour is compartmentalized as being one way or the other. In fact, the people cannot

be put into two extreme patterns or stereotypes.

• The theory neglects the complex nature of human beings. No man may belong exclusively

either to Theory-X or to Theory-Y. He may share the traits of both.

• It squeezes all managerial styles and philosophies into only two extremes of conduct,

which is far away from reality.

• It is a fact that all persons do not look for motivation in the job and all work can be made

intrinsically challenging and rewarding.

Which theory is better …Theory-X or Theory-Y?

Theory-X places exclusive reliance on external control of human behaviour while Theory-

Y relies on self-control and self-regulations. Though Theory-Y is believed as more desirable

and productive one, it may not be the best approach for all situations. Theory-X might be more

suitable in some crisis situations but less appropriate in more routine and formalized situations.

In some under developed countries like India Theory-X may still be useful at lower levels of

organization. Neither Theory-X nor Theory-Y is the best for all situations, but an amalgam of

both the theories may be more useful than either of the two alone.

Theory Z :

Lyndall F. Urwick has proposed ‘theory Z’. According to this the primary task of every

manager is to make or distribute goods or services at prices which the consumers are able and

willing to pay.  And the manager must direct the efforts of those associated with him to this end.

The people would be ready to express their behaviour towards organisation goals under

two conditions: (i) each individual should know the organisation goals precisely and the

contributions which his attempts are making towards these; and (ii) each individual should be

confident that the realisation of organisational goals is going to affect his needs satisfaction

positively, and that none of his needs is threatened or frustrated by the membership of the

organisation. Management action consistent with these will motivate employees.

Urwick contents that behaviour is better reflected by a new theory Z rather than by X or

Y. however this theory does not make any new contribution.  The alphabet Z does not stand for

anything; it is merely the last letter of the alphabet. Various authors have used it just to describe

a state of affairs in the organisation and human behaviour as has been done in the case of
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theories X and Y. Further, therory Z is not a theory—it is a label interchangeable with type Z.

Just for labelling purposes, type Z was perfectly all right.

The distinguishing features of Theory Z are as follows :

1.  Mutual Trust :

According to this theory, trust, integrity and openness are essential ingredients of an

effective organisation. When trust and openness exist between employees, work groups, union

and management, conflict is reduced to the minimum and employees cooperate fully to achieve

the organisation’s objectives.

2.  Strong Bond between Organisation and Employees :

A number of methods can be used to establish a strong bond between the enterprise and

its employees. Employees may be granted lifetime employment which leads to loyalty towards

the enterprise. During adverse business conditions shareholders may forgo dividends to avoid

retrenchment of workers. Promotions may be slowed down.

As against vertical movement of employees greater emphasis should be placed on horizontal

movement which reduces stagnation. A career planning for employees should be done so that

every employee is properly placed. This would result in a more stable and conducive work

environment.

3.  Employee Involvement :

Theory Z suggests that involvement of employees in related matters improves their

commitment and performance. Involvement implies meaningful participation of employees in

the decision-making process, particularly in matters directly affecting them. Such participation

generates a sense of responsibility and increases enthusiasm in the implementation of decisions,

Top managers serve as facilitators rather than decision-makers.

4.  Integrated Organisation :

Under Theory Z, focus is on sharing of information and  resources rather than on chart,

divisions or any formal structure. An integrated organisation puts emphasis on job rotation

which improves understanding about interdependence of tasks. Such understanding leads to

group spirit.

5.  Coordination :

The leader’s role should be to coordinate the efforts of human beings. In order to develop

common culture and class feeling in the organization, the leader must use the processes of

communication, debate and analysis.

6.  Informal Control System :

Organizational control system should be made informal. For this purpose emphasis should

be on mutual trust and cooperation rather than on superior-subordinate relationships.
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7.  Human Resource Development :

Managers should develop new skills among employees. Under Theory’ Z, potential of

every person is recognized and attempts are made to develop and utilise it through job enlargement,

career planning, training, etc.

Thus, Theory Z is a mixed system which incorporates the strengths of American

management (individual freedom, risk taking, quick decision-making, etc.) and Japanese

management (job security, group decision-making, social cohesion, holistic concern for employees,

etc.) systems.

Japanese companies operating in the United State have successfully used Theory Z. After

collaboration between Japanese and Indian companies, some experts have suggested application

of this theory in India, in Maruti Udyog, which has collaboration with Suzuki motors of Japan an

attempt has been made to apply Theory Z.

Limitations of Theory Z :

Theory Z suffers from the following limitations :

1. Provision of lifetime employment fails to motivate employees :

Provision of lifetime employment to employees to develop a strong bond between

organisation and employees may fail to motivate employees with higher level needs. It merely

provides job security and may fail to develop loyalty among employees.

An employee may leave the organisation when better employments are offered to him by

some other enterprise. Moreover, complete security of job may create lethargy among many

employees. Employers also do not like to retain inefficient employees permanently.

2. Participation of employees in the decision-making process is very difficult :

Managers may dislike participation as it may hurt their ego and freedom. Employees may

be reluctant to participate due to fear of criticism and lack of motivation. Even if they sit along

with management they may contribute little unless they understand the issues and take initiative.

Involvement of all employees may also slow down the decision-making process.

3. Organization without any structure :

Theory Z suggests organisation without any structure. But without structure there may be

chaos in the organisation as nobody will know who is responsible to whom.

4. Difficulty in developing common culture :

It may not be possible to develop a common culture in the organisation because people

differ in their attitudes, habits, languages, religions, customs, etc.
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5. Difficult to practice in different cultures :

Theory Z is based on Japanese management practices. These practices have been evolved

from Japan’s unique culture. Therefore, the theory may not be applicable in different cultures.

Thus, Theory Z does not provide complete solution to motivational problems of all

organisations operating under different types of environment. However, it is not merelya theory

of motivation but a philosophy of managing.

d) Alderfer's ERG Theory :

Clayton P. Alderfer of Yale University developed an alternative motivation theory named

ERG Theory. He regrouped Maslow’s five levels of needs into three groups named Existence

Needs, Relatedness Needs and Growth Needs.

i) Existence Needs : These needs are similar to the physiological, safety and security

needs of Maslow’s theory. These needs are satisfied by material incentives such as air, water,

food, shelter, sexual gratification, job security, suitable working conditions, reasonable working

hours and adequate pay and fringe benefits. According to this theory, a person can move to

satisfying relatedness needs only after his existence needs reasonably satisfied.

ii) Relatedness Needs : These needs are similar to social and external esteem needs of

Maslow’s theory. All those needs which involve relationships with other people i.e family members,

supervisors, co-workers, subordinates, friends and others are included in relatedness needs. It

involves open communication and honest exchange of thoughts with other organizational

members.

iii) Growth Needs : These needs are similar to Maslow’s self-actualization needs and

internal esteem needs.  These are the needs to develop and grow and reach the full potential

that a person is capable of reaching in the existing environment. Utilizing one’s capacities and

talents to the fullest possible extent is the essence of growth needs.

• ERG theory treats needs more of a continuum than a hierarchy, that they are not necessarily

sequential order. Needs are not activated due to  its deprivation only.

• ERG theory provides a means for people to go down the hierarchy through a process

called frustration-regression. This means that even though a lower-level need has already

been satisfied, a person may revert to focusing on that level if he is frustrated in trying to

satisfy a satisfied, a higher-level need.

e) Victor Vroom’s Expectancy Theory :

Expectancy Theory was developed by Victor Vroom according which an individual tends

to act in a certain way based on the expectation that the act will be followed by a given

outcome and on the attractiveness of that outcome to the individual. For example, an

employeeworks harder if he believes that hard work will lead to promotion to higher post.

Vroom explained that motivation is a product of how much one wants something and one’s
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estimate of the probability that a certain action will lead to it. The three variables of Vroom’s

Theory are briefly explained here below.

i) Expectancy :(i.e. Effort-Performance linkage) : It is self-assessment by an employee

about whether he can actually do the assigned work. Its expectancy (i.e. probability) ranges

from 0 to 1. For example, if the person feels it impossible to achieve the given performance

level, expectancy will be equal to zero and if the person is cent percent sure of achieving the

performance level, expectancy will be equal to one.

ii) Instrumentally (i.e. Performance-Outcome linkage) : It is the relationship between

performance (first level outcome) and the performance’s consequence (second-level outcome).

Its probability also ranges from 0 to 1. For example, if a person is confident that if he does a

good job, he willbe promoted to higher post, the instrumentality will be equal to one and if a

person feels that he will not get promotion even if works good, the instrumentality will be equal

to zero.

iii) Valence (i.e.  Attractiveness of Outcome/Reward) : It is the value the person places

on the outcome. It has motivating effect. Valences form a scale from -1 (very undesirable

outcome) to +1 (very desirable outcome) For example, if the available rewards can attract a

person, the valence will be high and vive versa. The available rewards will have motivating

effect only when the employee attaches high overall valence to the situation.

Vroom states that motivation, expectancy, instrumentality and valence are related to one

another and can be expressed by the equation:

Motivation = (E) (I) (V)

Where,

E means Expectancy-(i.e Effort-Performance Linkage)

I means Instrumentality (i.e Performance-Outcome Linkage), and

V means Valence(i.e.  Attractiveness of outcome/Reward)

The above equation has significant multiplier effect, which means that the motivational

appeal of a given work effort is sharply reduced whenever any one of these variables approaches

the value of zero. High and positive values of expectancy, instrumentality and valence may

result in high and positive motivational impact.

f) Porter and Lawler Model of Motivation :

Lyman Porter and Edward Lawler came up with a comprehensive theory of motivation,

combining the various aspects that we have so far been discussing and using two additional

variables in their model. Though built in large part on Vroom’s expectancy model, Porter and

Lawler’s model is a more complete model of motivation. This model has been practically applied

also in their study of managers. This is a multi-variant model which explains the relationship

that exists between job attitudes and job performance.
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Assumptions :

This model is based on four basic assumptions about human behavior :

(i) As mentioned above, it is a multi-variant model. According to this model, individual

behavior is determined by a combination of factors in the individual and in the environment.

(ii) Individuals are assumed to be rational human beings who make conscious decisions

about their behavior in the organisations.

(iii) Individuals have different needs, desires and goals.

(iv) On the basis of their expectations, individuals decide between alternate behaviors’

and such decided behavior will lead to a desired outcome.

Elements :

The various elements of this model are explained in the following figure:

1. Efforts :

It refers amount of energy which a person exerts on his job
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2.  Value of Reward :

First of all people try to figure out whether the rewards that are likely to be received from

doing a job will be attractive to them. This is referred to as valence in Vroom’s theory. A person

who is looking for more money, for example, extra vacation time may not be an attractive

reward. If the reward to be obtained is attractive or valent then the individual will put extra

efforts to perform the job. otherwise he will lower his effort.

3.  Perceived Effort Reward Probability :

In addition, before people put forth any effort, they will also try to assess the probability of

a certain level of effort leading to a desired level of performance and the possibility of that

performance leading to certain kinds of rewards. Based on the valence of the reward and the

effort reward probability, people can decide to put in certain level of work effort.

4.  Performance :

Effort leads to performance. The expected level of performance will depend upon the

amount of effort, the abilities and traits of the individual and his role perceptions. Abilities

include knowledge, skills and intellectual capacity to perform the job. Traits which are important

for many jobs are endurance, and goal directedness. Thus, abilities and traits will moderate the

effort- performance relationship.

In addition, people performing the jobs should have accurate role perception which refers

to the wav in which people define for the jobs. People may perceive their roles differently. Only

those, who perceive their roles as is defined by the organization, will be able to perform well

when they put forth the requisite effort.

5.  Rewards :

Performance leads to certain outcomes in the shape of two types of rewards namely

extrinsic rewards and intrinsic rewards. Extrinsic rewards are the external rewards given by

others in the organization in the form of money, recognition or praise. Intrinsic rewards are

internal feelings of job sell esteem and sense of competence that individuals feel when they do

a good job.

6.  Satisfaction :

Satisfaction will result from both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards. However, for being

satisfied, an individual will compare his actual rewards with the perceived rewards if actual

rewards meet or exceed perceived equitable rewards, the individual will feel satisfied and if

these are less than the equitable rewards, the individual will feel dissatisfied.

Significance of the Porter and Lawler Model :

Porter and Lawler model is a departure from the traditional analysis of satisfaction and

performance relationship. In practice, we find that motivation is not a simple cause and effect

relationship rather it is a complex phenomenon.
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This model is of great significance to managers since it sensitizes them to focus their

attention on the following points to keep their employees motivated :

1. Match the abilities and traits of individuals to the requirements of the job by putting the

right person on the right job.

2. He should carefully explain to the subordinates their roles or what they must do to be

rewarded. Then he must make sure that they understand it.

3. Prescribe in concrete terms the actual performance levels expected of the individuals and

these levels should be made attainable.

4. To achieve and maintain motivation, the appropriate reward must be associated with

successful performance.

5. Make sure that the rewards dispensed are valued by the employees. Thus, he should find

out what rewards are attractive to the employee and see if such rewards can be given to

him.

Porter and Lawler model has definitely made a significant contribution to the better

understanding of work motivation and the relationship between performance and satisfaction.

But even then, to date, it has not made much impact on the actual practice of human resource

management.

3.3   Summary :

Leaders make things happen hence leadership is regarded as an integral part of

management. Leadership is exhibited in the manager’s ability of influencing the behaviour of

followers (i.e. subordinates) People or the human factor in organization is different from other

resources; hence they have to be handled diligently and led intelligently. People have

psychosomatic characteristics and theirbehaviour is determined by a number of variables such

as their needs, wants, desires and expectations and so on. The constructive use of this human

force brings laurel and glory to the business while mishandling brings disaster. Therefore, leading

and motivating people occupies place of prominence in managerial process. Both leadership

and motivation are the most investigated areas of management. Over the years a number of

theories have been developed by researchers who have given scholastic touch to them. Leadership

theories propounded by Fred Fiedler, Hersey-Blanchard, Blake and Mouton and RensisLikert

and motivation theories propounded by Abraham Maslow, Fredrick Herzberg, Douglas McGregor,

Clayton Alderfer, Victor Vroom and porter and Lawler have got recognition from the

management world.

3.4   Terms to remember :

(a) Traits : Qualities, Characteristics

(b) To motivate :  To encourage, to inspire, to stimulate or to instigate to do or not to do

something
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(c) Hierarchy : The order or sequence

(d) Intrinsic : Inherent or in-built, something that can not be separated, inseparable from job

(e) Extrinsic : Factors external to job

3.5   Exercise :

(I) Short Answer Type Questions (For 5 marks)

1) Explain Likert’s Four Systems of Leadership

2) Explain concepts & characteristics of leadership

3) Explain the concept of motivation and process of motivation.

4) Write the assumptions of theory ‘X’ & 'Y'

5) Explain the hygiene factors and motivational factors of motivation.

6) Explain Victor Vroom’s Expectancy Theory

7) Explain the ERG Theory of Motivation

8) Explain Theory 'Z'

(II) Long Questions (For 10 marks)

1) What is meant by ‘Leadership’? Explain Traits Theory of Leadership

2) Explain Hersey-Blanchard’s Tri-Dimensional Leader Effective Model.

3) Outline the basic theory of Managerial Grid. Explain which leadership style was

regarded most effective by Blake and Mouton and why?

4) Explain Fiedler’s Contingency Theory of Leadership

5) Explain in brief Abraham Maslow’s Need Hierarchy theory.

6) Explain Fredrick Herzberg’s Two Factor Theory of Motivation

7) Discuss Douglas McGregor’s Theory ‘X’ and Theory ‘Y’

8) Compare and contrast the Maslow and Herzberg’s theories of motivation.

9) Explain Victor Vroom’s Expectancy Theory of Motivation.

10) Explain Porter-Lawler model of Motivation.

(III) Short Notes (For 5 marks)

1) Theory 'Z'

2) Situational variables in Fiedler’s Contingency Theory

3) The Managerial Grid

4) Hygiene Factors & Motivational Factors

5) Classification of Human Needs as per Maslow
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6) Key variables in Victor Vroom’s Expectancy Theory

7) Concept of motivation

8) Theory ‘X’  & 'Y'

IV) Case Study

1. INTERNATIONSL  BUSINESS  PROMOTIONS  LTD.

Mr. Raja Rao was working as an office in the exports department of the company called

'International Business Promotions Ltd'. He was M. Com. by qualification and was working for

last 9 years. His boss Mr. Ramnath was a very ambitious person. He had many ideas. Mr.

Ramnath and Mr. Raja Rao worked hard and increased the export turnover from a few lakh

rupees to several crores over 6 to 7 years. Therefore, the Director Board was very happy with

their performance.

Mr. Venugopal was a brother in law of the Managing Director. He was also working as an

Export Office like Mr. Raja Rao under Mr. Ramnath. Actually, Mr. Venugopal was not a very

efficient officer. But he was retained because he was related to the Managing Director. Mr.

Venugopal used to do insignificant work but was having the designation of an officer.

Once the company decided to have a stall in the International Exhibition in Germany. It

was a prestigious exhibition and participation in that exhibition was going to boost the image of

the company worldwide.

Mr. Ramnath and Mr. Raja Rao accepted the challenging work. Mr. Raja Rao was an

artist also. He gave beautiful ideas to Mr. Ramnath about printing of brochures with artistic

designs. He also worked out the details of the layout of the stall and display of exportable

material from India. Mr. Ramnath was very happy with the intelligent contbution coming from

Mr. Raja Rao. Mr. Ramnath and Mr. Raja Rao were very busy and were working day and

night for several weeks to make that exhibition a grand success.

Mr. Ramnath was to go to Germany for managing the stall. He requested the Board of

Directors to depute Mr. Raja Rao also to accompany and assist Mr. Ramnath. The Board was

thinking on that issue as to who should be sent to assist Mr. Ramnath. Mr. Raja Rao was almost

certain that he would get a chance to go abroad and that too at place like Germany ! ....... Mr.

Ramnath asked the travel agent of the company to procure two passports - one for himself and

one for Mr. Raja Rao.

The news of Mr. Raja Rao going abroad spread and people started congratulating him.

He also felt that he was rewarded for his hard work and sincerity he showed over last several

years.

After few days, Mr. Ramnath got shocked to know that the Board of Director was

pleased to depute one person to assist him but that person was not Mr. Raja Rao, but was Mr.

Venugopal.
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Mr. Ramnath did not know how to tell this truth to Mr. Raja Rao. But somehow Mr. Raja

Rao knew it from some other source. Mr. Raja Rao did not know how to react. He was

emetionally rather disturbed. But outwardly he did not show any resentment.

After Mr. Ramnath and Mr. Venugopal proceeded to Germany the Managing Director

called Mr. Raja Rao and thanked him for his hard work and told him that the company decided

to give him two special increments. Mr. Raja Rao thanked the Managing Director for his

kindness and handed over his resignation to him. The Managing Director was stunned. Mr.

Raja Rao gracefully waled away.

- Questions -

1. What was the reason of Mr. Raja Rao's resignation?

2. Analyse the case from the angle of Maslow's motivational theory.

3. What would you do, if you were in the position of

(a) Raja Rao

(b) Ramnath

(c) Venugopal

2. INEFFECTIVE  LEADERSHIP

A leading company located in western Maharashtra with a turnover of about 300 crores,

per annum and employees around 2500 can boast of a cordial industrial relations. However, in

early eighties, the industrial relations situations in this company became strenuous, due to lack

of competent leadership in the union of workers. This period witnessed labout agitations,

changes in union and their leadership.

The majority of the workforce was agitlated with the existing leadership as they felt that

these leaders were no more capable to represent their day to day grievances to Management

and settle them amicably. This led to the situation where workers started looking for a

competent leadership and an outsider political activist spotted this opportunity to penetrate and

took reins of the place union in the company.

He was a novice in the field of trade unionism, yet with his political connection, he

managed to sway the workers. He organised meetings of the workers both inside and outside

the factory premises, thus trying to retain his leadership in a filthy way.

However, workers had started realising the motives behind these premises and again they

had to start looking for another leadership through internal union. Meanwhile, some of the

second line leaders in non-existing union had started taking active part on various fronts, to

represent workers, though not officially, to settle their grievances. This also helped to develop

internal and new leadership in its own way, when the professional leadership kept on offering

baseless promises, to improve wages and working conditions, at the same time using arm

twisting methods.
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The aim of the outside professionl leader was to create a climate of rivalry and hatred

thereby ensuring the continuity of his existance  in the matters of trade union in the Company.

During the elections of the Company's co-op Credit Socity, the outside leadership instigated a

quarrel between the supporters of his group on one hand and the supporters of the other group

on the other hand. Both parties resorted to physical force leading to violence. Even though the

inside leader himself got involved in this incient, supporters of both side failed to understand his

motive and unconsitutional methods of retaining his leadership. In yet another incident,

regarding demand for Bonus, he forced workers to stop the work and organised a procession in

the factory premises although no final decision was taken on issue of payment of Bonus.

Majority of workmen who were his blind followers started realising that there was

something wrong seriously and the faith they had in his leadership slowly started vanishing. At

the same time, company also intimated office bearers of this outside leader's union about its

intention to take extreme disciplinary action on those who used force to stop the work and led

the procession even while bonus issue was being discussed.

This became a turning point from where the blind followers understood the basless and

shallow leadership in which they had put so much faith. At the same time, management of the

Company also counselled the followers of this outside leader to try to understand this type of

leadership who was interested in own selfish political interests rather than the welfare of the

employees. The employees leader, decided to hold an executive meeting to dethrone him. And

it was done successfully, thus elowing the chapter of leadership.

3.6  Books for further reading :

1. Dr. C. B. Gupta  : Organisation and Management

2. Keith Davis : Organisational Behaviour

3. Stephen Robbins : Organisational Behaviour

4. Dr. Anjali Ghanekar : Organisational Behaviour

5. J.P. Mahajan : Management: Theory and Practice

6. C.R. Basu : Business Organisation and Management

7. M.C. Shukla : Business Organisation and Management

8. J.S. Chandan : Management: Theory and Practice

9. R.S. Davar : The Management Process

10. Tripathy P.C. and Reddy P.H. : Principles of Management

ooo
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Sem. I : Unit 4

Controlling Techniques and Co-ordination

4.0 Unit objectives

4.1 Subject Matter

4.1.1 Controlling Concept
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4.1.3 Co-ordination - Concept

4.1.4 Principles of Co-ordination
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4.1.7 Techniques of effective Co-ordination

4.2 Summary

4.3 Terms to remember

4.4 Exercise

4.5 Books for further reading

4.0    Unit objectives :

After studying this unit, you can understand the following points.

1. Concept of Controlling and Co-ordination.

2. Traditional and Modern Techniques of Control.

3. Principles, Process and Types of Co-ordination

4. Techniques of effective co-ordination.

4.1 Subject Matter :

4.1.1 Controlling : Concept

Controlling is the end function of management. Controlling is a process of monitoring

actual performance and taking corrective measures if required. It is the process of checking to

determine whether or not plans are being properly implemented and objectives are achieved.
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Controlling consists of verifying whether everything occurs in conformities with the plans

adopted, instructions issued and principles established. Controlling ensures that there is effective

and efficient utilization of organizational resources so as to achieve the planned goals. Controlling

measures the deviation of actual performance from the standard performance, discovers the

causes of such deviations and helps in taking corrective actions

According to Brech, “Controlling is a systematic exercise which is called as a process of

checking actual performance against the standards or plans with a view to ensure adequate

progress and also recording such experience as is gained as a contribution to possible future

needs.”

According to George Terry, - Controlling is determining what is being accomplished, that

is, evaluating the performance, and if necessary, applying corrective measures so that the

performance takes place according to the plans.

Control is closely related with other functions of management because controlmay be

affected by other functions and may affect other functions too. Often it issaid planning is the

basis, action is the essence, delegation is the key, andinformation is the guide for control. This

reflects how control is closely relatedwith other functions of management.

4.1.2 Tradition and Modern techniques of Control

A) Traditiional Techniques :

Traditional techniques of controlling are discussed below:-

1. Direct Supervision and Observation :

This is the most traditional technique of controlling. In this method supervisor directly

observes the employees and their work.It helps a manager to collect actual information about

the performance of the employees. Direct supervision leads to better understanding of workers

by the manager. Moreover it creates psychological pressure on the employees to improve their

performance as they are aware that they are being observed personally by the manager.Yet, it

is very time consuming and therefore this technique is effective for all kinds of business.It is

most suitable for a small-sized unit of business.

2. Financial statements :

Every business organisation has to prepare different financial statements. Financial

statements are used to control the organisation. Profit and Loss Account of a business

organisation gives a summary of the income and expenses and a Balance Sheet shows the

financial position of the organisation at the end of the specified period. The figures of the

current year can be compared with the figures of previous year. This statistics can also be

compared with the figures of other similar organisations.
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3. Statistical analysis :

Statistical analysis of the financial statements, in the form of percentages, ratios, averages

etc. in different areas provides useful information regarding performance of an organisation to

its managers. This information when presented in the form of tables, graphs, charts etc., facilitates

comparison of performance with the standards laid and with previous years’ performance. It is

a perfect tool of controlling in the hands of managers.

4. Breakeven Analysis :

Break Even Analysis or Break Even Point is the point of no profit, no loss. For e.g.

suppose when an organisation sells 6000 motorcycles it will break even. Then, any sale below

this point will cause losses and any sale above this point will earn profits. Here the break-even

analysis acts as a control device.This technique is used by the managers to study the relationship

between sales volume, costs and profit. It helps the managers in estimating profits at different

levels of activities.

Breakeven Point = Fixed Cost/ (Selling Price per unit- Variable cost per unit).

With the help of breakeven analysis, a business can keep control on its variable cost and

can also determine the level of activity at which it can make its profit target.

5. Budgetary Control :

A budget is a quantitative statement of expected result, prepared for a future period of

time. In business organisation, different budgets are prepared for different activities. Budgetary

control is a technique of managerial control through budgets. It is done for all aspects of a

business such as income, expenditure, production, capital and revenue. Budgets act as standards

and for comparing them with actual performance. Furthermore, managers can take necessary

actions for attaining organizational goals.

The budget should be flexible.It should help necessary changes, later according to the

requirements of the prevailing business environment.

6. Control through costing :

Control through costing includes the control over costs on the basis of certain predetermined

costs usually known as standard cost. Such standard costs are fixed in respect of total cost and

also its various components- material, labour and overheads. Control through standard costing

involves fixation of standards, determining actual costs, comparing actual cost with standard

cost and if there is a variation further course of action is planned so that in future there is no

such variation.

7. Internal Audit :

Traditionally, internal audit which is in the form of operational audit is used as effective

tool of managerial control. Internal audit is conducted within the organisation by the staff specially

appointed for the purpose.It is  much broader in scope and covers the whole range of activities
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of the organisation. Therefore, internal audit in addition to ensuring that accounts properly

reflects the facts, also apprise policies, procedures, quality of management, effectiveness of

different methods used and other phase of operations.

Internal audit provides necessary feedback to the management for measuring performance

in the light of standards set. The manager by evaluating results can recommend necessary

corrective measures.

8. Special Reports :

Special reports of a particular problem areas and its analysis also helps for control purposes.

In any organisation, controlling techniques like financial statements, ratio analysis, internal audit

etc. serves the purpose for planned work. However, in case of a contingency or for a specific

problem investigating committeeis appointed. Committee goes into the problem deeply and

prepares detailed investigation report, which paves the way for necessary managerial action. It

is controlling technique used especially for non-routine matters.

B)  Modern Techniques :

1. Return on Investment (ROI) :

Investment in any business consists of fixed assets and working capital used in business.

Return on Investment (ROI) i.e.profit on investment is a reward for risk taking. Evidently, if the

ROI is high then the financial performance of a business is good and vice-versa.

Return on Investment= (Net Income / Total Investment) X 100. Net Income before or

after tax can be used for calculating ROI.ROI is a tool to keep control on financial performance.

It supports the business to compare its present performance with that of past year performance.

It helps to conduct inter-firm comparisons. It also acts as an effective control device in measuring

and comparing the performance of different departments within the organisation. It helps to

find out the problems which adversely affect ROI and focus the areas where corrective actions

are needed.

2. Management Audit :

Different controlling techniques are either responsible for controlling the activities of the

whole organisation or part thereof. Almost in all the techniques actual performance is compared

with the standards and corrective measures are taken if necessary. However, the attention is

not paid on the review of quality of the managing system of the organisation. In reality the

success or failure of the organisation depends upon the quality of the managing system of the

organisation. Management audit is an effort towards this direction.

Management Audit is evaluation of the overall performance of the management of an

organisation.It critically examines the full management process, i.e. planning, organizing, directing,

and controlling.It aims at reviewing the efficiency and effectiveness of management and improving

its future performance. Its basic purpose is to identify the insufficiencies in the performance of
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management functions.For this purpose, the company’s plans, objectives, policies, procedures,

personnel relations and systems of control are examined very carefully.

Management audit is conducted by a team of experts. They collect data from past records,

members of management, clients and employees. The data is analysed and conclusions are

drawn about managerial performance and efficiency.

3. Management Information system (MIS) :

Effectiveness of controlling function of the management depends upon the accurate and

timely information provided to the management. They need information about the internal

functioning of the organisation and also about the external atmosphere.

Management Information System (MIS) is a computer based information system which

provides correct, timely and up-to-date information to the managers for taking different managerial

decisions. Hence, it is significant communication tool as well as an important control technique.

It provides timely information to the managers so that they can take appropriate corrective

measures in case of devivations from standards.

4. PERT and CPM :

The two important network techniques are PERT (Programme Evaluation Review

Technique) and CPM (Critical Path Method). PERT was developed by the Special Projects

Office of the U.S.Navy in connection with the Polaris Weapons System. CPM was developed

by Du Pont Company for facilitating control of large, complex and industrial projects. These

two important techniques are used in both planning and controlling. CPM / PERT can be used

to minimise the total time or the total cost required to perform the total operations.

The PERT and CPM techniques are based on the same principles. The only difference is

that CPM is based on a single estimate of time requires for the completion of activities The

CPM technique is used for projects like construction and maintenance projects. PERT is based

on expected completion time, computed from three estimated times- the optimistic time, the

pessimistic time and the most likely time. The PERT technique can be used for more complicated

projects like engineering and tooling projects.

Any project consists of various activities and sub-activities. Successful completion of any

project depends upon doing the work in a given sequence and in a given time.Importance is

given to identifying the critical activities. Critical activities are those which have to be completed

on time otherwise the full project will be delayed.So, by controlling the time of the critical

activities, the total time and cost of the job are minimized.Such techniques are mainly used in

areas like construction projects, aircraft manufacture, ship building etc.

5. Self-Control :

Self-Control means self-directed control. A person is given freedom to set his own targets,

evaluate his own performance and take corrective measures as and when required. Self-control

is especially required for top level managers because they do not like external control.
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The subordinates must be encouraged to use self-control because it is not good for the superior

to control each and everything. However, self-control does not mean no control by the superiors.

The superiors must control the important activities of the subordinates.

4.1.3 Concept :

In the words of Haimann, “Co-ordination is the orderly synchronisation of efforts of the

subordinates to provide the proper amount, timing and quality of execution so that their unified

efforts lead to the stated objective, namely the common purpose of the enterprise.” It deals

with the task of blending efforts in order to ensure successful attainment of an objective. It is a

hidden force which binds all the other functions of management. Management seeks to achieve

co-ordination through its basic functions of planning, organizing, staffing, directing and controlling.

That is why, co-ordination is not a separate function of management because achieving of

harmony between individuals efforts towards achievement of group goals is a key to success of

management. Co-ordination is the essence of management and is implicit and inherent in all

functions of management.

According to Tead, - Co-ordination is the effort to assure a smooth interplay of the

functions and forces of the different component parts of an organization to the end that its

purpose will be realized with a minimum of friction and a maximum of collaborative effectiveness.

According to Mooney and Reelay, - Co-ordination is orderly arrangement of group

efforts to provide unity of action in the pursuit of common goals .

According to Charles Worth, - Co-ordination is the integration of several parts into an

orderly hole to achieve the purpose of understanding .

In every organisation, different types of work are performed by various groups and no

single group can be expected to achieve the goals of the organisation as a whole. Hence, it

becomes essential that the activities of different work groups and departments should be

harmonized. This function of management is known as ‘co-ordination’. It ensures unity of

action among individuals, work groups and departments, and brings harmony in carrying out the

different activities and functions so as to achieve the organizational goals efficiently. In other

words, coordination is the orderly arrangement of individual and group efforts to provide unity

of action in the pursuit of a common goal.

In an organisation, for example, the purchase department buys raw materials for production,

the production department produces the goods, and the marketing department to procures orders

and sells the products. All these departments must function in an integrated manner so that the

organizational goal is duly achieved. “According to Brech, Coordination is balancing and keeping

together the team by ensuring suitable allocation of tasks to the various members and seeing

that the tasks are performed with the harmony among the members themselves.

Importance of Coordination :

The need and importance of coordination can be judged from the points given below:
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1. It encourages team spirit :

There exist various conflicts between individuals, departments, between a line and staff,

etc. Correspondingly, conflicts are also between individual objectives and organizational

objectives. Coordination arranges the work and the objectives in such a way that there are

minimum conflicts and rivalries. It encourages the employees to work as a team and achieve

the common objectives of the organization. This increases the team spirit of the employees.

2. It facilitates motivation :

Coordination gives complete freedom to the employees. It encourages the employees to

show initiative. It also gives them many financial and non-financial incentives. Therefore, the

employees get job satisfaction, and they are motivated to perform better.

3. It gives proper direction :

There are different departments in any organization. Each department performs different

activities. Coordination integrates these activities for achieving the common goals or objectives

of the organization. Thus, coordination gives proper direction to all the departments of the

organization.

5. It helps to achieve objectives rapidly :

Coordination helps to minimize the conflicts, rivalries, wastages, delays and other

organizational problems. It ensures smooth working of the organization. Therefore, with the

help of coordination an organization can achieve its objectives easily and rapidly.

4. It makes optimal use of available resources :

Coordination helps to take together the human and material resources of the organization.

These resources are used to achieve the objectives of the organization. It helps to make optimum

utilization of the available resources. Coordination also helps to reduce the wastage of resources

in the organization.

6. It improves overall relations in the organization :

Coordination, improves the overall relations in the organization.Managers at the Top Level

coordinate the activities of the Middle Level Managers and develop good relations with them.

Likewise, the Middle Level Managers coordinate the activities of the Lower Level Managers

and develop good associations with them. Also, the Lower Level Managers coordinate the

activities of the workers and develop good relations with them.

7. It leads to higher level of efficiency :

Coordination leads to higher level efficiency. Efficiency always measured in terms of

relationship between Returns and Cost. The organisation is said to be efficient when the returns

are more and the cost is less.
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8. It helps to develop the goodwill of the organization :

Coordination helps an organization to sell high quality goods and services at regular prices.

This develops the goodwill of the organization and helps it earn a good name and image in the

market and corporate world.

4.1.4 Principles of coordination :

Mary P. Follett’s four main principles of coordination are discussed below :-

1. Principle of Early Stage :

According to this principle, coordination must begin at an early stage in theprocess of

management. It must start during the planning stage. This will result in making the best plans

and implementing these plans with success. If coordination is started early only then all the

management functions will be performed successfully. Thus by initiating proper coordination

the organisation will achieve all its objectives easily and quickly.

2. Principle of Direct Contact :

According to this principle, all managers must have a direct interaction with their

subordinates. This will result in healthy relations between the manager and their subordinates.

This is because direct contact helps to elude misunderstandings, misinterpretations and disputes

between managers and subordinates. It enables the managers to coordinate all the different

activities of their subordinates effectively and efficiently.

3. Principle of Continuity :

According to this principle, coordination need be a continuous process. It must not be a

one-time activity. The process of coordination must begin when the organisation starts, and it

must continue until the organisation exists. Coordination must be done continuously during the

management process. It must be done during planning, organising, directing and controlling.

4. Principle of Reciprocal Relations :

In any organisation, the decisions and actions of all the (i.e of all managers and employees)

departments and people are inter-related. Therefore, the decisions and actions of one person or

department will affect all other persons and departments in the organisation. Therefore, before

taking any decision or action all managers must first find out the effect of that decision or action

on other persons and departments in the organisation. This is called the Principle of Reciprocal

Relations. Co-ordination will be successful only if this principle is followed properly.

Additional Principles of Coordination :

Four principles of Mary Parker Follett are the basics principles of coordination.However,

modern management experts have extended her list by adding few principles of coordination.

These additional principles of coordination are as follows :-
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5. Principle of Effective Communication :

Presence of effective communication is the essence of co-ordination. Good communication

must exist between all departments, within employees themselves and even between managers

and their subordinates. All communication barriers must be avoided. Good communication helps

to avoid misunderstandings in the organisation. This overall helps in coordination.

6. Principle of Mutual Respect :

Coordination will be successful only if there is a mutual respect between employees in the

organisation. All managers working at different levels of management must respect each other.

Likewise, all employees must show a friendly attitude and should respect each other during

interactions. There must also exist a feeling of brotherly hood among managers and employees.

The managers must respect the feelings and emotions of the employees. On the other hand,

employees too must understand and recognize their bosses. Without mutual respect, coordination

may not survive, and it will eventually fail.

7. Principle of Clarity of Objectives :

Clarity of objectives in the organisation is a pre-condition for coordination to be successful.

Everybody in the organisation must know the objectives very clearly. No person must have any

doubts about the objectives of the organisation. Clear objectives can be achieved easily and

quickly.

8. Principle of Scalar Chain :

In any organisation, clear definition of relationship between superior and subordinates is

essential for the effective coordination. Scalar chain is the formal line of authority which moves

from highest to lowest rank in a straight line. This chain specifies the route through which the

information is to be communicated to the desired location/person.

4.1.5 Process of Co-ordination

In order to overcome problems of co-ordination and get effective co-ordination, The

management should follow the following process :-

1. Well Defined Objectives :

Goals and objectives must be clear and simple, Be specific, Be realistic etc. for achieving

proper and effective co-ordination between organization.

2. Delegation of Authority and Responsibility

The Delegation of Authority is a process through which a manager assigns responsibility

to the subordinates to carry out the work on his behalf. Also, a certain authority is delegated to

the subordinate to the extent, which is sufficient to accomplish the assigned responsibility. So

proper delegation of Authority and responsibility is needed for achievement of effective co-

ordination in organization.
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3. Division of work :

The whole and entire activities of the organisation should be divided Department-wise or

Section-wise according to the size of the organisation for proper co-ordination.

4. Precise and Comprehensive Programmes and Policies

Preparing and adherence to rigid rules and regulation, Procedures, Programmes, Policies

bring uniformity of action, Co-ordination because everybody understand them in the same sense.

5. Effective Communication

Establishment of an effective communication system is the key to proper co-ordination,

the channels of communication should be reliable. Direct and personal contacts are the effective

means of communication for achieving co-ordination.

6. Effective Leadership and supervision

Management can achieve better co-ordination through effective leadership and supervision

Effective leadership ensures co-ordination both at the planning and the implementing stage,

Effective supervision is necessary to guide the activities of individuals in the proper direction.

7. Establishment of employee's grievances cell.

8. There should be a proper system for reporting.

9. Skilled workers are to be rewarded adequately.

10. The management should induce the employee to take active part in Meeting, Committee,

Conferences, Seminars and the like.

11. The management should encourage the employees to have friendly relationship with others.

12. Managers should have opportunities to get training in the area of leadership, co-ordination,

planning, staffing and the like.

Above all points are very much useful in order to overcome the problem's of effective co-

ordination in the organization. The above all points shows the process of Co-ordination which is

very much needed for achievement of effective co-ordination in the organization.

4.1.6 Types of co-ordination :

The co-ordination may be divided on different bases, namely;

1. According to Scope : on the basis of scope or coverage, co-ordination can be.

a) Internal –It refers to co-ordination between the different units of an organisation

within and is achieved by integrating the goals and activities of different departments of the

enterprise.

b) External – Itrefers to co-ordination between an organisation and its external

environment comprising government, community, customers, investors, suppliers, competitors,
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research institutions, etc.  It requires proper match between policies and activities of the enterprise

and the outside world.

2. According to Flow : on the basis of flow, co-ordination can classified into:

a) Vertical – Itimplies co-ordination between different levels of the organisation and

has to ensure that all the levels in the organisation act in coordination and in accordance with

the goals and policies of the organisation.  Vertical co-ordination is assured by top management

through delegation of authority.

b) Horizontal or lateral – It refers to co-ordination between different departments

and other units at the same level of the management hierarchy.  For instance, co-ordination

between production department and marketing department is horizontal or lateral co-ordination.

3. Procedural and substantive :

According to Herbert A. Simon, procedural co-ordination implies the specification of the

organisation in itself, i.e. the generalised description of the behaviour and relationship of the

members of the organisation.  Conversely, substantive co-ordination is concerned with the content

of the organisation’s activities. 

4.1.7 Techniques of effective Coordination :

The main-techniques of effective coordination are as follows:

1. Unity of purpose :

Unity of purpose is the first essential condition of coordination. Therefore, the goals of the

organization and goals of its units must be clearly defined. Every member of the organization

must understand fully how his job contributes to the overall objectives. Planning is the ideal

stage for coordination.

Clear-cut objectives, harmonized policies and integrated procedures ensure uniformity of

action. Various plans should be integrated properly. Precise policies and comprehensive

programmers facilitate coordination of activities and individuals. Standard procedures and rules

create uniformity in repetitive operations.

2. Simplified organization :

A simple and sound organization is an important means of coordination. The line of authority

and responsibility from top to the bottom of the organisation structure should be clearly defined.

Clear-cut definition of authority and responsibility of each department and individual helps to

avoid conflicts.

Clear-cut authority relationships help to reduce conflicts and to hold people responsible.

Well-drawn organization charts, organizational manuals and proper allocation of work make for

uniform action.
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3. Effective communication :

Open and regular communication is the key to coordination. Effective inter-change of

opinions and information helps in resolving differences and in creating mutual understanding.

Personal or face-to-face contacts are the most effective means of communication and

coordination.

Coordination becomes easier when different functional groups are represented in the

decision-making process. Committees are helpful in integrating the activities of different

departments.

4. Effective leadership and supervision:

Effective leadership ensures coordination of efforts both at the planning and the execution

stage. A good leader can continuously guide the activities of his subordinates in the right direction

and can inspire them to pull together for the accomplishment of common objectives.

Sound leadership can persuade subordinates to have identity of interests arid to adopt a

common outlook. Effective leadership reduces the dependence on such formal means of

coordination as authority, rules and procedures. In fact, no technique of coordination can replace

effective leadership.

5. Chain of Command :

Authority is the supreme coordinating power in an organization. Exercise of authority

through the chain of command or hierarchy is the traditional means of coordination. Chain of

command brings together the different parts of an organization and relates them to a central

authority.

Coordination between interdependent units can be secured by putting them under one

boss. Because of his organizational position, a superior has the authority to issue orders and

instructions to subordinates. He can resolve inter-positional and intergroup conflicts.

6. Instruction and incentives :

Training organizational members with the goals and mission of the organization can

transform neutral individualsinto a committed one. Similarly, incentives may be used to reduce

conflicts.

For instance, profit- sharing is helpful in promoting team-spirit and cooperation between

employers and workers. Such mutuality of interest reduces conflict and ensures improved

coordination.

7. Liaison departments :

Liaison officers may be employedwhere regular contact between different units is

necessary,. For instance, a liaison department may confirm that the production department is

meeting the delivery dates and terms promised by the sales department.
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Independent coordinators may be appointed in certain cases. For instance, a project

coordinator is appointed to coordinate the activities of various functionaries in a project which

is to be completed in a stipulated period of time.

8. General staff :

In large organizations, a centralized pool of staff experts is used for coordination. A common

staff group serves as the clearing house of information and specialized advice to all the

departments of the enterprise.

Such general staff is very helpful in achieving inter-departmental or horizontal coordination.

9. Self-coordination :

When every organizational unit appreciates the working of related units and modifies its

own functioning to suit them, there is self-coordination. Self-coordination is possible in an

environment of devotion and mutual cooperation. It results from mutual consultation and team-

spirit among the members of the organization.

It arises when every member of the group takes understanding of the effects of his

actions on others. Under self-coordination, members of an organization voluntarily regulate

their behavior according to the needs of the situation.

4.2 Summary

Controlling involves setting standards of performance, comparision of actual performance

with standards, locating causes of deviations and taking steps to avoid undesirable deviations in

future. Controlling is the process by which managers assure that resources are obtained and

used effectively and efficiently in the accomplishment of the organization objectives. Budgetary

Control, Cost Control, Break-even analysis etc. are the Traditional techniques of Control and

PERT, CPM, Management Audit, HR Accounting, ROI, MIS etc. are the Modern Techniques

of Controlling.

Co-ordination is the orderly arrangement of Group effort, to provide unity of action in the

pursuit of common purpose. Co-ordination is balancing and keeping the teams together by

ensuring a suitable allocation of working activities to the various members and seeing that these

are performed with due harmony among the members themselves. Early start, personnel contact,

continuity, Reciprocal relationship, Effective communication, Mutual respect, Clarity of objectives,

Scalar Chain etc. are the principles of co-ordination, Goal setting, Authority & Responsibility,

Distribution of work, precise and comprehesive programmes and policies, Effective

Communication, Effective Leadership & Supervision etc. Involved in process of co-ordination,

Internal, External, Vertical, Horizontal etc. are types of co-ordination, unity of purpose, simplified

organization, effective communication, effective leadership and supervision, chain of command,

instruction and incentives, Liaison Departments, General staff, self co-ordination etc. are

Techniques of effective co-ordination.
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4.3 Terms to Remember

Control : "Control is that force which guides to a pre-determined objectives by means of

predetermined policies and decisions."

BEP : Break Even Point is that point of no profit or no loss.

Budget : A budget is a quantitative statement of expected results prepared for future

period at time.

ROI : Return on Investments.

MIS : Management Information System.

PERT : Programme Evaluation Review Technique.

CPM : Critical Path Method.

Co-ordination : Co-ordination is orderly arrangement of group efforts to provide unity of

action in the pursuit of common goals.

Internal co-ordination : Co-ordination between the different units of an organization.

External Co-ordination : Co-ordination between an organisation and its external

environment.

Vertical Co-ordination : Co-ordination between different levels of organization.

Horizontal Co-ordination : Co-ordination between different Department and other units

at the same level of the management.

4.4 Exercise

a) Long questions

1. Define Controlling and Explain Traditional and Modern techniques of Control.

2. Discuss the techniques of effective co-ordination.

3. Define the term 'co-ordination' and Explain principles of Co-ordination.

4. Define Co-ordination and Explain types of Co-ordination.

b) Short Notes

1. PERT and CPM

2. Process of Co-ordination

3. Management Audit

4. Return on Investment
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Sem. II : Unit 1

Introduction to Organisational Behaviour

1.0 Unit Objectives

1.1 Prresentation of subject matter

1.1.1 Organisational Behaviour Concept

1.1.2 Significance of Organisational Behaviour

1.1.3 Nature and scope of OB

1.1.4 Contributing desciplines to OB

1.1.5 Relationship between Management and OB

1.1.6 Models of OB

1.1.7 Ethical issues in OB

1.1.8 Historical development of OB

1.1.9 Evolution of OB in India

1.2 Summary

1.3 Terms to remember

1.4 Exercise

1.5 Books for further reading

1.0 Unit Objectives :

1. To understand the concept of Organizational Behaviour

2. To know the significance of Organizational Behaviour

3. To describe the contribution of various disciplines to OB

4. To explain the relationship between management and OB

5. To idenfity the ethical issues in OB

1.1 Presentation of subject matter :

The applied behavioural science 'Organisational Behaviour' deals with the study of human

behaviour at work. It seeks to explain and predict behaviour of individuals groups and the

organisation itself. In today's complex business world full of risks and uncertainties and

globalisation of business activities the 'people' and their 'behaviour' have become key factor of
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success. This unit is devoted to the concept and significence of OB, the contributing disciplines,

relationship between management and OB and ethical issues in OB.

1.1.1 Concept of Organizational Behaviour :

Of all the resources 'human resources' are most difficult to handle. Human beings have

emotions, ego, prejudices and feelings. They affect their behaviour at work. Hence, the social

science 'Organizational behaviour' assumes tremendous significance. Human beings behave

differerently as individuals and as members of groups in the organization. Organizational behaviour

attempts to predict and explain the behaviour of individuals and group at work. Then it tries to

modify their behaviour for better productivity, profitability and efficiency.

(A) Definitions of Organizational Behaviour :

B John W. Newstorm and Keith Davis define the term organizational behaviour as, "The

study and application of knowledge about how people as individuals and as groups act

within organization. It strives to identify ways in which people can act more effectively."

B According to Stephen P. Robbins organizational behaviour is, "a field of study that

investigates the impact that individuals, groups and structures have on behaviour within

organization for the purpose of applying such knowledge toward improving an

organization's effectiveness."

B Fred Luthans defines organizational behaviour as, "The understanding, prediction and

management of human behavour in organization."

B "OB is the study of human behaviour in organizational settings, the interface between

human behaviour and the organization and the organization itself."  Moorhead and Griffin.

(B) Features of OB :

The features of organizationed behaviour will be better understand from the following

points.

1. OB is a part of general management and not the whole of management. It reflects

behavioural approach to management.

2. It is a separate body of knowledge developed systematically by borrowing theories from

multidisciplinary subjects like psychology, sociology, social psychology, political science

and anthropology.

3. It is an applied behavioual science having practical value. It uses theories and research

experience to understand and modify human behaviour in the organization. It is a human

tool for human benefit.

4. It involves three levels of analysis of behaviour - individual behaviour, group behaviour

and behaviour of the organization.

5. The main elements of OB are individual, group, organizational structure, technology and
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environment. It involves considerature of interaction among there key elements and the

impact of technology and environment on the behaviour or people at work.

6. It seeks to fulfill both employees and organizational objectives and ultimatelyen hance the

efficiency and eflectiveness. It benefits both the employees and the organization.

The human behaviour in any organization is affected by the interelationship between

people, their tasks their groups, the organizational stmeture, technology employed and

environment. The people have to work as individuals and as team members perform the task

assigned in the hierarchical relationship decided by the formal structure. Their  behaviour is

influnced by the nature of technology employed and the external environment. Thus the key

elements in organizational behaviour are individual, groups, organizational structure, technology

and the enviromnent. It applies the knowledge about individual, groups and the effect of

structure, technology and the broder environment on the behaviour with the objective of

imporving the ovarall performance and effectivenes of the organization. The key elements or

variables in organizational behaviour are shown in following figure.

  Technology            Structure

 Environment

           Individuals & Groups Tasks

1.1.2 Significance of Organizational Behaviour :

Today's organizations have to function under highly volatile and uncertain environment

due to the globalization and privatization process. Adoption of modern technology and information

technology has changed the ways of doing business. New formats of organization structure,

cross-culture employees have created problem in dealing with 'people' in the organization.

Hence, the significance of organizational behaviour has increased tremendously. The following

points will explain the increasing significance of organizational behavour in modern times.

1. Knowldge of OB helps managers to manage behaviour of employee. On the basis of past

behaviour of employees, employee traits and values manager can predict the future

behaviour of employees.

2. OB studies the behaviour of individuals and groups under different situations and

conditions. It tries to find the reasons of the behaviour - how and why people behave in a
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given situation. After finding the reasons OB manager can initiate action to remove these

reasons and change the behaviour.

3. OB is useful in enhancing organizational and individual effectiveness. People-oriented

management practices enable employees to use their knowledge and skills in an efficient

manner. Their interpersonal relations are improved, conflicts are reduced and team spirit

is enhanced.

4. Use of OB tools can create and maintain co-ordial indistrial relations in the company.

After all OB is described as "a human tool for human benefit." For employees it helps to

reduce absenteeisim, turnover, increase productivity and pay and provide job satisfaction.

On 'the otherhand the organisation is benefitted by increased productivity and profits.

5. OB helps to manage workforce diversity in the organisation. Due to globalization

organisations are employing 'people' from different countries. As a result, the structure of

workforce has changed and people belonging to different genders castes, races,

agegroup, culturers and countries are working together. Managing workforce diversity

has become an important challenge for the managers today.

6. OB is useful for improving customer service. Today the employment in service industry is

more than that in manufacturing sector. The service industry in India contributes arround

55 percent of the country's gross domestic production and employs 35 percent of the

labourforce. Service industry jobs require substantial interaction with customers and an

attitued of pleasing customers. OB can provide a lot of guidance in creating a customer

oriented culture in the organization. Managers can change the attitudes and behaviour of

employees and ensure that employees are friendly, courteous, knowledgeable and ready

to customer with smile. Such employees are backbone of banks, hotels, hospitals, schools

and religious centres.

7. OB helps manager to respond properly to the economic pressures. In difficult economic

times companies have to face issues like strees, falling demand, increasing cost, harsh

decisions. With the help of OB tools managers can adopt measures to reduce stress, keep

up employee morale, prepare them to accept paycuts etc. In good times there is need to

retain employees by increasing their pay and providing more perks, autonomy etc.

8. OB is useful for smooth management of change. In today's world everything is constant

except change. Organizations have to change products, business methods, technology,

structure and what not. Generally every change is resisted by the employees. But with

proper couselling, training and other techniques OB manages can effect the 'change' with

less resistance.

9. OB is essential for stimulating the employees, creativity and research attitude. In order to

survive and prosper in today's hyperchanging world, organizations require constant

innovation and change. OB managers can encourage entreprneurship spirit and creativity
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in their employees and keep their organization on the track of new innovative products

and business models.

10. OB helps employees to balance work-life confficts. Dut to global organizations the work

is going on without any rest-time and the employees are working through day and night. In

the beginning they do not find any problem with this style of working. But gradually they

experience that the line between work and nonwork time is blurring, affecting their

personal life and assignments. Employees in IT industry are complaining about the

infringment of work on their personal life and they are not happy with this situation OB

can offer a number of suggestions to the managers to design flexible workschedules,

work from home schemes and make available sufficiant time for attending personal work.

Schemes like parental leave, financial assistance for adoption of a child, leave for learning

also help employees to free themselves from boring and hectic workschedules.

11. OB can improve ethical behaviour and create a strong organizational culture where

institutions' core values are intensely held and widely shared. A strong culture provides

stability to the organization, reduces employee turnover and create good image of the

organization. Tata Steel, for examle has a strong culture where 'values' are held high.

1.1.3   Nature and scope of Organisational Behaviour :

Organisational behaviour is the systematic study and application of knowledge about how

individuals and groups act within the organization where they work. Productivity and profitability

are the focal areas of any business organization. As the human factor is the major contributor

to the productivity, the study of human behaviour, the behaviour of the groups of people working

in an organization as well as the impact of situational factors occupies the great importance.

The following points explain the nature of organizational behaviour.

1) A separate field of study and not merely a discipline : OB is not based on a

specific theoretical foundation as disciplines do. OB assumes the status of a distinct field of

study which represents the behavioural approach to management. OB has a inter-disciplinary

orientation.

2) An interdisciplinary orientation: Organizational behaviour invariably integrates the

relevant knowledge taken from related disciplines such as psychology, sociology and anthropology.

It has become a unique field of study. The concepts drawn from other disciplines have made

OB a very sound and unique. For example, the concepts of personality and motivation are

drawn from Psychology, team-work and team-process from Sociology, power and influence

from Political science, stress and its effects from Medical science, attitude change and group

process from Social-Psychology, decision-making from Economics and individual and

organizational culture from Anthropology.

2) An applied science: The study of organizational behaviour does not only discuss   the

cause-effect relationship but prescribes how the findings of research can be applied in the

organisations. The findings of the research in human and organizational behaviour are used to
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solve the organizational problems related to human behaviour. OB uses the scientific research

to help understand and predict organizational behaviour.

3) Humanistic and optimistic approach: Organisational behaviour deals with the human

asset of the organization, which is to be handled very delicately and carefully. OB focuses on

boosting morale and efficiency of employees by keeping them mentally and physically sound

and economically satisfied. It adopts the humanistic approach towards the employees of the

organisation and not purely mechanistic one.

OB focuses the attention on ‘people’ part of the organization from humanistic point of

view. It is based on the belief that needs and motivation of the people are of high concern.

Further, there is optimism about the innate potential of man to be independent, creative, predictive

and capable of contributing positively to organizational objectives.

4) Total system approach: The human behaviour is studied in view of his/her complex

socio-psychological framework and the attempt is made to find out the solution for their socio-

psychological problems.

5) Evolution of models: OB has developed five different models namely, Autocratic

Model, Custodial Model, Supportive Model, Collegial Model and Stimulus-Organism Behaviour

Consequences Model. All these models are related to human behaviour. These models are

increasingly used in organisations to understand human behaviour and to gear up them to enhance

productivity.

6) Aims at enhancing organisational effectiveness: OB investigates the impact of

individuals, groups and structure on behavour within organization for the purpose of applying

such knowledge towards improving an organization’s effectiveness.

7) A normative science: OB being a normative science prescribes how the various

findings of researches can be applied to get the expected organizational results, which are

acceptable to the society.

8) Science as well as an Art: OB, being a part of general management, involves the

‘acquisition of knowledge’ and ‘application of knowledge.’ Acquisition of knowledge of human

and organizational behaviour is a science and its application in the organization is an art, which

calls for personal skills.

Scope of Organisational Behaviour:

Some internal organizational elements and some external elements are included in the

scope of organizational behaviour, as follows.

1) People: Organisations are regarded as the social systems. The people form the integral

part of the internal social system of the organization. The people are consisted of ‘individuals’

and ‘groups’  The behavioural aspects of an individual such as personality, perception, attitudes,

values, job satisfaction , learning and motivation are studied Likewise, the aspects of group
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behaviour such as group dynamics, group conflicts, group cohesion, communication, leadership,

power and politics etc. are studied

People are living and moving objects of an organization. They have sentiments, thinking

ability, feelings etc. unlike machines. Many formal and informal groups of people are formed in

the organization. The group dynamics, their forming, changing and disbanding affects the

organizational performance and effectiveness. Therefore, the people and their behaviour remain

at the centre of organizational behaviour.

2) Technology: People are given the assistance of buildings, machines, tools, equipment

and other resources to work with. This creates the physical condition within which people

work. The nature of technology   largely depends on the nature of the organization and influences

the work itself and the working conditions. This means that the technology used by the organization

has impact on the performance and effectiveness of organization. Use of modern technology

leads the organization on both these fronts and vice versa. Hence, technology is another vital

aspect in the study of organizational behaviour.

3) Structure: In an organization, different people are given different roles and they all

are tied with certain relationship with others. In this structure, everybody attempts to accomplish

the organizational goals in a co-ordinated manner. The organizational structure relates to power

and duties. One has the authority over others and others have a duty to obey him. The structure

is also an integral part of the organizational behaviour.

4) Social system / External environment: Social system provides the external

environment within which an organization operates. No organization can operate in isolation of

the society.  There exist many organisations in the society which influence each other. This

external environment provides completion for resources and power.

5) Spectrum of activities: Large number of psychologists, social scientists and

academicians has carried out research on various issues related to organizational of behaviour,

employee performance and job satisfaction etc. Accordingly a number of activities are involved

in organizational behaviour. Some of them are as follows.

a) Study of personality, perception, emotions, learning,  abilities and attitudes and their impact

on performance.

b) Group behaviour, power and politics

c) Employee motivation and leadership

d) Creating effective work  teams and groups

e) Job design

f) Organizational culture and impact of culture on organizational behaviour

g) Management of change
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h) Management of conflict and stress

i) Organizational development

j) Transactional analysis etc.

1.1.4 Contributing Disciplines to OB :

Organizational behaviour is an applied behavioural seience. It is built on contribution from

a number of behavioural disciplines such as Psychology, Social Psychology Sociology and

anthropology. The other disciplines which have contributed to OB include Political Science,

Technology, Management and Economics. A brief description of these disciplines is given below.

1. Psychology :  Psychology is scientific study of mind and its influence on human

behaviour. It seeks to measure, explain and change the behaviour of human beings. Psychology

has contributed theories on personality, motivation, learning, leadership, job satisfaction, job

stress, training etc. These theories are valuable in determining employees traits, training re-

quirement, motivational techniques, learning needs, elements of job stress and satisfaction.

2. Sociology : Sociology is concerned with study of people in relation to their social

environment or culture. Sociology studies human beings as 'group'. Sociologist have enriched

OB through their study of interpersonal behaviour in organization.

Groups, group conflict, group dynamics, formal organisational theory, organizational culture are

some of the areas in which OB has received contribution from sociology.

3. Anthropology : Anthropology is the study of origin and development of human

cultures, how those cultures have functioned in the past and how they continue to function in

the present. Anthropologists work on cultures and environments. This has helped OB to

understand values, attitudes and cultures among the people of different countries and within

diffrent organizations. Culture has major influence on the structure of an organization. The

contribution of anthropology to OB is the studies on cross culture, comparative values,

comparative attitudes, organizational culture and organizational environment.

4. Social Psychology : Social Psychology is a branch of Psychology which blends con-

cepts from Psychology and Sociology. It focusses on how people influence one another in the

organization. One important area of Social Psychology is 'change' i.e. how to implement

change and how to reduce resistance to chagne. The other areas include behavioural change,

attitude change, group process, group decision making and communication.

5. Management : Management contributses OB in building decision-making models,

organizational structures, deciding motivational techniques, managing change and developing

communication channels and alikes. Without management OB decision can not be

implemented.

6. Economics : Study of Economics is useful in understanding the economic needs of

employees in the organization and determining the way of fulfilling these needs.
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7. Technology : In todays world modern technology has not remained the monopoly of

few developed countries and multinational companies only. The spread of technology across

different countries and companies is very fast. Technology directly affects job designs, skill

requirements, man-machine relationship and the organizational structure and ultimately the

human behaviour in the organizations. The countribution of general technology and information

technology includes team dynamics, knowledge management and operations management.

1.1.5 Relationship Between Management and Organizational Behaviour :

Management is getting things done from other people. Management is general in nature

and is supreme authority. It encompasses the entire organization and its all functional areas. It

is target-oriented. Management tries to achieve the goals in an efficient and effective manner.

While minimizing resource costs is important, it is not sufficient. Management has do the right

task.

OB on the otherhand is concerned specifically with the study of actions of people at work.

It focuses primarily on two major areas viz individual behaviour and group behoviour. It

provides management with considerable insight into important hidden aspects of the

organization like attitudes, perceptions, group norms, informal interactions, interpersonal and

intergroup conflicts besides the visible aspects like strategies, stuctures, technology, formal

authority etc. OB seecks to explain and predict behaviour of people in the organization.

After defining both 'management' and organizational behaviour let us attempt to see

whether there exists any relationship between them. Yes, there is a significant relationship

between management and OB. OB attempts to explain human behaviour in organizational

setting by using valid theories. Many of these theories address the problems faced by manegers

on a regular basis such as motivation of employees, conflict resolution, self-management

teams, employee training and counselling, job stress etc. An understanding of employee

personality, perception and learning can help managers to predict and explain issues like

employee productivity, absenteesim, turnover and job satisfaction.

In modern world of high pressures and complexities managers cannot succeed on their

technical skills only. They also require to have good people skills. "Succeding in management

today requires good people skills. Communication and leadership skills distinguish managers

such as John Chambers, CEO of Cisco Systems, the worlds largest maker of networking

equipment" says Stephen Robbins.

However, it should be remembered that OB is a part of general management and not the

whole of management. It is a category of human resource approach to management. It is

represented by a group of Psychologists and Sociologists who rely on the use of scientific

method for study of organizational behaviour. Due to increasing importance of 'human

resource' and their unlimited potential, OB has gained the status of a separate science, but it

can not replace 'management'. OB scientists provide insights and inputs on motivation, power

and leadership, interpersonal communication, group dynamics, learning, attitude development,
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perception, change process, conflict, work design, job satisfaction and stress to the

management to help in formulating strategies, good policies and practices to deal with issues

like labour absenteeism, employee turnover, productivity, human performance, motivation and

conflicts.

1.1.6   Models of Organizational Behaviour :

The historical development of management thoughts had led the development of various

models of organizational behaviour. Basically, organizational behaviour is the study of behaviour

of people, individuals and groups working in the organizations which aims at building better

relationship by achieving human objectives, organizational objectives and social objectives. The

blend of all these elements develops various models that the organization operates from, OB

models help managers to properly handle the human element in the organizational climate.

These models also help in understanding the context of the manager-employee relationships.

These models interpret the assumptions of managers about people and how people respond to

various orientations of managers. Every organization adopts one or more models of behaviour.

The five OB models are discussed hereunder.

1) Autocratic Model :

Autocratic model has its roots in the industrial revolution. It is based on the concept that

managers are superior and have exclusive power to hire and command the employees. As an

autocrat, the managers see authority (power) as the only means to get the things done. Employees

have to obeythe orders without interrogating. The manager actsmore as boss who has power to

hire, fire and perspire employees. Employees are controlled by the managers based onofficial

authority and power attached to their posts. The managers assume that nobody wants to work

unless he is forced to do so. Managers think that employees are passive and resistant to

organizational needs. The model is compatible with Theory X assumptions of Douglas McGregor

and Likert's exploitative authoritative management system. The organizational climate is

characterized by one-way downward communication, strict supervision and comprehensive

control, high use of authority, high dependence on managers, use of carrot and stick method

etc. Military organizations all over the world are based on autocratic model and it iscommonly

used in railways, defense organization, banks and police department in India.

In modern times, the autocratic model is regarded as ineffective and certain other

shortcomingssuch as i) downward communication prevents feedback to management, ii) it fails

to generate commitment among workers to accomplish organizational goals, iii) it fails to motivate

employees to further develop their skills, iv) employees are given just subsistence wagesthat is

required to meet their basic needs and v) it develops the feeling of insecurity and frustration

among employees.
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2) Custodial Model :

This is the progressive model which focuses on development of better relationship with

employees. The managers holding the custodial model believe that if the feeling of insecurity,

frustration and aggression is removed from employees minds, they might feel like working.

Custodial model regards that owners or industrialists are the custodian of all resources in

the organization and they are bound to look after the welfare of employees. They measure both

managers and employees on equal footing and regard that nobody has monopoly rights. Employees

depend on the organization for their security and welfare. They need not depend on managers

or boss. Redressal of grievance procedure exists in the organization. Employees can take their

problems to direct to the employer (i.e. owner or industrialist). Organization looks after the

employees welfare during the tenure of service and also after retirement. Employees are provided

enough wages and salary and also post-retirement benefits to enable them to live comfortably

after retirement. This model takes into consideration the security needs of employees and gives

a psychological reassurance of economic rewards and benefits. Thus, this model emphasizeson

economic reward, security, organizational dependence and maintenance factors rather than

motivational factors.

To satisfy employees security needs, many organizations began to provide welfare

programs, such as pension plans, child-care centers at the workplace, loan facilities, health and

life insurance. The model depends on the economic resources of the organization and its ability

to pay for the benefits of employees. Hence the custodial model succeeds only in that organization

which has substantial economic resources. One great benefit of the custodial OB model is that

it brings security and satisfaction to employees. But mere satisfaction does not necessarily

produce strong motivation. The drawback of this model is that management decides what

benefits are best suited for the employees; therefore it is not a suitable model for matured and

talented employees.

3) Supportive Model :

The focus of this model is on employee-participation in managerial decision making process.

Supportive model believes that employees are active and with ideal environment and support,

they can use their energies and skill for higher productivity of the organization. Autocratic

model aims at meeting employee's basic need while custodial model aims at meeting their

security needs. However the supportive model aims at meeting employee's other needs like

affiliation and esteem.

The supportive OB model depends on leadership instead of power (as in autocratic model)

or money (as in custodial model). Through leadership, management provides a climate to help

employees grow and accomplish in the interests of the organization the things of which they are

capable. Employees are regarded as active workers who having their own values, attitude,

desires and preferences. Leaders use attitude and value system of employees tomotivate them.

They develop positive outlook towards work culture. Managers and workers participate together
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in the development of organization while achieving development of their own skills. The manager's

role is one of helping employee solve their problems and accomplish their work.

In short, the supportive OB model seeks to create supportive work environment and

motivate employees to perform well on their job. It is believed that the employees would seek

achievement and responsibility and would work hard without being pushed, if the supportive

environment is provided in the organization. It is compatible with Theory 'Y' assumptions given

by McGregor.

Though, this is very progressive and humanistic model it has proved effective only in

developed countries and not in developing countries like India, because of restrictive social and

cultural environment. Further, this model is more suitable for employees at managerial levels

rather than on operative levels.

4) Collegial Model :

The term 'collegial' refers to a body of persons having a common purpose. The basis of

collegial model is the partnership of the employees with owners. This model is based on the

principle of mutual contribution by employer and employees. Each employee should develop a

feeling that he is a part of the whole and contributing something to the whole and recognizes the

others contribution. Management is supposed to be joint-contributor and not the boss. Managers

are not considered superior to the employees. The combined efforts of owners and employees

contribute to the growth and performance of the organization.

This model emphasizes on team management between workers and owners. Employees

are self-disciplined and self-motivated and given responsible and trust worthy jobs.

This model is based on the team concept in which employee develops a high degree of

understanding towards others and shares common goals. Employees feel needed and useful

and regard themselves an important asset of the organization. In this kind of organizational

environment, the employees feel some degree of fulfillment, worth while contribution and self-

actualization.

5) System Model :

Employees want a work context that is ethical, infused with integrity and trust and provides

an opportunity to experience a growingsense of community among co-workers. To accomplish

this, the managers must increasingly demostrate 'caring and a compassionate attitude' and

being sensitive to the needs of adiverse workforce. There is a sense of psychological ownership

for the organization and its products / services. This model reflects the values underlying positive

organizational behaviour, where managers focus their attentioin on helping employees develop

feelings of hope, optimism, self-confidence, empathy, trust worthiness, esteem, courage and

resiliency.

Under this model, the managers show genuine concern and empathy for employees and

foster self-esteem. It also helps employees to learn and share what is learned with others, to
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identify and confront issues in ethical ways, encourages employees to feel comfortable with

change and uncertainty and builds cohesive and productive work-teams. This model emphasizes

on fulfillment of higher-order needs like social, status, esteem, autonomy and self-actualization.

1.1.7  Ethical Issues in Organizational Behaviour :

The challenge managers face in today's organization is of ethics. What constitutes ethical

behaviour is very difficult to explain. Before discussing ethical issues in OB let us see the

meaning of ethics. "Ethics is a set of rules or principles that define right and wrong conduet."

An individuel's ethics are his or her beliefs about what is right and wrong or good and bad.

Ethical behaviour is one which is accepted as morally 'good' and 'right' as opposed to 'bad' and

'wrong' in a particular setting.

Since OB is concerned with study of 'people' in the organization, ethical issues can arise

out of the behaviour of employees and / or managers. Sometimes competing pressures or

culture of the organization puts 'people' in ethical dilema which may cause deviation from the

standard and accepted behaviour. The typical ethical issues in OB are discussed below. This

discussion is just an illustrative and not exhaustive.

1. To lie or not to lie : One important ethical issue in OB is about lying in business. Is it

okey to lie while neogotiating an agreement or obtaining business? Is it also okay to hide some

material information from the other party? Similar is the case with misrepresentation and

omission. In additian to ethical aspect the legal aspect of lying should also be examined.

Sometimes lying may be 'unethical' but 'legal'.

2. Surveillance on employees : In recent years many companies are spying on their

employees. Surveillance actions are increasing day by day in many industries because of theft

and security problems. Surveilance may be justifiable in certain industries and in certain

respects. But is it ethical to read e-mail messages of employees, tap their telephone

conversations, monitor the websites visited by employees?

3. Workplace romance : Employees spend seven to eight hours a day in the

organisation. Considering the amount of time employees spend at work, it is not surprising to

notice employees involved in romance in the office. Office romance poses sensitive ethical

issues for organization and employees, damaging the image of both. Eventhough office

romances are personal matters of employees, they affect their interpersonal relations,

encourage gossiping and spoil the environment at workplace.

4. Sexual harassment : Sexual harassment has become a pervasive phenomenon.

Many a times the affected woman employees are unable to speak up, hence the incidences do

not become public. However, women like Shehnaz Mudbhatkal a hostess of Saudi Arabian

Airlines faught the legal battle against her employers and won it. Sexual harassment is not only

'illegal' but also unethical. In addition to legal action, it can have a negative impact on the work

environment. It negatively affects job attitudes and opinion about the firm.
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5. Passing confidential information : Another serious ethical issue is regarding passing

confidential information to others. Top level executives have secret and inside information

about company's affairs. Should they provide this information to outsiders for personal gain?

Such action is not only unethical but illegal also. Rajat Gupta, India former Goldman Sachs

Director, was convineted in 2012 after a jury trial of passing confidential information about

Goldman Sachs to his one time friend and business associate hedge founder Raj Rajaratnam

for running a massive insider trading scheme, as reported in the Economic. Times of 18th June,

2014.

6. Excessively Unreasonable Executive Remuneration : Is it ethical for an

organisation to pay very heavy salary, commission and incentives to the CEO's which is

disproportionately higher to their job? It has been argued that commissions drawn by CEO's

may be at the expense of not rewarding hard working employees enough. U.S. President

Obama has argued that executive compentation worked "havoc in own financial system and

called the pay practice 'Shamefull'. It is criticised that "Extravagent CEO pay does not reflect

performance, its all about status." It is also commented that there is a large disconnection

between job titles and pay practices for corporate CEO's.

7. Giving bribes : In some organizations there is a practice of paying bribes for obtaining

contracts. The practice has been common in some countries. But it cant be regarded as ethical

by any parameter.

8. Gender discrimination : Denying equal opportnity to work or paying unequal

rewards to 'women' is another common ethical issue in organizations. It has forced the

governments in different countries to make provisions to eliminate gender discrimination at

workplace.

9. Whistleblowing : Is it ethical for employees to blow the whistle on revealing illegal or

unfair activities in their organization?

Since the ethical issues are increasing the todays managers and their organizations are

taking a number of steps to deal with them. They are preparing code of ethics, providing in

house advisors and creating mechanism for those employees who reveal internal unethical

practices. It is their responsibility to create protective enable the employees work mechanism

with minimal ambiguity about 'ethics' and ethical behaviour. There is a strong need to launch

ethical mission, encourage employee integrity and finally provide ethical leadership.

1.1.8   Historical Development of OB :

History always has important lessons to teach. The roots of today’s developed field of

organizational behaviour are found in history. The behavioural side of management was

recognized by earlier practicing management pioneers. There were varied and complex reasons

for the emergence of the importance of the organization as a social entity. The Greek philosopher

Plato wrote about the essence of leadership and Aristotle about influential communication.
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Plato argues that human behaviour flaws from desire, emotion and knowledge. In 16th century

too, Italian philosopher Niccolo Machiavelli wrote about the organisational power and politics.

The historical development of organisational behaviour can not be isolated from the history

of management thoughts, because the contributions of earlier management thinkers have laid

the strong foundations for development of organisational behaviour as a separate field of study.

The historical development of OB can be traced back through following phases.

1)  Industrial Revolution and the Aftermath:

James Watt and Adam Smith are regarded as two men who were most responsible for

destroying the old England and launching the world towards industrialization. In 1760, James

Watt introduced the steam engine which laid the foundation of industrialization. In 1776, Adam

Smith advocated a new form of organisational structure based on ‘division of labour’  In the

industrial environment created by Industrial Revolution (1760) the conditions of early factories

were extremely harsh. There were very hazardous working conditions for all employees, there

were long working hours normally of 14 hours per day and even the 5 to 6 years old children

had to work under the same conditions. The factory owners used to take more care of their

costly machines but neglected the well-being of their employees.

a) Robert Owen (1771-1858) : Robert Owen, a young Welsh factory owner and best

known for modern textile factory, was one of the first to emphasize the human needs of

employees. He sowed the first seeds of concern for workers. He brought down the working

hours from 14 to 10 and improved the working conditions at workplace, he taught his workers

cleanliness and temperance. He opposed employing the child labour. Because of many of his

contributions towards the welfare of the workers, he is called the ‘Father of Personnel

Management’. In short, he laid the foundation of modern organizational behavior.

b) Andrew Ure (1778-1857): In 1835 Andrew Ure published the book entitled ‘The

Philosophy of Manufacturer’, in which he included the human factor as one of the factors of

production, besides the mechanical and commercial parts. He realized the importance of human

factor and provided workers with hot tea, payments of medical treatment and sickness charges etc.

c) Mary Parker Follet (1868-1933): An American Social Worker and Management

Consultant, Mary Parker Follet, realized the importance of groups and their workings. She

wrote about the group relations, group dynamics, group conflicts and conflict resolution.

e) F. W. Taylor (1856-1915): Fredrick Winslow Taylor, the father of Scientific

Management, worked to achieve his goal of making work behaviours stable and predictable so

that the maximum output could be achieved. He advocated the monetary incentive systems to

motivate employees, believing that human beings are primarily motivated by money. He suggested

that the right people should be selected for right jobs, they should be trained adequately and be

placed in suitable jobs and should be paid handsomely. Taylor was the first to introduce the

systematic use of goal setting and rewards to motivate employees. Taylor’s contribution paved
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the way towards the study of OB. In the further period, different compensation systems were

introduced to motivate workers by Halsey, Rowan and Gantt.

e) Lilian Gilbreth (1878-1972): Lilian’s doctoral thesis on ‘The Psychology of

Management’ was the early work applying the findings of psychology to the workplace. She

had a particular interest in the human implications of scientific management. She argued that

the chief purpose of scientific management is to help people reach their maximum potential by

developing their skills and abilities.

2) Hawthorne Studies and the Human Relations Movement :

The limitations of Scientific Management gave momentum to emergence of human relations

movement. The human relations movement was founded by sociologist George Elton Mayo in

1930. It was based on the series of Hawthorne Studies. The movement focused on exploring

the effects of social relations, motivation and employee satisfaction and workplace productivity.

This movement emphasized on employee co-operation and morale and advocated that people

should be treated as human beings and not as machines. The management should listen to

people’s needs and problems and involve them in decision-making in matters relating to working

conditions.

Hawthorne studies, carried out by Elton Mayo at the Western Electric Company’s

Hawthorne Works in Chicago, provided the historical roots for the notion of a social organization

made up of people. During 1924 to 1932, four experiments were carried out at Hawthorne. The

experiments showed that the worker is not a simple tool but a complex personality interacting in

a group situation that often is difficult to understand. The study revealed the importance of the

social factor. The experiments revealed that the social and psychological factors are responsible

for workers’ productivity and job satisfaction. Only good physical working conditions are not

enough to increase productivity. The informal relations among workers influence the workers’

behaviour and performance more than the formal relations in the organization. This marked the

beginning point for the academic field of organizational behaviour.

Chester Barnard, Henri Fayol, Abraham Maslow, Fredrick Herzberg, David McClelland

and Victor Vroom made a great contribution to the growth of OB as a distinct discipline.

1.1.9   Evolution of OB in India:

It is believed that, in 1960s, OB made its first appearance in India. The Indian studies

replicated almost all Western theories, concepts and methods of OB showing their universal

validity. Inconsistent findings were simply neglected. For example, Meade (1967) showed that

organizational culture in India is basically authoritarian and not democratic. Therefore,

authoritarian leader may be more effective than a democratic one. Here he just repeated

Lippitt and White’s study (1943).

However, the findings of the studies carried out in Western countries were found not

matching with the Indian situation. For example, certain theories on human behaviour such as

Maslow’s need hierarchy theory, Herzberg’s two-factor theory and McGregor’s theory ‘X’
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and theory ‘Y’ were found not matching to Indian organisations. The findings of these theories

have failed to characterize the Indian workers. This disappointed Indian scholars.  The study of

Sinha and Sinha (1990) showed that Indians view ‘work’ as a ‘duty’ to be performed for the

sake of their families. Further, Sinha in his earlier study (1985) argues that in India, there is

culture of aram which roughly means rest and relaxation without any avoidance of work (duty)

Gradually, the attempts were made to blend the functional ideas, contents and processes

of OB of Western origin with Indian ones. For example, Chakraborty (1991) highlighted some

of the idealized Indian values rooted in the ancient psycho-spiritual thoughts, such as ‘chitta-

shuddhi (purification of mind), swayamshisht (self-discipline) and aatmasayyam (self-restraint)

etc. He suggested that these psycho-spiritual values have an instrumental role in transforming

work organisations.

1.2 Summary :

Organizational Behaviour is concerned with human behaviour at work. It is an applied

behavioural science emerged in 1980s. It studies the behaviour of people at three levels,

individuals groups and the organization. It attempts to learn about how people behave in an

organization, why they behave as they do and what can be done to predict and manage their

behaviour for organizational benefit. After understanding the concept of OB its features are

explained. The significance of OB in today's world is discussed highlighting the areas like

productivity, labour absenteeism, labour turnover, job stress, job satisfaction, employee motivation,

industrial relations, OB is requred to face the challanges created by globalization such as foreign

operations, employment of people from different countries and cultures, outsourcing of jobs to

low-cost labour providing countries. OB also helps to respond quickly to economic pressures,

improve people skills and customer service etc. OB is developed by borrowing knowledge base

from disciplines such as psychology, sociology, anthropology, management, economics and

technology. It is a dynamic behaviour science with applied value. Relationship between

management and OB is significant. OB is a part of general management which helps the

management in decission making on behavioural issues and formaulting strategies for effecting

change in behaviour. Since OB is concerned with human behaviour, some ethical issues are

likely to come up putting the 'people' in ethical dilemas. There are some common ethical dilemas

in OB such as  whether employees should lie in business, whether they should provide secret

information to outsiders, how to prevent sexual harassment of women employees, whether to

give bribe for obtaining business, is it right to keep watch on employees etc. What one person

may feel as right may be felt as wrong by other. For improving 'ethical behaviour managers

are preparing a docement called 'code of ethics', organising seminars and appointing counsellers

in the organization. It short OB is a fascinating behavioural science and if issued properly can

do miracles in the organization.

1.3 Terms to Remember :

B Anthroplogy : The study of origin and development of human societies.
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B Political Science : The systematic study of government and politics.

B Sociology : The study of human beings as a group.

B Management : The art and science of getting things done from other people.

B Organizational Behaviour : The study of people as individuals and in groups in the organi-

zational setting.

B Ethics : The set of rules or principles that define - 'right' and 'wrong' conduct of people.

B Surveillance : Keeping watch on the employees in the organization.

B Whistleblowing : Act of an employee of revealing the illegal or unfair activities of the

organization.

B Human skills : The ability to understand, communicale, motivate and work with other

people both individually and in groups to generate superior performance and manage

conflicts.

1.4    Exercise :

I) Write short answers.

1. What are the features of OB?

2. State the significance of OB in modern times.

3. Define the term 'Organizational Behaviour.'

4. Evolution of OB in India

5. Scope of OB

II)  Write long answers.

1. Explain the concept and significance of OB.

2. Describe the contribution of various disciplines to OB.

3. Disces the ethical issues in OB.

4. Explain the relationship between management and OB.

5. What is meant by Organisational Behaviour? Explain its nature.

6. Explain the historical development of Organisational Behaviour.

7. Discuss various modes of Organizational Behaviour.

8. Outline the similarities and differences among the four models of Organizational

Behaviour.
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III)    Write short notes.

1. OB as a human tool for human benefit.

2. OB and Psychology.

3. Collegial Model of OB

4. Supportive Model of OB

5. Autocratic Model of OB

6. Custodial Model of OB

IV) Analyze the case answer the questions given under it.

Case Study-1 :

For the last six months Paragon Plastics was facing certain people problems. The basic

problem was not that people 'couldn't do' but whole trouble was that people just 'won't do' their

tasks. How to make its people contribute their best was a major issue in the company. It was a

general feeling that interpersonal relations in that organization left a lot to be desired. Team-

spirit was almost non-existent when Ajit Wacha, immediately after completing his Management

Education, joined here last month as Assistant Production Manager.

Ajit soon realized that there was a dearth of positive sentiments among his peers and

subordinates. During his induction period itself, Ajit had to tackle the problem of un-cooperative

employee. He observed that the employees would take his instructions literally, hoping to fail

and then be able to blame him for not clearly telling them what to do.

Last Monday, Ajit got wild at Narendra, the operator, who exhibited behavior which Ajit

did not like that is sluggishness and various time-wasting activities like hanging around the

canteen. As soon as Ajit told him not to waste time like this, he substituted it with another time-

wasting activity that is talking to his friend. "You only told me not to hang around the

canteen!" was his reply.

Ajit knew very well that Narendra had clearly understood what Ajit meant, and he was

deliberately challenging Ajit's managerial skill.

(a) When confornted with this situation, how will you react?

(b) What measures will you suggest to get rid of un-cooperative and undesired behaviour in

Paragon Plastics?

(c) How should Ajit go about improving the interpersonal relationships in the organization?

(d) Which relevant concepts and theories can you relate with the case material?

(Courtesy : Anjali Dhankar's book on Organisational Behaviour)
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1.10 Books for further reading :

1. K. Ashwathappa : Organisational Behaviour, Himalaya, Mumbai.

2. Rao P. Subba : Management and Organisational Behaviour, Himalaya, Mumbai.

3. Gupta Rakesh: Organisational Behaviour, Kitab Mahal, Allahabad.

4. Stephen Robbins & Others : Organisational Behaviour, Pearson, Delhi.

5. Shaha N. V. & Others : Management Concepts and Organisational Behaviour, Ajab

Publications, Kolhapur.

ooo
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Sem. II : Unit 2

Individual and Group Behaviour

2.0 Unit Objectives

2.1 Prresentation of subject matter

2.1.1 A) Fundations of Individual Behaviour

a)  Personality

b)  Perception

c)  Attitude

d)  Values and Job satisfaction

e)  Learning

2.1.2 B) Foundations of Group Behaviour

a)  Definition and Importance of group

b)  Types of group

c)  Process of group development

d)  Group behaviour

e)  Group performance factors

f)  Quality circle and work teams

2.2 Summary

2.3 Terms to remember

2.4 Exercise

2.5 Books for further reading

2.0 Objectives :

After studing this unit, you will be able to,

- Know the concept of personality, its determinants and types.

- Know the meaning of perception, process of perception and factors affecting perception.

- Know the concept of altitude, formation of attitude and types of altitude.
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- Know the concept of values and its types and formation of values. The concept of job

satisfaction, its determinants and measurements.

- Know the meaning of learning, determinants of learning and its principles.

- Know definition and importance of group, types of group and the process of group

development.

- Know the norms of group behaviour, conesion, role and intergroup concepts and also the

group performance factors.

- Know the meaning of quality circles and work teams.

2.1 Presentation of subject matter :

Human behavior is very complex in nature and very difficult to define in absolute terms.

Various internal and external factors affect  the human behavior. Further the human behavior is

quite different, when an individual is alone and when he/she is in a group,  that is, an individual

behavior is affected by various psychological traits like personality, perception, attitude, values,

job satisfaction and learning.  Likewise, the different groups in the organization and the group

performance factors also influence the behavior of individuals in the group. Quality circles and

work teams are important issues which influence group behaviour.

2.1.1   A) Foundations of Individual Behaviour

The study of organizational behaviour invariably consists of the study of individual

behaviour and the group behaviour. All individuals working in the same organization are not

same in all respects. They differ from each other, which are known as individual differences.

Such differences may be relating to their perception, ability, personality, motivation, attitude,

learning, values and job satisfaction etc. All these are known as the foundations of individual

behaviour. Out of these eight components of individual behaviour, the four components namely

perception, personality, values and job satisfaction are discussed in detail hereunder.

a) Personality : The Concept :

The behaviour of an individual is determined by certain internal factors and certain external

environmental stimulus. An individual’s behaviour is associated with certain factors lying within

him /herself and some in the external environment. Personality of an individual is one of the

important determinants of his/her behaviour. Therefore the analysis of personality is vital to the

study of organizational behaviour.

Personality is an important aspect in understanding the human beings which are the most

important resources of an organization. The term ‘personality’ is something which represents

the ‘unique qualities’ exclusive to a particular individual.  Personality is the complex set of

various factors. The general meaning of personality is the external appearance. As the term

‘personality’ is understood in different perspective by different people, there is no single

universally accepted definition of it. Its origin can be traced in Latin word ‘per sonare’ which
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means ‘to speak through’. The Latin term was used to denote the masks worn by actors in

ancient Greece and Rome. However, for the purpose of study of OB, the term ‘personality’ is

understood in the light of the definitions given by some authorities.

Definitions:

1) Stephen P. Robbins: ‘Personality is the sum total of ways in which an individual

reacts and interacts with others.’

2) Salvatore Maddi: ‘Personality is a stable set of characteristics and tendencies that

determine those commonalities and differences in the psychological behaviour (thoughts, feelings,

and actions) of people that have continuity in time and that may not be easily understood as the

sole result of the social and biological pressures of the moment.’

3) Gordon Allport: ‘Personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of those

psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustments to his environment.’

4) Glueck:  ‘Personality is a pattern of stable states and characteristics of a person that

influences his or her behaviour towards goal achievement. Each person has unique ways of

protecting these states.’

The study of personality is very essential and helpful to predict the behaviour of an employee

and to ensure effective job performance.

Determinants of Personality :

A man is born with certain physical and mental qualities and the environment further

shapes his or her personality. People are enormously complex; their abilities and interests and

attitudes are diverse. However, heredity, environment (culture) and situation are regarded as

the chief determinants of personality.

1) Heredity : The heredity approach argues that the ultimate structure of an individual’s

personality is the molecular structure of the genes, located in the chromosomes. Heredity refers

to acquisition of certain biological, physical and psychological commonalities from parents, which

are reflected in physical stature, facial attractiveness, sex, temperament, muscle composition

of an individual. These characteristics are transmitted through genes which determine hormone

balance, which later determine physique and subsequently the personality. Parents prominently

pass on the common traits such as shyness, fear and distress, aggressive, submissive, laziness,

ambitious, loyal and timid to the next generation. Hereditary factors usually determine the

physical and psychological characteristics and the energy level of employees.

2) Environment : An individual’s personality formation is influenced by the cultural, social

and family factors. An individual’s personality is conditioned by the norms of his/her family,

friends and the social groups. An individual is born and brought up in a particular environment,

which leaves deep marks on his/her personality. Every child copies the behaviour of his/her

parents, uncles, aunts and even neighbours. People born in different cultures have different

personalities which significantly influence their behaviour. Certain personality traits such as
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independence, aggressive, competitive and co-operative can be culturally determined. To analyze

the behaviour of an employee, it is important to understand the familial and socio-cultural

environment in which he/she is brought up.

3) Situation : Human personality is also influenced by situational factors. Therefore, the

person-situation interaction is an important factor in understanding an individual’s personality.

An individual’s personality, while generally stable and consistent, does change in different

situations. The different demands of different situations make people act differently. Different

traits of personality are reflected under different situations. The situational requirement gets

extended to the place of work of an individual. The present challenging and demanding work

environment affects the personality and behaviour of an employee to a greater extent.

Types of Personality :

There are different traits of an individual’s personality. Based on those traits different

types of personality are identified, as follows.

1) The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) : Katharine Briggs and her daughter,

Isabel Briggs Myers, developed the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).  It is essentially a

100 - question personality test that asks people how they usually feel or act in particular situations.

Based on the answers given by individuals, they are classified into four broad categories as

follows: (a) Extroverted or Introverted (E or I), (b) Sensing or Intuitive (S or N), (c) Thinking or

Feeling (T or F) and (d) Perceiving or Judging (P or J)

Taking two possible choices from the above four categories, sixteen different personality types

are identified. The combination of these preferences makes up an individual’s psychological

type. The MBTI is extensively used as a basis for understanding individual differences.

2) The Big Five Personality Types : Under this theory, the following five types of

personality are identified based on different traits. (a) Extraversion: One who gives importance

to relationships, (b) Agreeableness:  One who thinks in a different manner, (c)

Conscientiousness: One who is in possession of reliability, (d) Emotional stability: One who

has ability to withstand stress, (e) Openness to experience: One who is interested and fascinated

by novelty.

3) Physiognomy Personality Types : Based on physical structure and psychological

characteristics of persons William Sheldon has developed three types of personality as follows.

(a) Endomorph: One who is friendly, have concern for people, helps others in trouble, has very

slow reaction to stimuli. (b) Mesomorph: One who has strong and tough body and seeks to

physical adventure, enjoys body building, feels restless, shows high aggression and self

assertiveness, likes to take risk and develops competitive spirit. (c) Ectomorph: One who has

a thin and flat chest, feels shy and avoids social contacts. He is intelligent but typically anxious,

ambitious, and dedicated to his work. He is quick to react and hypersensitive to pain and

pleasure.
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4) Extrovert-Introvert Personality Types : According to Carl Jung, the personality is

developed as a process of creativity. It consists of four phases: thinking, feeling, sensation and

intuition. Individual Personality is a mixture of these factors. His theory proposed two personality

characteristics on two extreme ends, such as extrovert and introvert type personality

(a) Extrovert: One who is more sociable and reality-oriented. Such individuals are performers.

(b) Introvert:  One who is less risk-taker and directive –oriented.  Such individuals require

strong motivation and specific directions.

5) Type A and Type B Personality : Friedman and Rosenman have given Type A and

Type B personalities.

a) Type ‘A’ Personality : Type ‘A’ personalities are those who are aggressively involved

in a chronic, incessant struggle to achieve more and more in less and less time. People having

Type ‘A’ personality are always moving, walking and eating rapidly. They feel impatient with

the speed the events take place. They are irritated by slow movements of others. They always

strive to do two or three thing at any one time and cannot cope with leisure. They are generally

obsessed with work involved with numbers.

b) Type ‘B’ Personality :  Type ‘B’ personalities are rarely harried by the desire to obtain

a wildly increasing number of things. People having Type ‘B’ personality never suffer from

sense of urgency, always feel no need to display or discuss either their achievements, play for

fun and relaxation. They have tendency to relax without guilt.

b) Perception :

Perception is a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory impressions

in order to give meaning to their environment. (11) Actually we receive the information from

the environment through observing, hearing, feeling, tasting and smelling, then we interpret the

meaning to such information. Why we study about perception in OB? Because the individual’s

behavior in the organization is depending on perception.

B Perception  Process :

Perceptual Process

Perception is the process of receiving, selecting, organising, interpreting, checking and

reacting to stimuli. This process is like an input –through-output process in which the stimuli can

be considered as inputs, transformation of inputs through selection, organisation and interpretation

as “throughputs” and the ultimate action (behaviour) as outputs. The perceptual process can be

presented with the help of following figure.
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Fig. 2.1 The Perceptual Process

The perceptual process involves the following steps.

1. Receiving Stimuli: The perception process starts with the reception of stimuli. The

stimuli are received from the various sources. We see things/objects, hear sounds smell, test

and touch things. In this way, the reception of stimuli is psychological aspect of perception

process. Stimuli may be external to an individual.

2. Selection of Stimuli: After receiving stimuli, stimuli are selected because individual

receives number of stimuli’s every day. Selection of stimuli is not made at random, but depending

on the two types of factors namely external and internal factors. The external factors relates to

stimuli such as intensity of stimuli, its size, movement, repetition etc. The internal factors relates

to stimuli such as individual’s age, learning, interest etc. Normally, individual selectively perceive

objects or things which interest to him most in a particular situation and avoid those for which

they are indifferent.

3. Organisation of Stimuli: Having selected stimuli or data, these need to be organised

in some form so as to adding some meanings to them. Thus, organising the bits of information

into meaningful whole is called “organisation”. There are three means through the selected

data (input) are organised. The three means are as below-

i) Grouping: grouping is based on the similarity of various stimuli perceived. The tendency

to group stimuli i. e. people or a thing appearing similar in certain ways has been a common

means of organising the perception.

ii) Closure: When people face with the incomplete information, they tend to fill the gaps

themselves to make it meaningful. They may do it on the basis of their experience, hunches,

guess of past data.

iii) Simplification: When people find themselves overloaded with information they try to

simplify it to make it more meaningful and understandable. In this process what they do is to

subtract less salient information and concentrate on important ones only.

4. Interpretation: the data collected and organised remain meaningless for the perceiver

till these are assigned meanings. Giving meanings to data is called interpretation. Interpretation
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of data forms one of the most important elements in the perceptual process. Several factors

influence interpretation in organisations. These factors are –

i) Halo Effect: Drawing a general impression about an individual based on single

characteristic or quality is called halo effect, however, it has an important implication for

understanding or evaluating an employee in the organisation. An employee, based on halo effect,

may be rated as bad in one trait, but good in other trait.

ii) Attribution: Explaining human behaviour in terms of cause and effect is called attribution.

But, attributing casual explanation to a particular human behaviour sometimes tends to distort

perception. A unique tendency is observed among individuals is that they attribute their own

behaviour to situational requirements but explain the behaviour of others by their personal

disposition.

iii) Stereotyping: When individuals are judged on the basis of characteristics of the group

to which they belong, this is called stereotyping. E.g. ‘workers cannot learn new skills’. The

stereotyping makes the perception inaccurate based on a false premise about group.

iv) Personality: Personality of the perceiver also affects what is to be perceived. The

researchers reported in this context that secure individuals tend to perceive others as warm and

cold and indifferent and persons accepting themselves and having faith in their individuality

perceive things favourable.

v) Situation: the situation in which we observe or see things influences our perception

about them. Closely related to situation is time, light, heat or other situational factors that affect

perceiver’s perception about the things or events to be perceived.

vi) Perceiver: Factors residing in the perceiver himself do also operate to shape and

sometimes distort his perception. The perceiver’s attitudes, motives, interests, past experiences,

and expectations are among the more relevant personal factors that affect perception.

5. Action: Action is last step in the perceptual process. Action is the resultant behaviour

of individual emerging from the perceptual process.  The action may be positive or negative

depending upon favourable perception held by the perceiver. The action may be covert or

overt. The cover action relates to change in attitudes, opinion, feelings impression, etc.  The

overt action may be in the form of one’s behaviour easily noticeable and visible.

Factors Affecting Perception

Factors affecting perception relate the perceiver, perceived and situation. These factors

influence perception. All these factors are of two kinds—— i)Internal Factors, and ii) External

Factors . These are discussed below.

I) Internal Factors -

(i) Personality :  Personality is shaped by the perception of the individual.  For example,

a boss who is authoritative perceives the subordinates as being incompetent and not interested
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to work, while the boss who is democratic in nature perceives the subordinates as being efficient

and may rely on delegation and empowerment.

(ii) Learning : The past experiences and learning strongly influence the learning of the

employees.   For example, managers in the organization are influenced by their functional

backgrounds while making decisions.

(iii) Motivation : Motivation also determines what a person perceives.  A person’s most

urgent needs and desires at any particular time can influence perception. (14)

(3) Perceptual  Organization : Perceptual organization is the process by which individuals

group stimuli into recognizable and identifiable patterns.  Once the stimulus is received from

outside, the mental processes begin organizing this stimulus into a meaningful and identifiable

whole.(15) Following factors are helpful in understanding perceptual organization-

(i) Perceptual Grouping : Perceptual grouping is the tendency to curb individual stimuli

into meaningful patterns. It includes-

(a) Principle of Similarity : The principle of similarity states that the objects having

same size, shape or colour are grouped together. For example, if in the manufacturing organization,

the workers wear yellow hard caps and visitors are supposed to wear white hard caps, then the

supervisor can easily identify the visitors.

(b) Principle of Proximity : The principle of proximity that a group of stimuli close

together will be perceived as a whole pattern of parts belonging together.  For example, workers

working on the same machine are perceived to be one group.

(c ) Principle of closure : The principle of closure demonstrates the individual’s ability to

perceive a whole object even though only part of the object is evident.

(d) Principle of Continuity : The principle of continuity is the tendency to perceive

objects as continuing patterns.

(ii) Perceptual Constancy : The perceptual constancy permits the individuals to have

constancy or stability in a highly complex world. The constancy consists of shape, size and

colour constancy.

(iii) Perceptual Context : The perceptual context provides meaning and value to stimuli.

(iv) Perceptual Defence : The perceptual defence means an individual puts up a defence

when confronted with conflicting, unacceptable or threatening stimuli.

(4) Process of Interpreting : Once the data is received and organized, the perceiver

interprets or assigns meaning to the information.

(5) Process of Checking : After the interpretation of data, the perceiver tend to check

whether his/her interpretations are right or wrong.

(6) Reacting : This is the last stage of perception. The perceiver takes the action in

relation to the perception.
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II) External Factors -

(i) Size : The objects having larger size attracts more attention than the smaller ones.  For

example, a relatively taller person is more likely to be noticed as compared to a person with

average height.(12) It is not necessary that objects having large size are having more importance

than small objects.

(ii) Intensity : If there is more intensity, it attracts more attention.  For example, bright

lighting or loud noise attracts more attention of us.

(iii) Colour : Dark colour attracts more attention than lighter ones.  For example, colour

photographs or movies relatively attracts more attention than black and white photographs or

movies.

(iv) Contrast : The contrast of the  object attracts more attention.  For example, when

we use black or red marker pen on the white board, it attracts more attention of the individuals,

(v)  Motion : A moving object attracts more attention than the object which is stationary.

For example, we are more attracted to video clippings than photographs.

(vi) Repetition : An object which is repetitive in nature is attracting more attention than

a non-repetitive one.  For example, the advertisements of various products shown on T.V.

every day and every time draws more attention of individuals and motivate them to buy the

products.

(vii)  Nature :  The  nature of the object affects its selection.  If the object is visual one,

it draws more attention than auditory ones.  For example, T.V. attracts more to us than radio.

(viii) Novelty and Familiarity : Novelty and familiarity can attract attention, depending

on circumstances.  New objects in familiar settings or familiar objects in new settings will draw

the attention of the perceiver. (13)

c) Attitude : Concept :

Attitude is defined as one’s belief, feelings,and action tendencies towards objects, ideas

and people. This attitude may be positive or negative.The question is how the attitude is formed?

B Formation  of Attitude :

(1) Direct Experience with the object : An individual develops the attitude by observing

and experiencing with the object, that is if an individual is having favourable experience with the

object, he/she may develop positive attitude or else negative attitude if he /she is having

unfavourable  experience with the object.

(2) Family and Peer Groups :  An individual develops the attitude from parents, family

members and peer groups.

(3) Neighbourhood : The neighbours also play a vital role in the development of attitude

of an individual.
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(4) Economic Status and Occupations : The economic status and occupations also

affect the formation of attitude of an individual.

(5) Mass Communications : All types of mass communications-television, radio,

newspapers, magazines and internet provide lot of information to the people and develop their

attitude.

B Components of Attitude :

(1) Informational or Cognitive Component : Informational or cognitive component

consists of one’s beliefs, values, ideas and other information a person has about the object.

(2) Emotional or Affective Component : Emotional or affective component consists of

an individual’s feeling that is positive, neutral or negative about an object.

(3) Behavioural Component : Behavioural component consists of the tendency of an

individual to behave in a particular manner towards an object.

B Measurement of Attitude :

(1) Thurston Attitude Scale : Thurston attitude scale is a questionnaire that are to be

filled by the employees.  This scale is used to measure the attitude of the employees.

(2) Likert Scale : Likert scale is a five point scale questionnaire which is used to measure

the attitude.

(3) Opinions Survey : Opinions  survey are also questionnaires in which individuals are

asked questions on either ‘yes’ or ‘no’ or ‘satisfied’, ‘neutral’ or ’dissatisfied’. The data thus

collected is compiled, tabulated and analysed to know the attitude of individuals.

(4) Interviews : This is one of the popular methods in which individuals are asked questions

by the interviewer. The data thus collected is compiled, tabulated and analysed to measure the

attitude of individuals.

Types of Attitude

Attitudes consist of feelings, thoughts and intentions to act. An Individual can have various

attitudes; however organisational behaviour focuses on job related attitudes only. There are

three types of job related attitudes as below-

1. Job satisfaction:  Job satisfaction means an individual’s positive emotional state

towards his/her job. It is a set of favourable or unfavourable feelings and emotions with which

employees view their work. Job satisfaction is an affective attitude – a feeling of relative like or

dislike towards something. The job satisfaction is concerned with the dimension such as – pay,

work itself, opportunities for promotion, supervision, and co-workers.

2. Job involvement:  Job involvement is the degree to which employees immerse

themselves in their jobs, invest time and energy in them and view work as a central part of their

overall lives. Employees with high level of job involvement strongly identify with their jobs and
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take utmost care about the kind of job they do. Job involved employees are likely to believe in

the work ethic, to exhibit high growth needs, and to enjoy participation in decision making. .

Such employees seldom will be tardy and absent. They are willing to work long hours and they

will attempt to be high performer.

3. Organisational Commitment: In addition to job satisfaction and job involvement

other job related distinct employee attitude is organisational commitment. Organisational

commitment, or employee loyalty, is the degree to which an employee identifies with the

organisation and wants to continue actively participating in it. It is a measure of the employee’s

willingness to remain with a firm in the future. It often reflects the employee’s belief in the

mission and goals of the firm, willingness to spent efforts in their accomplishment, and intuitions

to continue there. It is usually stronger among longer-term employees, and those who have

relished personal success in the organisation.

d) Values: Concept :

Values are important in the study of human behaviour as they dictate the attitude and

behaviour of people in the organization. Values help in identifying individual differences that

affect the behaviour. Values represent individual’s standards, faith, ideals or even events and

activities. Values consist of one’s opinion about what is right, fair, just and desirable. Values are

beliefs about what is ‘desirable or good’ and what is ‘undesirable or bad’ For example, if a

person likes non-violence and equality, he would always tend to live in peace, preach peace and

give equal opportunities to his subordinates. Belief in non-violence and equality is his value. In

short, values are beliefs that guide actions and judgments across a variety of situations. Values

shape the attitude and behaviour of a person. Obedience, truth, non-violence, freedom and

salvation are the examples of values.

According to Milton Rokeach (1973) ‘Value represents basic conviction that a specific

mode of conduct or end state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an

opposite or converse mode of conduct or end state of existence.’

Values are genetically inherited to a large extent of the total value possessed by an individual

and stable in nature and do not change.

Types of Values:

The different types of values have been categorized by Milton Rokeach and Schermerhorn,

which are described briefly hereunder. Milton Rokeach through his Rokeach Value Survey

(RVS) has worked out two basic sets of values as Terminal Values and Instrumental Values.

Each of these sets consist 18 values.

1) Terminal Values : Terminal values represent the goals to be achieved, or the end

states of existence. Rokeach identified a comfortable life, an exciting life, a sense of

accomplishment, a world of peace, a world of beauty, equality, family security, freedom, happiness,

inner harmony, mature love, national security, pleasure, salvation, self-respect, social recognition,

true friendship and wisdom etc. as terminal values
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2) Instrumental Values : Instrumental values reflect the means to achieve goals, i.e.

they represent the acceptable behaviour to be used in achieving some end state. Rokeach

identified ambition, broad-minded, capability, cheerfulness, cleanliness, courageousness,

forgiveness, helpfulness, honesty, imaginativeness, independence, intelligence, logic, lovingness,

obedience, politeness, sense of responsibility and self-control etc.  as instrumental values.

John Schermerhorn has categorized the values into six types as follows.

a) Theoretical Values : Interest in the discovery of truth through reasoning and systematic

thinking.

b) Economic Values: Interest in usefulness and practicality, including the accumulation of

wealth.

c) Aesthetic Values: Interest in beauty, form and artistic harmony.

d) Social Values: Interest in people and love as a human relationship.

e) Political Values: Interest in gaining power and influencing people.

f) Religious Values: Interest in unity and understanding the cosmos as a whole.

Formation of Values :

Values are acquired very early in life. They are transmitted by parents, teachers, friends,

and peer groups at workplace.

1) Parents : At the early age, the values of parents are transmitted in an individual.

Parents have substantial influence on their children’s values. The reaction of either parent to

everyday events demonstrates what is good and what is bad, what is acceptable and what is

unacceptable and also what is important and what is unimportant.

2) Schools : Schools also play vital role in formation of values of an individual. The

environment in the schools, teachers and classmates help to form different values.

3) Religious organizations :  A number of religious and spiritual values are inculcated

by religious organizations.

4) Socio-Cultural groups : The socio-cultural atmosphere, in which an individual is

brought up, influences the formation of values.

5) Workplace : The experiences with the peers or co-workers also help to form certain

values of an individual.

Job Satisfaction: Concept :

The study of job satisfaction is important in the study of human behaviour. Job satisfaction

focuses on employee attitude towards his job. Job satisfaction is concerned with feelings one

has towards the job. Victor Vroom (1964) has shown the relationship between job satisfaction

and various aspects of job behaviour such as job satisfaction and employee turnover, job
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satisfaction and employee absenteeism, job satisfaction and industrial accidents. Job satisfaction

has following three dimensions:

(a) Job satisfaction is the emotional response (i.e. which can not be seen) to a job situation.

(b) Job satisfaction is related to what an employee actually gets as reward and what he/she

expects to get.

(c) Job satisfaction is related to job dimensions, such as job content, remuneration, attitude of

co-workers and opportunity of growth etc.

Definitions of Job Satisfaction :

1) Locke (1976) :  ‘Job satisfaction is a pleasurable or positive emotional state

resulting from the appraisal of one’s job or job experiences.’

2) Spector (1997) : ‘Job satisfaction is the extent to which people like or dislike their

jobs.’

3) Lambert, Barton, and Hogan (1999) : ‘Job satisfaction the fulfillment or gratification

of certain needs that is associated with one’s work.’

Determinants of Job Satisfaction :

The job satisfaction is affected by a number of factors. The following are the determinants

of job satisfaction.

1) Pay : Wages, salary and other fringe benefits play a vital role in satisfying the workers.

If the workers perceive that they are fairly paid in accordance with their qualification, experience

and hierarchical status, they are satisfied with the job. Wages and salary must ensure workers

the maintenance of their social status and should be able to fulfill their expectations.

2) Work/ Job Content : Content of the work or job itself is regarded as the major source

of job satisfaction. The job should be fascinating. The following kinds of work/job can satisfy

the employees.  (a) Interesting and challenging job (b) Job giving opportunity to use skills and

experience (c) Job having encouraging and interesting contents (d) Not a boring job (e) Job

providing status (f) Job providing autonomy to think and operate etc. On successful completion

of such a job, the workers get a sense of satisfaction. On the other hand, a boring and tough job,

having a little challenge and encouragement fails to develop a sense of satisfaction in the minds

of workers.

3) Promotion : Clear, just and fair promotion policy of the organization keeps workers

satisfied.  The incremental and growth-oriented promotional policies ensure job satisfaction of

workers. Performance-based promotion may bring more satisfaction than seniority-based

promotion.
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4) Supervision : Quality of supervisors, their availability, quality of their advice and

guidance etc. affect the job satisfaction of workers. If supervisors take personal interest in the

affairs of employees both on personal and official level and opportunity given to workers to

participate in decision making improves the job satisfaction of workers.

5) Job-person compatibility : If the workers are assigned the job matching with the

personality characteristics of workers, it brings them job satisfaction.

6) Working condition : Working conditions have influence on job satisfaction. The working

conditions characterized by light, ventilation, cleanliness, enough space, adequate latest tools,

upgraded technology and latest systems add to job satisfaction.

7) Work group : The nature of work group affects job satisfaction.  The work group

providing support, comfort, counsel and help to co-workers enhance the job satisfaction. The

friendly and co-operative work group makes the job more enjoyable and satisfying.

Measurements of Job Satisfaction :

Truly speaking, measuring job satisfaction is difficult as it is an abstract personal cognition

that exists only in worker’s mind and intangible. However, there are several techniques devised

for measuring job satisfaction, as follows.

1) Rating Scales : This is a common technique of measuring job satisfaction. Usually,

following three rating scales are used to measure job satisfaction.

a) The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) : This technique helps to get a

clear picture of the relevant satisfactions and dissatisfactions of workers. It is given by Weiss,

Dawes, England and Lofquist in 1967. It measures employee’s job satisfaction on 20 facets of

work. Participants indicate their level of satisfaction using a five-point scale for each item on

the measure, such as ‘strongly agree’, ‘agree’, and ‘disagree’, ‘undecided’ and ‘strongly

disagree’ and the researchers accordingly measure the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of

workers.

b) Job Satisfaction Survey (JSS) : Spector introduced this technique in 1967.  This

technique measures the job satisfaction as well as overall satisfaction using nine aspects. They

are nature of work, pay, fringe benefits, contingent rewards, promotion, supervision, operating

conditions, co-workers and communication. Each of the nine aspects’ subscales contains four

items and a total satisfaction score is computed for all of those items.

c) The Job Description Index (JDI) : This technique measures job satisfaction on the

dimensions identified by Smith, Kendall and Hulin in 1969.  It measures one’s satisfaction in

five aspects such as pay, promotions and promotion opportunities, co-workers, supervision and

the work itself. The scale contains 72 items with job satisfaction and participants answer either

‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘can’t decide’ in response to each item. A value is then calculated for each

aspect based on respondents’ reply on the items for each aspect. This technique helps to

ascertain with what areas the workers are more or less satisfied.
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2) Critical Incidents : Fredrick Herzberg has popularized this method of measuring job

satisfaction. Under this method, the workers are asked to describe incidents (events) on the job

when they were extremely satisfied or dissatisfied. Then the incidents are analyzed and positive

and negative attitudes are identified. This technique helps to find out satisfying and dissatisfying

factors.

3) Personal Interviews : Personal interviews of employees help to explore their

attitudes about job. The authencity of this method largely depends upon the relevancy and

quality of questions asked by the interviewer and accurate responses given by workers during

interview.

4) Action Tendencies : Under this method, the workers are asked the questions on how

they feel like behaving with respect to certain aspects of their job. The information so gathered

is analyzed and job satisfaction is measured.

5) Porter and Lawer’s Technique : This method consists of collecting information

regarding different expects of the job.  The worker is asked to indicate the degree to which he

thinks a certain job feature is present in his existing position and how much he would like it to be

there. He is then required to rate its importance to him. Then the gap between the scales of

‘what exists’ and ‘what ought to be’ is computed, which is known as ‘divergence score’ Then

the overall as well specific score for each aspect is calculated to understand the job satisfaction

of an individual worker.

e) Learning :

In our lifetime, learning always occurs. Learning is defined as a relatively permanent

change in behavior or potential behavior as a result of direct or indirect experience.(1) Thus, it

is clear that there should be change in the behaviour and it should be permanent in nature, then

only, it can be said that learning has taken place. The  change in the behavior may be better or

worse from an organizational point of view.  In other words, temporary changes in the behavior

is not called as learning.

B Nature of Learning :

(1) Learning always change in behavior, it is immaterial whether the change is good or bad.

Further it is not necessary, that good performance occurs through learning.

(2) The change in the behavior should be permanent, then only it constitutes learning. Because

temporary changes in the behavior is not part of learning.

(3) Due to practice, training and experience, the change in behavior occurs.

(4) Learning occurs throughout the human life, that is right from birth to death.

(5) For learning to occur, the practice or experience must be reinforced, or else the change in

behavior will disappear.
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Determinants of Learning

Learning simply means modification or change of behaviour through practice, training, or

experience. It involves change and change which is relatively permanent. Learning is reflects

in behaviour, change in behaviour occurs as a result of experience, practice, or training. The

practice or experience reinforces learning to occur. Now it important to understand what

determines change in behaviour i. e., learning. The important factors that determine learning

are as follows:

1. Motive:  A motive is inner psychological state of an individual which activates,

directs, sustains or stops his behaviour towards some goal. Motives are the primary energisers

of behaviour. They arise continuously and determine the general direction of an individual’s

behaviour. Without learning cannot occur.

2. Stimuli: Stimuli are objects that exist in the environment in which a person lives.

Stimuli increase the probability of eliciting a specific response from a person. A Stimuli may be

of two types –

a) Generalisation: The generalisation has important implications for human learning.

Generalisation takes place when the similar new stimuli repeat in the environment.

b) Discrimination: In case of discrimination, responses vary to different stimuli. e . g. A

degree college student may learn to respond to video teaching but not to the oral lecturing by his

teacher.

3. Responses: The stimulus results in responses – may be in the physical form or in

terms of attitudes or perceptions or in other phenomena.  Responses are the determinants of

learning because; it takes place on the positivity of response.

4. Reinforcement: Reinforcement is another important determinant of learning.

Reinforcement increases the strength of response and tends to induce repetitions of the behaviour

that preceded the reinforcement. Measurable modifications can take place with reinforcement.

5. Retention: Retention means keeping in mind and reproducing the learned object

over a time. It is remembrance of learned behaviour over time.

Principles of Learning

Principles of learning are most useful for the trainer to impart the knowledge and skill to

the trainees. The principles can be applied carefully considering the particular task toe learned

and the context in which the learning takes place. Following are the principles of learning.

1. Motivation: Motivation for learning is the basic principle, because without motivation

learning de not takes place. Motivation may be seen at different levels of complexity of a

situation. Motivation direct and control the behaviour a human being towards learning. It inspires

the learner to involve in the process of learning.
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2. Reinforcement, Punishment and Extinction: Reinforcement is the attempt to develop

desirable behaviour towards learning. There are two types of reinforcement viz. Positive

reinforcement and Negative reinforcement. Positive reinforcements strengthen the desirable

behaviour. In negative reinforcement, an unpleasant event that precedes behaviour is removed

when the desired behaviour occurs.

Punishment is the attempt to eliminate an undesirable behaviour. It is used in two ways.

One is to punish a person to apply negative consequences called punishers and the way to

punish a person is to withhold a positive consequence following an undesirable behaviour.

Extinction is the weakening of behaviour by making sure it is not reinforced. Extinction is

an alternate to punish undesirable behaviour.

3. Whole versus part learning: Learning a whole job is superior to making it into parts

and learning the parts. In part learning, an individual have to learn each part separately and

must able to combine the separate parts so that the whole performance can be accomplished.

4. Learning curves: It is a diagrammatic presentation of the amount learned in relation

to time. The points of time are plotted on X-axis and amount of learned is plotted on Y-axis.

Based on the time consumed for learning a particular amount of object, a typical curve is

drawn, which shows the extent to which rate of learning increases or decreases with the

practice.

5. Meaningfulness of material: The principle of meaningfulness of material establishes

the relation between learning and the subject learnt. The more the meaningful material, the

better does learning proceed. Organisation of meaningful units, use of familiar terms, and providing

conceptual base and logical reason for material makes learning meaningful.

6. Learning styles: Learning style denotes to the ability of an individual to learn. There

are four learning styles. Viz. Accommodator, Diverger, Converger, Assimilator. Accommodator

learns by doing and feeling. He tends to learn primarily from hands-on experience e.g. learning

in marketing, politics, public relations and management. Diverger learns by doing and feeling.

The diverger has ability to view concrete situations from different angles e.g. learning in arts,

entertainment, and service sector. Convergers learn by doing and thinking. Convergers seek

practical use for information. e. g. learning in engineering, IT, and managerial job. Assimilator

learns by observing and thinking. The style is effective at understanding a wide range of

information and putting in to logical form e. g. learning in education, information, and science.

B Theories of Learning :

How learning occurs?  There are various theories that explain how learning occurs-

1) Classical Conditioning :

The well known experiments on classical conditioning were conducted in the early  1900s

by Russian Psychologist Ivan Pavlov (2), to teach dogs to salivate in response to the ringing of

a bell.  When he presented a piece of meat to the dog, the dog exhibited a noticeable increase
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in salivation.  The dog did not salivate at all, when Povlov did not give the meat and merely rang

a bell.  Then he used to ring the bell when the meat was served to the dog.  Thus, the dog began

to salivate when the bell was ringing, even if no food was offered.  The result was, the dog had

learned to respond that is, to salivate to the bell.  The meat was an unconditioned stimulus; it

invariably caused the dog to react in a specific way.  The bell was an artificial or conditioned

stimulus.  The behavior of the dog was conditioned response. (3) Classical conditioning theory

of learning is criticized on the ground that it is passive. This theory explains the simple cause

and effect relationships between one stimulus and one response.  It is not explaining the more

complex forms of learned behavior that affects the individuals.  Further, It does not explain

situations where individuals rationally and objectively select a course of action.  An alternate

approach to classical conditioning was proposed by B.F.Skinner (4), known as operant

conditioning.

2) Operant Conditioning :

In operant conditioning, individuals learn to repeat the behavior for those actions which

have  pleasant effects, and less likely to repeat the behavior for those actions that are not

pleasant. It is also known as reinforcement theory and it suggests that behavior is a function of

its consequences.(5) For example, if an employee gets a promotion due to hard work, then he/she

will repeat the same behavior in the future, that is, he/she will continue the hard work in the job.

3) Cognitive Learning :

Cognition refers to individual’s ideas, thoughts, knowledge, interpretations and understanding

about environment. In cognitive learning, the learning is taking place after deliberate thinking

about the problem or situation and this thinking is based on intuition and known facts.  The

individuals respond in an objective and goal oriented manner.  Cognition, in fact, is the act of

knowing an item of information and this knowledge affects the behavior of the person so that

the information provides cognitive cues towards the expected goal.(6) Kohler, a German

Psychologist had conducted his study on apes and found that they behave intelligently and were

capable of problem solving.  He hung bananas at the top of the cage, out of the reach of the

apes.  He left the boxes and sticks in the cage.  The apes made unsuccessful attempts to reach

the bananas by jumping or swinging sticks.  Finally, they solved the problem by putting the

boxes one on top of the other, and reached to the bananas.  According to Kohler, a solution

gained through insight is more easily learned, less likely to be forgotten.  In simple terms,

individuals use past learning and experience as a basis of present behavior.  Secondly individuals

do make choices about their behavior that is if they are having two alternatives, they are

selecting one. Third, the individuals know the consequences of their choice of the behavior.

Finally, individuals evaluate those consequences and add them to prior learning.(7)

4) Social Learning :

Social learning theory is also called as observational learning or vicious learning.  The

individuals learn by observing others, that is from parents, teachers, boss, motion pictures, TV

artists and others. Social learning involves following processes-
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(a) Attentional Processes :  A learner learns by paying attention to the model that is

paying attention to the critical features of the model, the greater the attention, the more effective

the learning will be.

(b) Retention Processes : The learner should have good retention of the model’s behavior,

that is, how well the learner remembers the model’s action after the model is no longer readily

available.

(c) Motor reproduction process : The learner has to convert the observation into

doing, that is the learner has to do exactly what the model does.

(d) Reinforcement process : The learner should have some motivation to learn from

the model. The learner can learn if positive incentives or rewards are provided to him/her.

Behaviours that are positively reinforced will be given more attention, learned better, and

performed more often.(8)

B Types of Learning :

After discussing about theories of learning, we shall discuss about types of learning-

1) Learning through Reinforcement :

In  this learning, an individual learns from past experience with the environment and he/

she tries to maximize positive consequences and minimize adverse consequences.  This type of

learning is also called as Behaviour Modification.(9) To have the desired behavior, reinforcement

plays a key role.  Reinforcement is the process of developing and strengthening desirable

behavior.  Reinforcement is classified into following types-

(a) Positive Reinforcement : Positive reinforcement is a reward or other desirable

consequence that a person receives after exhibiting behvaviour.(10) Appreciation of punctuality

by the boss is positive reinforcement for the subordinate and he/she tries his/her level best to

maintain that behavior.

(b) Negative Reinforcement : Negative reinforcement or avoidance is the opportunity

to avoid the unpleasant behavior.  The main purpose of the negative reinforcement is to increase

the occurrence of desirable behavior.  For example-if boss scolds the subordinate for coming

late in the office in front of other employees, then that person will try his level best to come on

time in the office (desired behavior).

(c) Extinction : Extinction decreases the frequency of behavior by withdrawing a reward,

which was given previously.  For example-when you are working in the organization at lower

level, you are encouraging your colleagues to come at any time in your room and have talk with

you.  But after some time, you are promoted to higher level, if your colleagues enter in your

room then you scold them and instruct them not to enter in your room every now and then.

Thus, extinction decreases the behavior of your colleagues which was previously rewarded by

you.
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(d) Punishment : Punishment is an attempt to decrease the frequency of undesirable

behaviours. For example- memo, pay cut, demotion and termination.

2) Learning through Feedback :

Feedback is the process of providing information to people about the consequences of

their behavior.  Feedback is an effective tool by which people learn what behaviours are

appropriate or necessary in a particular situation, also feedback helps the employees to improve

their performance.

3) Learning by Observing :

A person learns lot of things by observing others and modify his/her behavior that lead to

favourable outcomes.  Many times, he/she observes the behavior of his/her role model and then

practice behavior , that is what known as Behavioural Modelling.  It works  best when model is

respected and model’s actions are followed by favourable consequences.

4)   Learning through Experience :

In the organization, employees are learning the task through the experience of others as

well as observation.  Such type of learning takes place, when we practice new behaviours and

watch the environmental responses to our actions.

2.1.2   B) Foundations of Group Behaviour :

B Introduction :

An individual cannot live alone in the society. He/she has to live in the association of

others.  More specifically an individual has to live in the group. The question is what is group?

A group is a collection of two or more individuals who have mutually depended relationships.(16)

These groups play an important role in the organization.

a) Definitions  and Importance of Grouop

Definitions of Group

a) "A collection of two or more individuals who are interdependent and interact with one

another for the purpose of performing to attain a common goal or objective."

- Sizilagyi and Wallace

b) The group in psychological terms as : "Any numbers of people who (1) interact with one

another; (2) are psychologically aware of one another; and (3) perceive themselves to be

a group."                                                                                           - E. H. Schein

Importance of Group :

(1) Personal Characteristics : The group fulfils the need of companionship.  The individuals

join the group to share the similar beliefs, values and attitudes.
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(2) Security : The group provides all type of security like job security, economic security,

physical and psychological security to the individuals.

(3) Identity : The group provides an identity to its members.

(4) Information : Since the regular communication takes place between the group members,

hence they get all type of information speedily.

(5) Esteem : The group enhances the self esteem of the group members.

(6) Power : The group provides power to its members.

b)  Types of Groups :

The groups working in the organization are classified into formal groups and informal

groups-

(I) Formal Groups : The formal groups in the organization are established by the

management. They perform well defined tasks to achieve organizational objectives. Formal

groups are further classified into task groups, command groups and committies-

(a) Task Groups : Task groups are the groups which are formed temporarily to complete a

particular task or project. For example, in the organization a disciplinary committee is

formed to look into disciplinary issues. Such groups consist of employees from different

departments.  When the particular task is completed, the members return back to their

original group or department.

(b) Command Groups : These are the permanent groups in the organization and comprises

of supervisors or managers and subordinates.  The various functional departments like

production, sales, finance and human resource are the examples of command groups.

These groups attain the objectives of the organization.

(c) Committees : For special purpose the committees are set up. They are either permanent

or temporary in nature.

(II) Informal Groups : Informal groups in the organization are formed due to

communication, affiliation and friendship. These groups are also called as clique.  These groups

are not structured formally by the organization. The informal groups are classified as follows-

(a) Interest Groups-  An interest group is the group of individuals who share a mutual

interest.

(b) Friendship Groups- When the group members have common characteristics like age,

marital status, common values and college affiliations, they are called as friendship groups.

These groups satisfy the affiliation needs of the members.

(c ) Reference Groups- Reference groups are the groups with which an individual identifies

for the purpose of forming opinions or making decisions.
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c) Process of Group Development :

The groups are generally having a life cycle. We can refer it as five stage model of group

development.

(1) Forming : The first stage in the group formation is forming, where there is uncertainty

about group purpose, structure and leadership. Members explore the possibility that what type

of behavior is acceptable. This stage is complete, when members begin to think of themselves

as part of a group.

(2) Storming : At this stage, intergroup conflict arises due to the need of role clarity and

behavioural expectations.  When this stage is complete, there will be a relatively clear hierarchy

of leadership within the group.

(3)  Norming : At this stage, close relationships develop among group members and they

demonstrate group cohesiveness.

(4) Performing :  At this stage, there is team work, role clarity and task accomplishment.

Performing is the last stage in permanent work groups.

(5)  Adjourning : For the temporary committees, teams, task forces and similar groups,

adjourning is the last stage.  At this stage, the group prepares for its disbandment or wrapping

up activities.

d) Group Behaviour: Meaning :

Groups are inevitable, inseparable and important part of organizational life. Individuals not

only form groups but they live and move in groups. Therefore, their existence and importance

can not be ignored. The behaviour of the group affects the productivity. Elton Mayo’s Hawthorne

experiment (1920) has revealed that the group behaviour has major bearing on productivity.

The term ‘group behaviour’ refers to the way people behave in large or small group situations

or the interaction between members of a group.

Norms of Group Behaviour :

Norms means the standards or rules of behaviour. Norms are also known as the acceptable

terms of behaviour of group members.  These norms tell the members what they ought to and

ought not to do under certain circumstances. Group norms usually put the strong pressure on

the group members to modify their behaviour and conform to group norms.

Examples of group norms :

a) Placing cell phones on silent mode

b) Engaging emotionally and mentally in the assigned task

c) Speaking honestly and with respect to others

d) Maintaining confidentiality
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The following are important characteristics of group norms.

a) Norms serve as the basis for behaviour of group members

b) Group norms are essential for survival of a group

c) Group norms predict the likely behaviour of the group members

d) Interpersonal problems and discomfort among group members is reduced

e) Group norms convey the distinctive values and identity of the group

f) Norms are applied to all members of a group

g) Such norms may be relating to appearance (such as dress code) , performance (such as

level of output) , social arrangement (such as with whom the group members should have

lunch)  and allocation of resources (such as allocation of new tools and equipment).

Group Cohesion :

According to Stephon Robbins ‘Group cohesion is  the degree to which group members

are attracted to each other and are motivated to stay in the group.’

Cohesiveness literally means ‘solidarity’ or ‘attractiveness’ of the group to its members. Emotional

connectedness to the group and shared group goals are strong forces which lead members to

remain in a group. Group cohesiveness represents the desire to stick together and respect and

encourage individual differences. The more cohesive the group, the more likely it is to have

common values and standards of behaviour. Cohesion has direct impact on a group’s  behaviour.

Factors affecting Group Cohesion :

Usually the following factors affect the group cohesion.

1) Size of the group : Small groups are more cohesive and effective while large groups

have less cohesion. In small groups, there are few members. Hence, all members have constant

face to face contacts and high degree of interaction and communication.

In too large groups, the communication within members may be broken down. If the group

size expands, the interaction with all members becomes difficult. It becomes difficult to get all

members of the group to agree on common goals and activities. Moreover, many sub-groups

may be created within the larger groups and the group cohesiveness will suffer.

2) Status : Status of the group determines the degree of group cohesiveness. If the status

of the group is high, the group cohesion may be stronger.

3) Time spent together : If more time is spent together by group members, more they

will get to know each other, get closer to each other. They become more friendly and co-

operative. This strengthens the degree of group cohesion.

4) Location/ Proximity :  Nearness or working closely together helps in strengthening

group cohesion. It helps face to face contact. A small isolated work group is more cohesive and
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will work better to attain its goals. On the other hand, where there is no dividing line between

one group and another, cohesion is more difficult.

5) Interdependency : If the activity of one member is dependent upon other, this enhances

group cohesion. If every member of the group is doing independent activities, the cohesion is

less.

6) Homogeneity and Heterogeneity : If the group is composed of individuals having

similar personality characteristics, similar intellects, similar abilities and experience, there will

be strong group cohesion. If there are wide differences in personalities, intellects, experience,

values or status, there will be weak cohesion.

7) Previous Success : When a group achieves a meaningful goal earlier, this will increase

the group cohesion as such success is shared by all members of the group. The groups having

the history of success are found more cohesive.  Failure to accomplish the group goals reduces

the group cohesion. .

8) External Threats: External threat is very powerful force which keeps group unified

and cohesive. Especially, when such threat is from outside force, the people prefer to remain

cohesive. This binds together all the members against a common enemy and thus makes its

members forget their differences. For example, threat from management brings employees

together who were otherwise scattered.

9) Stability: If the group members are frequently changed, group cohesion is adversely

affected. The higher the degree of member turnover, lesser is the group cohesion. On the

contrary, if the stable relations persist for long-term, cohesion will be strong.

Group Role :

Role is a set of expected behaviour patterns attributed to someone occupying a given

position in a social unit. An employee plays a number of diverse roles, both on and off the job

and his/her behaviour varies with the role he/she plays. Roles may be compatible or conflicting.

Therefore, it is important in the study of group behaviour to understand the multiple roles played

by employees on and off the job. Usually, following different role requirements are to be

performed by individuals.

a) Role Identity :  This refers to certain attitudes and behaviour consistent with a role.

b) Role Perception : This refers to how he/she is supposed to behave and act in a

particular situation. It is one’s own view of how one is supposed to act in a given situation.

c) Role Expectation : This refers to how others believe one should act in a given

situation.

d) Role Conflict : This occurs when an individual is confronted with situations, where

compliance with one role may come in the way of the other role expected of him/her. An

extreme role conflict may arise in the situations where two or more role expectations are

mutually contradictory.
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People have the ability to shift roles rapidly when they recognize that the situation and its

demands clearly require major changes. For example, the attitude and behaviour of an employee

towards management changes positively if he is promoted to the higher post and it changes

negatively when he is demoted or a disciplinary action is taken against him. The women have

also shifted their role perception and role requirements from traditional house-maker, nurse and

teacher to doctors, lawyers, engineers and entrepreneurs.

Managers must know the sources of roles and the existence of multiple roles in the groups.

In organizational setting, it is important to look at the role expectations through the viewpoint of

the psychological contract. A psychological contract is an unwritten agreement existing between

employee and the employer. It sets out mutual expectations, i.e. what the management expects

from employees and what employees expects from the management.

Intergroup Conflict :

John Newstorm and Keith Davis define conflict as ‘any situation in which two or more

parties feel themselves in opposition.’  In social setting, such conflict arises between different

ethnic groups, religious groups, sports groups etc. In organizational setting, the conflict may

arise at different levels —individual, group and organization. Conflict arising within members of

a group is known as intra-group conflict, while conflict arising between two or more groups of

an organization is known as inter-group conflict. It is a disagreement or hostility between different

groups.

Such intergroup conflict occurs between groups at different levels (i.e. higher level group

v/s middle level group), between different departments (i.e. production department v/s marketing

department), between trade union and management (i.e. managers v/s members of a trade

union), between shift to shift (i.e. day shift group v/s night shift group), between gender to

gender (i. e. women group v/s men group) , between location to location (i.e. Mumbai plant

group v/s Hyderabad plant group) Intergroup conflict often lead to minimizing intra-group conflict

as people tend to come together to oppose another group.

Intergroup relations between two or more groups and their respective members are essential

to complete the work required to operate a business. The functional conflict is considered

positive because it enhances performance and identifies weaknesses. However, dysfunctional

conflict is confrontation between groups that harms the organization or hinders attainment of

goals.

Causes of Intergroup Conflict:

There are two main causes of intergroup conflict, one is the competition for valued material

resources and the other is social rewards like respect and esteem. Following are the causes /

sources of intergroup conflict.

a) Different values

b) Incompatible performance criteria
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c) Unequal Rewards

d) Difficulty in apportioning credit

e) Dependence on common resources

f) Information and rumours

g) Differences in personal background

h) Difference in task and time

i) Difference in status/ status struggle

j) Poor communication

k) Diversity of groups

l) Desire to dominate others

m) Prejudice

e) Group Performance Factors :

There are various factors that influence the performance of the group.  These factors are

broadly classified into two categories-

(I) External Conditions : Since a group is a subsystem of a formal organization, there are

various elements that influence the group-

(1) Organization Strategy : The organizational strategy is set up by the top management,

that describes the organization’s goals and the means for attaining these goals.  As per these

strategies the organizational resources are allocated among various work groups.  Thus the

strategies influence the power of various work groups.

(2) Authority Structures : The authority structure in any organization defines that what

decisions a group is empowered to make.

(3) Formal Regulations : The rules, policies, procedures and other forms of regulations

make the behavior of work group members more consistent and predictable.

(4) Reward System : A well designed reward system influence and motivate the group

members for good performance.

(II) Group Members’ Resources :

(1) Abilities : The performance of the group is depending on intellectual abilities of its

individual members. The members who are interested to undertake complicated task tend to be

more involved in the group activity.  They generally contribute more and emerge as the group

leaders.
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(2) Personality Characteristics : There are various personal characteristics like sociability,

self reliance and independence tend to be positively related to group productivity, morale and

cohesiveness.  Whereas there are some personal characteristics such as authoritarianism,

dominance and unconventionality tend to have adverse effect on group performance.

f) Quality Circles and Work Teams :

Quality Circles :

Quality circles can be a useful tool if used properly in the organization. Quality circles

were first seen in the United States in the 1950’s and then in 1960’s they were developed by Dr.

Kaoru Ishikawa in Japan.

Quality circles are voluntary groups of employees who work on similar tasks or share an

area of responsibility. Quality circles meet on a regular basis to discuss and solve problems

related to work. They operate on the principle that employee participation in decision-making

and problem-solving.

In organization, the quality circles are used to increase productivity, improve quality and

boost employee morale. The members of quality circles are given enough training, power,

autonomy and support by senior management.

Quality circles are volunteer groups who operate in accordance with the set rules and

priorities, make decisions by consensus and have organized approaches to problem-solving.

Effective quality-circles help improve the quality of work and product.

Work Teams :

‘Groups’ and ‘teams’ are not same. In organizational context, there is difference between

these two terms. A team is more than just a group. A work-team is formed of a small number

of employees considering their abilities, skills, job-knowledge and experience etc.  A small

number means between 2 to 25 members.  A work team having less than 10 members is

considered as an effective team.  Such work-teams play vital role in development of organisation

in terms of performance. The collective dynamism of a work team enhances the level of

performance.

Henry J.E. defines a team as ‘a small number of employees with complementary

competencies in terms of abilities, skills and knowledge and are committed to common

performance goals and working relationships for which they hold themselves mutually

accountable.’

In short, work-teams are small groups with complementary skills who hold themselves

mutually accountable for common purpose, performance goals and approach.

In a work-team, each member is encouraged to contribute his knowledge, skill and expertise

to the overall effort of the team.
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Types of Work-Team :

There are following types of work-teams.

1) Functional/ Permanent Teams : These teams are formed on permanent basis. They are

not dissolved. For example, production department, marketing department, finance department etc.

2) Ad-voc/ Temporary Teams : They are formed for a shorter period. They are dissolved

when the purpose for which they were formed is fulfilled. For example, teams formed for doing

excess tasks

3) Task force/ Problem-solving Teams : These teams are formed for a special purpose

to work on a specific project or to find out solution to a critical problem. For example, quality

circles

4) Self-managed Teams : Such teams consist of the individuals shouldering the key

managerial responsibilities who work together for the common purpose but without supervision

of a leader.

5) Cross functional Teams :  Such teams are composed of people having knowledge

and skills of various work areas (cross functional areas) to identify and help solve mutual

problems or accomplish common task.

6) Virtual Teams : These teams consist of the people who are separated by geographical

distance but connected through computer. They use WAN (Wide Area Network), Video

Conferencing, e-mail and social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Orkut etc. to

connect across nations.

2.2    Summary :

Learning is defined as relatively change in behavior as a result of direct or indirect

experience.  The change in behavior should be permanent, or else, it cannot be said as learning.

The classical conditioning theory of learning explains the simple cause and effect relationships

between one stimulus and one response.

The operant conditioning theory of learning describes that individuals learn to repeat the

behavior for those actions which have pleasant effects.  It is also known as reinforcement

theory.

In cognitive learning, the learning takes place after deliberate thinking about the problem

or situation and this thinking is based on intuition and known facts.

In social learning, the individuals learn by observing others like parents, teachers, friends

and others.  Thus, it is also called as observational learning or vicious learning.

There are various types of learning and the individuals learn through reinforcement,

feedback, observation and feedback.
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Perception is a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory impressions

in order to give meaning to their environment. This process begins with receiving stimuli and

then stimuli is selected.  There are various external and internal factors that affect the selection

of stimuli.  In perceptual organization, the individuals group stimuli into recognizable and

identifiable patterns.  In process of interpreting, the perceiver assigns meaning to the information.

After the interpretation of data, the perceiver checks whether his/her interpretations are right

or wrong. In the last stage of perception, the perceiver takes the action.

Attitude is one’s belief, feelings and action tendencies towards objects, ideas and people.

The attitude is formed with the direct experience of the object, family and peer groups,

neighbourhood, economic status, occupations and mass communications. There are three

components of attitude viz. informational or cognitive component, emotional or affective

component and behavioural component. The attitude is measured through Thurston Attitude

Scale, Likert Scale, Opinions Survey and Interviews.

A group is a collection of two or more individuals who have mutually depended relationships.

The groups are classified into formal groups and informal groups. The formal groups are

established by the management.  These consists of task groups, command groups and

committees.  Informal groups in the organization are formed due to communication, affiliation

and friendship.  These groups are interest groups, friendship groups and reference groups. The

group development process in the organization consists of forming, storming, norming, performing

and adjourning.

There are various factors that affect group performance. These factors are classified into

two categories viz. external conditions and group members’ resources.

2.3 Terms to remember :

Personality - Pattern of responses of an individual in a given situation

Extrovert - An optimist and sociable person

Introvert - A self confident and pessimistic person

Formal Group - A unit established by the organisation to accomplish specific tasks.

Informal Group - A group emerging within organization on the basis of similarity of

thoughts, objectives or location etc.

Job Satisfaction -  Psychological expression of contentment on the job

Rating Scales - A measurement scale which contains certain statements with specific

answers

Team - Composition of two or more people who interact with and influence each other

toward common purpose.
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2.4   Exercise :

(I) Short Answer Type Questions:

1. Discuss in detail the classical conditioning and social learning theory.

2. What are the different types of learning?

3. Define perception.  Explain in detail the perceptual process.

4. What is attitude? How the attitude is formed?

5. What are the different types of groups? Explain the importance of the group.

6. What is the process of group development?  Discuss the factors that influence the

performance of the group.

7. Explain types of values

8. What are determinants of Personality?

9. What are determinants of Job Satisfaction?

10. Explain types of work teams.

11. What is meant by Inter-group Conflicts? Explain its causes.

12. Explain different Group Roles

(II) Long Questions:

1) What is meant by Personality? Explain types of personality.

2) What do you mean by Job Satisfaction? Explain the methods of measuring job

satisfaction.

3) What is meant by Group Cohesion? Explain the factors affecting Group Cohesion.

(III) Short Notes:

1) Value Formation

2) Quality Circles

3) Group Norms

4) Group Cohesion

5) Determinants of Job Satisfaction

IV) Case Study

Analyze the case answer the questions given under it.

A Company employing 2200 workers and 350 officers, is having a turnover of Rs. 150

crores and profit of Rs. 1 crore per annum. The company has one recognized union, which is
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not affiliated to any political party. The employee's participation in the management is very

well. The company has good industrial relations. There are many Shop-Floor Committees and

they all receive very good participation from employees. Most of the decisions are take and

implemented generally through employee's participation scheme.

Although Company's target for production and marketing are achiveved, there is much

scope for improving productivity. There are certain hurdles for improving productivity such as

absenteeism, late coming, refusal of work, going outside the factory premises on duty, roaming

in the factory premises and not to follow strictly tea and lunch timing. To improve overall

productivity and to overcome all above hurles, Management has decided to form a committee

having representatives from union and management. This committee is supposed to discuss the

problem, analyze it and find the solution to overcome the problem and implement self-discipline

scheme in the factory.

The groups will consist of almost equal number of representatives from management side

and the union side. One of the group members will act as leader and will present the case to the

whole class.

(a) As a representative of Employees' Union how would you defend employees' side and

what would you suggest to inculcate the self-discipline among employees?

(b) As a representative of Management how would you defend company's side and what

would you suggest to inculcate the self-discipline among employees?

(c) What are your ideas to control resource wastages (especially time) and improve

productivity?

(Courtesy : Anjali Dhankar's book on Organisational Behaviour)

2.5 Books for further  reading :

1. Keith Davis : 'Human Behaviour at Work'

2. Stephen Robbins : 'Organizational Behaviour'

3. Dr. Anjali Ghanekar : 'Organizational Behaviour'

4. V. G. Kondalkar : 'Organizational Behaviour'.

5. Luthans Fred : 'Organizational Behaviour'

6. Steven L. Mchane & Mary AnVan Glinow : 'Organizational Behaviour'.

ooo
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B A) Organisational Conflict
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3.1.3 Types of Conflicts

3.1.4 Sources and levels of organizational conflict

3.1.5 Traditional and Modern approach to conflict

3.1.6 Functional and dystunctional organizational conflict
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B B) Stress Management
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3.1.9 Factors causing stress

3.1.10 Managing stress

3.2 Summary

3.3 Terms to remember

3.4 Check your progress

3.5 Answers to check your progress

3.6 Exercise

3.7 Books for further reading
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3.0    Unit Objectives :

After studying this topic student can understand :

1) Concept of Conflict and Stress, and stress management

2) Types, Source and Levels of Conflict

3) Traditional and Modern Approach to conflict

4) Functional and Dysfunctional Conflict

5) Resolution of Conflict

6) Work stress, Causes of stress, management of work stress and management of work

stress.

3.1    Presentation of subject matter :

Organisational conflict is a vital aspect of the study of organisational behaviour. Organisention

are social organisation, becase people work together to affain organisational objectives. Then

may be differences in te opinion of the people. These differences many results in conflict.

Conflict was considered to be harmful, however, it is accepted wordwide and it may give

certain benefits and vision to analyse oneself. Therefore, one should know the concept of

conflict, organisational conflict, its sources and approaches to deal with the conflict.

Today's organisations are becoming more complex due to change in technique, technology,

competition, legal and environmental issues. This results in increare in the stress amongth

members in the organisation. Exersive stress in dysfunctional and it has ill effects. Therefore, it

is important to study what is stress? What is job stress and its symptons. An attempt shoud se

made to identify the causes of stress, so that one can manage the stress. This unit also touces

on identifying caues of stress, measurement of stress and how to manage the stress.

Introduction :

As organisations became more complex, the potential for the amount of stress increases.

Urbanisation, industrialization and the increase in scale of operations are causing increasing

stresses. These are the inevitable consequences of socio-economic complexity. People feel

stressed, as they can no longer have complete control over what happens in their life.

Many people experience high or moderate degree of stress in their daily life. A feeling of

frustration, dissatisfaction, psychosomatic and psychological disorders in the life of individuals

reflects in high stress. Even psycho-social stress has been also increasing due to change in

physical and socio-cultural environment in the society and modern life style of the people.

The modern organisations presently recognised that people face various types of stress in

their daily work and personal life. Stress is an inherent part of life; it cannot be totally eliminated.

There is no escape from stress in modern life. People working in every place; develop emotional
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or physical problems, which results in stress. The reason for it may be temporary or enduring,

reasons may vary from place to place and person to person.

3.1.1   Organisational Conflict and Stress Management :

Every organisation has its own members. If members have the right to express their

differences and solve their conflicts within it, organiation becomes more stable. Organisational

conflict is an inevitable phenomenon. Earlier, conflict was considered to be harmful, but now

it is accepted worldwide that modcrate level of conflict is good for the organisation.

Organisational conflict starts from latent status, then it travels through perception and

ultimately it gives its outcome. Organizational conflict originates from individual, between

individuals, groups and between groups. It is expected that the managers of the respective

organisations have to keep organisational conflict at a moderate level. Similary, if there is

absence of conflict, it needs to be stimulated as absence of conflict is also not a good sign for

organisational performance and liveliness. Organisational performance has a relationship

with organisational conflict. When organisational conflict is at peak or higher level, the

organisational performance will be extremely low. Even when organisational conflict is

lowest, it would also result in to poor performance because lack of motivation stimulation

would be in place if the conflict is at its low. The moderate level of organisational conflict

would lead to high performance. Further, if organisational conflict is too high, it would

adversely affect the organisational performance. Organisational conflict, though inevitable, is

desirable also. Without effective means to handle the conflict, it can tear the relationship. It

can restrict the exchange of ideas. information and resources. This situation, if persists, it

works as hindrance to achieve organisational objectives and goals. Organisational conflict is

thus, helpful to increase awareness of what problems exist, who is involved and how to solve

the problem.

Under current of ego battles between bosses can cause stress for subordinates and

peers. The employee faces embarrassing stress in this situation as he or she cannot take side

with either of the boss, and has to pretend to support, individually and severally, both of them.

This is a case of inter personal and intra-personal conflict and organizational behavior leading

to stress.

A) Organisational Conflict :

The study of organisational conflict is an important aspect in studying the dynamics of

organizational behaviour. In present corporate environment conflict has become very common

phenomenon. Conflict is bad as it has adverse effects on the individual performance. If

conflict is beyond control it takes a destructive dimension. When employees do not cope up

with the conflict situation, there is an increase in absenteeism and turnover of employees. It

can be so disastrous that can lead to demise of an organization. American Firm Shea and

Gould perished due to high degree of conflict. On the other hand it has been opinioned that

conflict is good for the organization as it produces new ideas, increases competitive spirit,
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cohesiveness in the team and installs an atmosphere of brotherhood in the organization. This

is only possible if ideas are properly chanalised and there is proper delegation of authority,

empowerment and autonomy in functioning.

3.1.2   The Concept :

The Webster’s Dictionary defines conflict as “a battle, contest of opposing forces,

discord, antagonism existing between primitive desires, instincts and moral, religious, or

ethical ideals.” Conflict occurs when two or more people or organizations disagree because

their needs, wants, goals, or values are different. Hurt feelings, anger, bruised egos, and poor

communication are all the precursors to conflict. However, conflict is not the end of the

world, or your team or group.

B Definitions :

Conflict is defined by Thomas K.A. as the “process that begins when one party

perceives that another party has negatively affected something that the first party

cares about.” Conflict must be perceived by either of the parties. Stiff opposition due to

incompatibility of organizational goals characterizes it. Conflict can also be caused due to

difference about interpretation of facts or issues involved. Conflict takes an ugly turn and

takes a form of violence due to disagreement based on behavioral expectations. It could be

covert or overt and can be seen when one observes violent acts of individual in organizations.

Austin defines conflict as a "disagreement between two or more individuals or

groups, with each individual or group trying to gain acceptance of its views or

objective over others."

B Nature and Scope of Conflict :

Every organization has its objective. It is further broken down as departmental objectives,

group goals and lastly individual goals. When individual interacts with another individual there

is perceptual and communication problems that causes misunderstanding and leads to individual

conflict situation. It is also true of groups. Group conflicts indicate the way of inter-group

behaviour in an organization. This is more relevant in the Indian context, where inter-union

rivalry is most cognigible. Inter-group conflict occurs due to group competition and group

cohesiveness. This leads to a feeling of ‘we’ and ‘they’. “We are always right and they are

always wrong”. Hence a beginning of conflict. Aims and objectives of various organizations

differ drastically that give rise to greater competition hence a high level of conflict. Conflict

can arise between employer and employees, management and workers, one department and

another, stakeholders, shareholders, producer and customers and between various trade

unions that are often politically motivated. Schein has pointed out that, this problem exits

because as groups become more committed to their goals and norms, they are likely to

become competitive with one another and seek to undermine their rivals’ activities, thereby

becoming a liability to the organization as a whole. The overall problem, then, is how to
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establish high productive, collaborative intergroup relations. Michael4 states that conflict can

lead to breakdown in standard mechanism of decision making so that an individual or group

experiences difficulty in selecting an action alternative. The breakdown may be because of

competing demands on an individual or group rivalry and competition. There can be vertical

and horizontal conflicts; or individual conflict, group conflict and organizational conflict.

Conflict can be considered as expression of hostility, negative attitude, aggression and

gross misunderstanding. It is caused due to varying interest of individual or groups. Pondy

has described that the term ‘conflict’ is used in four ways to indicate

1. Antecedent conditions of conflictual behaviour, such as scarcity of resources.

2. Affective states of individuals involved such as stress, tension, hostility, anxiety etc.

3. Cognitive state of individuals, that is their perception or awareness or conflictual situations.

4. Conflictual behaviour, ranging from passive resistance to overt aggression.

3.1.3    Types of Conflict :

As discussed earlier, organizations exist on various groups and departments where

scares resources have to be put in to use through various processes. Systems and subsystems

exist in the organizations that are managed by individuals and work teams or work groups.

While interacting with each other on individual, team or group levels, there may be occasions

when conflict occurs due to perceptual differences. The conflict may be intra-personal, inter-

personal, intra-group, inter-group or intra-organizational in nature.

These are discussed below.

B Intra-personal Conflict: Intra personal conflict is also called the conflict within the

individual. This type of conflict can be of two types

(a) Value conflict : Every individual has to play certain roles, which conforms to his

value system. However, there are certain situations when an individual may have to

compromise on value system and beliefs. For example, finance manager of an organization,

while submitting tax returns to the government may conceal some facts, which may go

against his belief and value system. This situation may cause tension and conflict within the

individual.

(b) Decision-making : Problem solving is one of the important jobs every individual

has to undertake in work environment. Every problem has various courses open. At times it

is difficult for a person to select an appropriate course of action. This situation causes

conflict within the individual. He therefore will have to take decisions based on the past

experience and the knowledge. It may be noted that decision-making has become simpler

these days due to firstly; information technology where required data is available and secondly,

group decision is the norm in most of the organizations.
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B Inter-personal Conflict :

Inter-personal conflict relates to conflict between two or more individuals and is probably

the most common and recognized form of conflict. Interpersonal conflict is caused due to

disagreement over goals and objectives of the organization. These are heightened due to

difference of opinion of individuals and when issues are not based on facts. Every organization

is full of unresolved issues, problems and differing situations that lead to conflict. Conflict can

also take place between one person of a group with another person of the same group or

another group on issues relating to decision-making. Individuals may have a difference of

opinion on selection of a particular course of action that will lead to disagreement and often

result in the conflict. It is the merit of the issue, and willingness of members of the organization

to accept the others point of view that will avoid the conflict situation.

B Intra-Group Conflict :

Intra-group conflict relates to values, status and roles played by an individual in the

group and the group norms. Individual may want to remain in the group for social needs but

may disagree with the methods and procedures followed by the group. The conflict may

arise when social changes are incorporated in the group. When group faces new problems

and when values are changed due to change in social environment. Intra-group conflict is

like Inter-personal conflict except that the people involved in the conflict episode belong to a

common group.

B Inter-Group Conflict :

Conflicts between different groups, sections and departments are called inter-group

conflict. For example, conflict between production and sales departments over the quality

being produced and the customer requirements. Inter-group conflict causes due to factors

inherent to the organizational structure like independence, inconsistency in various policy

matter, variance on promotion criteria, reward system and different standards being adopted

for different sub-units and departments. Organizational objectives can only be achieved

when all departments work towards attainment of organizational goals. This is possible when

interactions between departments are smooth and cordial. Conflict can be avoided by better

communication between departments, joint decision making, removing disparity in group

goals and paying due respect and displaying concern for other group’s views.

B Inter-Organizational Conflict :

Inter-organizational conflict takes place between two dependent organizations. Conflict

can take place between government organization, unions and the operating industry.

Government organizations function to ensure that minimum standards are followed by the

organizations. Managers must try and reduce inter-organizational conflicts by adopting positive

approach and by following strictly, the rules and regulations laid down by the government

agencies. Conflict can also take place between seller and buyer organizations.
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Intra-Organizational Conflicts

Intra organizational conflict encompasses horizontal, vertical, line–staff and role based

conflicts. Let us briefly study these situations.

Horizontal Conflict

Horizontal Conflict is caused due to incompatibility of goals, sharing limited resources

and difference in time orientation. It leads to tension, misunderstanding and frustration on the

part of both the parties. Horizontal conflict relates to employees or group at the same level.

Organizational goal at implementation level vary from department to department. Finance

department may not be able to spare additional amount as may be required by research and

development department for new product development, which may cause tension,

misunderstanding between two individuals or departments. Individuals may not be able to

meet the targets of production in given time due to variety of reason that may cause conflict

with sales department as the latter would like to flood the market with their product to make

the presence felt. It has been seen that due to increased interdependence of individuals or

groups to carry out various functions, situations do arise where there is difference of opinion

on issues that cause conflict between individuals or groups.

Vertical Conflict

Vertical conflict refers to conflicts that might take place between different levels of

hierarchy. Conflicts between subordinates and superior occur due to incompatibility. It is

generally caused because of differences in perception, value system, goals that may be

assigned, cognition and difference in individual behaviour. Conflict is also caused due to

inappropriate communication between individuals at two different levels.

Line and Staff Conflict

Line and staff conflict has been traditional. Line authority creates product and services

and contributes directly towards the revenue generation. While staff authority assists line

authority and acts in advisory capacity staff and line authority have a different predispositions

and goals. They have different skills and expertise. Since staff authority (managers) are in

the chain of command and have a day to day access to the top boss, have a tendency to

dictate terms to the line authority and usually disregard the working knowledge of the line

authority. They have tendency to dominate and disregard the efforts put in by line authority

managers. On the contrary staff managers have a technical know-how and they are able to

advice the line authority to cut down cost of production and save on wastage etc. Line

authority does not like their advice at times. Staff managers get frustrated when their

suggestions and ideas are not implemented by line managers and hence the cause for

conflict. In the process the organizational goals are not achieved as per plans.
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Role Conflict

A person in an organization has to perform various roles. Conflict arises when roles

assigned to him have different expectation. ‘Time’ management may cause conflict. A

person may be asked to take care of an additional section in the absence of section head.

Value system in an organization is also a cause for conflict. Supervisor is asked to be honest

while he is dealing with sale of the product while the same person may be asked to pay

commission to an official from whom a sanction is required to be obtained, thereby causing a

conflict situation in the ethical value system of an individual. When an individual is line or a

staff employee and also a union representative, has to perform duties of conflicting nature

hence a role conflict.

3.1.4    Sources and Levels of Organisational Conflict :

Study of organisational conflict Resentially involves a study of sources and levels of

organisational conflict. The different levels of conflict in organisational life are - intra -

individual, inter - individual, intra - group and intes group conflict. These levels are described

below.

(Source - Organisational Behaviour - K. Ashwathapp pp.460)

Intra Personal -

- There could be conflict within anidividual himself. Such conflict may form following

categories.

- approach-approach conflict - An individual is attracted as well as repelled to some

event, object or situation.

Intra - Personal

Frustration Goal Role

Inter personal Conflict

Life Positions

Inter - group Conflict

Task interdependence

Task ambiguity

Goal incompatibility

Limited Resources / Rewards

Changes within

each group

Changes between

groups

Intra group Conflict

Disputes between family members
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- avoidance - avoidance conflict - An individual is repelled to two equally unappeding

alternatives.

- multiple conflict - It is a combination of above categories.

Interpersonal :

- Interpersonal conflict may arise between different individuals in an organisation.

The sources of such conflicts are formal. The people naturally differ over facts, goals,

methods, norms, values etc. They have different interests and perceptions. The sources of

interpersonal conflict are -

- Perception     - Value system     - Resources

- personality     - status               - Roles etc.

Intra - group :

- This conflict arises due to an individual's inability to conform or adhere to the groups

norms. This conflict arises when differences over an issue crop up between the members of

the group. The sources for this conflict are -

- novel problem faced by a group.

- new valued adopted in a group.

- Extra - group role contradicts with intra group role.

Inter group :

- This conflict is the conflict between different groups or task groups or structures in an

organisation. The inter-group conflict arices when following souces become actively responsble.

- Existence of positive felt need for jount deucion making.

- Differentiation of goals.

- Differences in perception of reality.

- Task ambiguity.

- Reward system differences.

3.1.5    Traditional and Modern Approach to conflict :

a) Traditional Approach :

During the earlier times of 20th century, conflict was considered to be bad and negative

aspect. It was regarded as harmful, necessary and synonymous to violence. It was also

considered that conflict arises due to absence of trust, poor communication, lack of open

mindedness as well as failure of management in understanding employees needs. The view

stressed further that conflict must be avoided. As it was considered as a negative aspect of
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organisation, conflict was not at all accepted at any level. Later on there was gradual

development in the thoughts. But even during the evolution of administrative and scientific

management schools, organisation structure was not accepting conflict in itself. The structure

was properly developed for an organisation where rules and regulations were inbuilt in the

structure of an organisation. There was a mechanism in the management system where

adeguate attention was paid by the managerial staff to ensure that there was no

misunderstanding among the employees. Further the care was also taken to avoid even a

mild conflict emerging in an organisation. Thus, the traditional view was totally apposing the

conflict at any level. Even a small or moderate conflict was not accepted in an organisational

structure as conflict was viewed as bad and negative aspect of an organisation.

b) Modern Approach :

Modern approach is opposite to the traditional view of conflict. In modern approach,

conflict is considered as necessary in organisational effectiveness. Peaceful, cooperative

groups where conflict does not exist, are static and uninnovative as per modern approach.

Conflic is desirable in an organisation as it keep the organisation alive. Conflict is also

inevitable considering the variety of people working together with their perception. Thus,

conflict should be integral part of an organisation. When there is interaction within an inter

group, difference of opinion is bound to be there. Such disagreement may lead to conflict.

Therefore, conflict should be considered as an inevitable and it should be managed effectively.

Conflict should be expressed. It enhances the communication and promotes growth.

Moderate level of conflict may generate creative and innovative ideas. Similarly such conflict

may create a competitive environment which results in increase in productivity. Due to

conflict, analytical thinking. challenging views and competing alternatives may come out.

Conflict can even serve as power equiliser between two partics. This can be observed

during the union - management meetings. One powerful centre may, after discussion, tends

to equalise itself as the discussion produceeds.

Thus, the modern approach towards conflict holds that conflict is inevitable. It is necessary

to have conflict for keeping organisation alive, creative and innovrative. It also entances

communication and productivity. It is necessary to manage the conflict effectively.

3.1.6    Functional and Dysfunctional Conflict :

Conflict that supports the individual and group goals, which leads to higher performance

is called functional conflict while the conflicts that hinders individual or group performance

is called dysfunctional conflict. The latter generally takes destructive form. There is thin

margin between the two types of conflicts mentioned above. While evaluating the impact of

conflict on goal achievement, individual perception and effect of group performance should

be evaluated. If the conflict contributes towards higher performance then the conflict should

be called functional or otherwise dysfunctional. Conflict can be broadly classified in three

types i.e. task oriented conflict, behavioural conflict and structural conflict or process
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conflict. Task conflict relates to the group goals or objectives to be achieved by the group

while behavioral conflict relates to individual’s value system, approach, attitude, ego state,

skill and norms being followed by him. Studies reveal that most of the dysfunctional conflict

fall under this category. Process conflict is related to how a task is being accomplished in the

organization. It is related with various processes, procedures, drills and instructions that are

being followed on a particular job. When individual differs in this regard, conflict arises. This

type of conflict can be eliminated to a large extent by following strict discipline in the work

procedure and adhering to the rules and regulations. Positive points of functional conflict is

as under:

B Functional Conflict :

1. Conflict develops cohesiveness within the group members. A group goal therefore

becomes a priority. Individual goals are then relegated to secondary position.

2. Conflict leads to innovation and creativity, as there is competing sprit among various

groups.

3. Conflict provides challenging work environment and enhances opportunities for self-

development of group that leads to formation of group norms.

4. Enhance work culture leads to upgradation of various systems within the organization

and therefore growth is achieved.

B Dysfunctional Conflict :

Conflict may turn out to be detrimental and disastrous and having deleterious effects.

Dysfunctional nature of conflict can be identified in the following circumstances:

1. When conflict does not lead to solution.

2. When basic goals of the organization are neglected.

3. People should be treated with due respect. If it is violated and a climate of distrust and

suspicion is created people feel defeated and demeaned which develops antagonism

and leads to conflict.

4. Conflict may lead to absenteeism and subsequently to increased turn over if not controlled

in time.

5. Dual management style may create hatred and lead to dysfunctional conflict.

6. Disagreement with management may be considered as disloyalty, if this environment

prevails, an opportunity for creativity would be lost and employees would loose interest

in their job. This would lead to increased conflicting situations.
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3.1.7    Resolution of Conflict :

Conflict between parties can be resolved by five different modes. Parties involved may

adopt any of the following solutions, which are explained below.

Avoidance : One or both parties could avoid facing the conflict. The situation pertains

to un-cooperative and unassertive behaviour on the part of parties involved. A Party may

avoid facing B Party. When situation reaches a point of negligence by A Party, B Party may

take advantage of the situation. By avoiding, the individual might side step, postpone or even

withdraw from the conflictuating situation. This strategy is useful when issues involved in

conflict are of a very minor nature or when more important issues deserve attention. This

strategy suits a manager whose power base is very low and there is no chance of satisfying

one’s own concerns. Avoidance strategy should be applied when one feels that people in the

organization should cool down so that the issue can be handled at a later date in a better

psychological environment. The issue can also be postponed if additional information is

required to be obtained. Avoidance is a poor strategy hence if someone else is able to handle

the situation of conflict more effectively, should be allowed to do so. Managers having high

score on avoidance as a strategy of conflict management, may suffer from

delayed decision making and hence the loss to the organization. Those who have a low score

on avoidance thereby wanting to attend to every single issue may spend lot of time on every

trivial issue, hurt people’s feelings and stir hostility in the organization that should be taken

care of.

Competing : This strategy may be adopted when other strategies of conflict resolution

are not workable. Competing is also useful in emergencies where quick decisions are

required. In this strategy power must be used unilaterally as a weapon when unpopular

decisions like termination, pay cuts, layoffs, cost cutting and enforcing discipline are required

to be taken. This strategy is based on win-lose principle of managing conflicts. The managers

who are high on power base have an added advantage in using competing strategy because

people from opposite side would not dare confront a person who is so powerful. There is a

tendency that managers using this strategy should be careful about ‘yes’ men around them.

They should identify conflicting situations and take bold decisions based on win-lose strategy.

On the other hand there are managers who are low on competing mode, are likely to feel

powerless in many situations. Not realizing that though they have power but they are not

comfortable using it. By trying to use power, one could enhance one’s achievement. Another

drawback in scoring low is that such individuals find it difficult to take bold stand on various

issues concerning organizations. In situations when a manager is very low on ‘concern for

the people’ may postpone vital decisions on matters pertaining to subordinates that may be

detrimental to organizational effectiveness.

Collaborating : Strategy of collaboration involves attempt of one party to work with

the other party in cooperative manner and find solutions to the problem for mutual benefits.
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The strategy involves identification of areas of disagreement, examining the issue in greater

detail and a workable solution arrived at, which is for mutual benefit. This strategy signifies

when two sets of solutions are important for both parties to be compromised. Hence finding

integrated solution becomes imperative. This strategy signifies joint efforts, gain for both

parties and integrated solutions arrived at by consensual decisions. Sekaran concluded that

when people are high on collaborating, they have to be concerned about how they spend

their time and other organizational resources. Collaboration is time and energy consuming.

Not all situations need collaborative solutions. Excess use of collaboration and consensual

decision-making may reflect risk aversion tendencies or an inclination to defuse responsibility.

When people score low on collaborating, they may fail to capitalize on situations, which

would benefit immensely from joint problem solving. Also by ignoring the concerns of

employees, decisions and policies may be evolved, which make the organizational members

both unhappy and uncommitted to the system. The strategy attempts a win-win solution to

their goals

Accommodating : In accommodating mode a person scarifies his own interest for

accommodating other person’s interest. It is form of selfless generosity, obeying other person’s

point of view. This mode is usually adopted when other person’s view is stronger, you want

to achieve goodwill and indicate that you are reasonable. This strategy of conflict resolution

is important when you want other person to give at a later date when it favours you. Sekaran

concluded that when people are high on accommodating score they might be differing too

much to the wishes of others and pay very little attention to their own ideas and concern

even though they may realize that they are not getting the attention they deserve. This might

even lower one’s self esteem in addition to depriving on the influence, respect and recognition

from others, since it negates the potential contribution that individuals are capable of making

to the organization. While individual low on accommodating score, they should start thinking

about whether they lack the goodwill of others and whether others perceive them as

unreasonable, uncompromising, rigid and demanding.

Compromising : In conflict situation, compromising is a mode when both parties try to

find out some expedient, mutually acceptable solution that sacrifies both the parties partially.

In compromising, there is no clear winner or loser. None of the party is fully satisfied as they

ration the object of conflict and accept the solution which is not complete to either of the

parties. In compromising, there is a possibility of an atmosphere of ‘gamesmanship’ in the

work environment. There is also a possibility of compromising on certain principles of

behaviour which is not desirable. Values, ethics, principles and long term objectives of the

organization must be protected while adopting compromising. When people are tough to

compromise, they find it hard to make concessions and land up in power struggle that must

be avoided. Compromising policies can easily be adopted when competing or collaboration

strategy fails. Research indicates that people have underlying disposition to handle conflict in

certain ways. Especially individuals have preferences among the five conflict handling

intensions. Their preferences tend to be relied upon quite consistently, and a persons intensions
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can be predicted rather well from a combination of intellectual and personality characteristics.

When confronting conflict situation, some people want to win it at any cost, some wants to

find an optimum solution, some want to run away, others want to be obliging, and still others

want to “split the differences” (Robbins Stephen P.)

B)   Stress Management :

B INTRODUCTION  :

3.1.8    Meaning of Stress :

The term stress has been derived from the Latin word ‘Stringere’ which mean to draw

tight. The term was used to refer to hardship, strain, adversely or affliction. Several terms have

been used synonymously with stress. Four terms are used in literature: stress, strain, conflict

and pressure. The word ‘strain’ has been used to denote the effect of on the individual. ‘Pressure’

has been used in the same sense. The word ‘conflict’ usually denotes incompatibility between

two variables; goals, means and ideas etc. The term “stress” has been used to denote a stimulus

(or cause) response (physiological, behavioral or cognitive changes) to such cause (Pareek

Udai, 2004).

Random House dictionary (1993) define the terms stress –

i) the physical pressure or other force exerted on thing by another,

ii) physiology – a specific response by the body to stimulus, as fear or pain that disturbs or

interferes with the normal physiological equilibrium of an organization.

iii) physical, mental or emotional strain or tension; worry over his job,

- anxiety, burden, pressure, worry.

The Penguin Medical Encyclopedia has describes the term stress as “any influence, which

disturbs the natural equilibrium of the body and includes within its reference, physical injury,

exposure, deprivation, all kinds of disease and emotional disturbance (Wingate, P., 1972).

Hans Selye defined the term stress in his popular writings on ‘General Adaptation Syndrome’

(GAS). He defined stress as non-specific (that is, common) result of any demand upon the

body, be the effect mental or somatic (Selye Hans, 1993).

A stress may be referred to as a deviant psycho-physiological state of the individuals

resulted from a situation cognitively appraised as excessive demanding or threatening, and

requiring the focal person to make some adaptive efforts to cope with it .

3.1.9  Job Stress :

Beehr and Newman (1978) defines job stress as, ‘a conditions arising from the interaction

of people and their jobs characterized by changes within people that force them to deviate from

their normal functioning’
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Job stress and occupational stress are the two terms used interchangeably by the

academicians. Because of its psychological and physical consequences, stress has been defined

in many ways. Laughlin (1984) has defined it as the degree of tension, anxiety and/or pressure

experienced by a person. This is a general concept of stress. Due to its complex nature it is also

important to define a specific type of stress. Organisational behaviour has long had an interest

in occupational stress (job stress).

EU-stress :

Stress is not necessarily bad in and of itself. Although stress is typically discussed in a

negative context, it has also positive value. It’s an opportunity when it offers potential gain.

Many professionals see the pressures of heavy workloads and deadlines as positive challenges

that enhance the quality of their work and the satisfaction they get from their job (Stephen

Robbins, 2004).

Stress is also associated with constraints and demands. The former prevents one from

doing what he/she desires. The latter refers to the loss of something desired.

The stress caused by good things or the positive impact of stress is called ‘eustress’. This

term was coined by the pioneers of stress research from the Greek ‘eu’ which means ‘good’

(Fred Luthans, 2002). Eu-stress often accompanied growth and positive changes in a person’s

life. Eu-stress refers to the healthy, positive, constructive outcome of the stressful event and

the stress response. The managers identified examples of good stress as challenges that come

with increased job responsibility, time pressure and high-quality assignments.

3.1.10 Symptoms of Stress :

Stress is a feeling of pressure on people who works at work organizations. When there is

stress on the employees and when the stress is excessive, it brings strain and results in adverse

effects on the persons’ physiology, psychology and behaviour. The body prepares itself for fight

or flight. Too much pressure of stress develops various symptoms which are harmful to the

employees’ job performance and health. The various symptoms of stress are classified as

below:

1.  Psychosomatic Symptoms : Psychosomatic symptoms means the symptoms of stress

are physical for which the causes are mental. The physical compliant such as ulcer, headaches,

chest pains, constipation, bronchial asthmas etc. are the examples of psychosomatic stress

symptoms.

2.  Psychological Symptoms : Stress reflects in different emotional disorders. It reflects

in anxiety, depression, helplessness, and anger. The stressful people with slight provocation are

easily induced to anger and anxiety which results in the disturbance of their relaxation. Employees

with psychological stress are generally tended to have a low commitment towards their

organization.
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3. Behavioural Symptoms : There are certain behavioural symptoms of job stress.

Stressful people behave quite different as compared to the non-stressful people. When there is

high degree of job stress on the people, there are visible symptoms such as sleeplessness,

absenteeism, smoking, drinking, obesity and gluttony.

Following are some of typical symptoms of job stress.

1. Nervousness and tension

2. Chronic worry

3. Inability to relax

4. Excessive smoking and/or use of alcohol or other drugs

5. Problems with sleep

6. Uncooperative attitudes

7. Feelings of inability to cope

8. Emotional instability

9. Digestive problems

10. High blood pressure

Considering the symptoms of the stress , it is necessary that stress , both on and off the

job, be kept at a level low enough for the most people to tolerate without developing either

emotional or physical disorders.

3.1.11 Causes of Stress/ Sources of Stress and Measurements of stress :

Modern business organizations are social organizations. People work together and there

exist formal and informal groups in the organization. Stressors originate at individual, group,

organisational level and extra organisational level.

A) Individual Level Stressors :

Individual stressors are related to person’s personality and job responsibilities; however all

the jobs are not stressful. It is individual difference which fit the situation or misfit between

individual and person which results in stress. Some individual are sensitive and some are not.

Sensitive individuals take serious misfit between person and environment. Following are the

individual stressors.

1) Personality Type – there are two types of personality of individuals’ viz. Type “A”

Personality and Type “B” personality. The Type “A” personality is stress prone as it is

associated with the following behavioural pattern.

a) Always moves, walks and eats rapidly

b) Feels impatient with the pace of things , hurries others, dislikes waiting
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c) Does several things simultaneously

d) Feel guilty when relaxing

e) Tries to schedule more and more in less and less time

f) Uses nervous gestures

g) Does not have time to enjoy

Type “B” Personality is less stress prone as it is associated with the following behavioural

pattern.

a) Is not concerned about time

b) Is patient

c) Does not brag

d) Play to fun, and not to win

e) Relaxes without feeling guilty

f) Has no pressing deadlines

g) Is Mild-mannered

h) Is never in hurry

2) Role overload – Overburden of work causes stress to employee. Therefore, role

overload  is overburden of work, which is due to time limit , speed  of the work and deadlines

and completing the task with fewer resources.

3) Role conflict – Role conflict occurs where people face competing demands. There

are two types of role conflicts namely, inter-role and personal. Inter-role conflict occurs when

and employ has two roles that are in conflict with each other. Personal conflict occurs when

personal values clash with the organisational goals.

4) Role ambiguity – Role ambiguity arises when individual is not clear about various

expectations peoplehave from his role. Role ambiguity may also be due to lack of information

regarding role smoothly performing the functions expected from his role.

5) Task characteristics – Task characteristics are individual stressors. They are stressful

when they involve decision making, monitoring equipment, or, exchanging information with others.

6) Personal issues – Personal issues such as spoiled relations, marital problems, low

self-esteem and anxiety are the personal stressors.

B) Group Level Stressors :

Group bears tremendous influence on individual member’s behaviour. Group levels stressors

are caused by group dynamics, and managerial behaviour. The group can also be a source of

stressor. Following are the group stressors.
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1) Lack of Group Cohesiveness – lack of group cohesiveness creates conflict and

tension which serves as potential stressor for employees. There are three crucial relationships

at work an employee has to maintain, i. e. with superiors, with subordinates, and with colleagues.

These relationships can produce stress to an employee.

2) Lack of Social Support – The members of the groups look for the support from other

coworkers in terms of stress. When employee gets turns in to difficulty and coworkers support

against such threats employee feel better.

3) Interpersonal and Inter Group Conflict – The contradiction regarding needs and

values among the coworkers creates interpersonal conflict. Difference of opinion about the

objectives and goals between group leads to inter group conflict. Dysfunctional conflicts can

lead to stress.

C) Organisational stressors :

Organizational stressors affect adversely on employees. Improper organisational climate,

work pressure, Poor lighting, loud noise, improper layout, dirt and smell create stress. Following

are the organisational stressors.

1) Organisational Structure – Organizational structure consists of level of differentiation,

degree of rules, and regulations when excessive leads to stress to the employees.

2) Organisational Leadership – It consists of managerial style of the executives in the

organization. Creation of culture characterized as, tension, fear, and anxiety by the executives,

i.e. by leaders leads to    stress among employees.

3) Organisational Life Cycle – organizations’ pass through the life cycles. Each stage

of life cycle of the organisation poses its own challenges and problems. When it poses problems,

creates anxiety and tension.

D) Extra-organisation Stressors :

Extra- organisation stressors are caused by the factors outside the organisation. e.g. conflicts

regarding one’s career and family are stressful.

Measurement of Stress :

The stress can be measured before applying right kind of strategy for coping with the

stress .Therefore, it felt necessary to measure the stress. The researchers have developed

some instruments for the measurement of stress. Various instruments that have been developed

in the western countries. However, in India, there are mainly two techniques/instruments are

developed to measure the stress. These instruments are as under.

1. Organisational Role Stress (ORS) : Organizational role stress (ORS) has been

developed by Udai Pareek. Pareek assumed that the role assigned to an employee is linked

with different parts and persons of an organisation and it is through this role the employee

interacts and integrates him with the entire organisational structure. When an employee performs
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the role the expectations of different persons may clash and it produces the stress for the

employee. Udai Pareek explained the stressful experience with the help of two concepts of

role space and role set .

 a) Role Space – An individual occupies and plays deferent roles simultaneously (father,

brother, son, club member, officer). All these roles assumed and played by the individual constitute

role space. But self stands at the centre of the role space.  Role space means, the dynamic

interrelationship between the self and the various roles an individual occupies.

b) Role Set – Role Set is defined as the pattern of relationship between the role being

occupied and other roles related to an individual. An individual what role rldes he plays is

influenced by the expectations of other significant roles and those of the individuals himself.

Udai Pareek developed ORS scales based on 50 items measuring ten types of organisational

stresses. These ten type ORS are: Inter role distance, Role stagnation, Role erosion, Role

expectation conflict, role overload, Role isolation, Personal inadequacy, Self-role distance, Role

ambiguity, and Resource inadequacy.

2. Occupational Stress Index (OSI) : Occupational Stress Index is developed by

Shrivastav and Singh. The Index consists of 46 items relating to the causes of job stress. These

46 items are classified under twelve different types stress. These are: Role overload, Role

ambiguity, Role conflict, Group and political pressure, Responsibility for persons, Under

participation, Powerlessness, Poor peer relations, Intrinsic impoverishment, Low status, Strenuous

working conditions, and Unprofitability.

3.1.12   Consequences of Stress :

Stress has been generally denoted as an undesirable and a negative force causing

psychological and physiological homeostasis of the focal person. The various consequences of

stress are classified as below.

1. Physiological Consequences  – Stress has ill effect on human body. People experience

tension, headaches, high blood pressure, diabetes high level of cholesterol, cancer ulcers, arthritis

etc. Research studies on stress revealed that 90 percent patients’ compliant stress related

symptoms and disorders.

2. Psychological Consequences – Stress produces psychological consequences such

as, job dissatisfaction, moodiness, depression, anger, anxiety, nervousness, irritability and tension,

etc. Burnout and workplace trauma are the outcomes of stress.

3. Behavioural Consequences  –  Job stress is dysfunctional, it adversely affects the

behaviour of the employees. The behavioural consequences of high level of stress are –

sleeplessness, overeating or under eating, obesity, increased drinking and smoking, and drug

abuse, violence and accident proneness.
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3.1.13 Managing Stress :

To manage job stress there are three options – to prevent or control it,  to escape from it,

or learn to adapt to it (handle its symptoms). Various stress researchers and practitioners have

differently classified the stress management interventions. Some have classified on the basis of

stage and others have classified them on the basis of orientation, or location of the intention

programmes, i.e. individual and work setting. Following is the Stress Management Approach:

1. Reducing or eliminating stressors : Organisations can seek to improve managerial

communication skills, empower employees through participation, and redesign jobs to be more

fulfilling, or implement organization development programmes. These steps are aimed at reducing

or eliminating stressors for employees.

2. Escaping from stress : Some employees can escape stress by requesting job transfers,

sabbatical leaves, finding alternative employment, taking early retirement, or acquiring

assertiveness skills that allow them to confront the stressors.

3. Coping with Stress : These include social support, relaxation efforts, biofeedback and

personal wellness programmes are the approaches for coping with stress.

i) Social Support :

Social support is the network of helpful activities, interactions, and relationships that provides

an employee with the satisfaction of important needs. There are five types of support in a total

network-

a) instrumental (task assistance)

b) informational (guidance)

c) evaluative (feedback) and

d) emotional (empathy and care).

ii) Relaxation efforts (Yoga - Meditation) :

Employees can turn to various means of mental relaxation to adjust the stresses in their

lives. Patterned after the practice of mediation, the relaxation response involves quiet,

concentrated inner thought in order to rest the body physically and emotionally. It helps the

people to remove temporarily from stressful world and reduce their symptoms of stress. The

relaxation efforts involves-

a) a comfortable position in a relatively quit location

b) closed eyes and deep, comfortable breathing

c) repetition of a peaceful word, or focus in a pleasant mental image

d) avoidance of distracting thoughts and negative events.

e) soothing background music.
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To practice a simple relaxation response is like taking a time – out at work. It requires only a

few minutes and can be especially fruitful just before or after a tense encounter.

iii) Biofeedback :

It is a coping method to manage stress. Biofeedback, by which people under medical

guidance learn from instrument feedback to influence symptoms of stress, such as increased

heart rate or severe headaches. Earlier, it was thought that people could not control their

involuntary nervous system, which, intern, controls internal processes such as heart beat, oxygen,

consumption, stomach acid flow, and brain waves. Now there is evidence that people can

exercise some control over these internal processes; this biofeedback may be helpful in reducing

undesirable effects of stress.

iv) Sabbaticals :

This is escaping way from stress. Some employers, recognizes that, it is essential for

employees to escape, have created programmes allowing sabbatical levels to encourage stress

relief and personal education. Some sabbaticals provide unpaid, some part paid and some full

paid leaves while employees are away. Most employees return emotionally refreshed feel

rewarded and often bring back new perspectives gained from readings and workshops.

v) Personal Wellness :

Personal Wellness is a term used to describe the pursuit of one’s physical and mental

potential through a personal health promotion programme (Robert Lussier, 1993).  Personal

wellness is based on research in behavioural medicine. It consists of individual’s responsibility

to enhance and maintain wellness through a disciplined approach to physical and mental health.

It requires attention to the things such as smoking, weight, diet, and alcohol use and physical

fitness. The essence of personal wellness is a lifestyle that reflects a true and comprehensive

commitment to health. Stress has the potential to affect health; personal wellness makes a great

deal of sense as a preventive stress management strategy (Newstorm and Keith Davis, 1998).

Hellriegel, Slocum and Woodman, (2001) and Ivancevich J.M. Matteson M.T., Freeman

S.M., and Philips, J.S. (1990) have suggested the approaches to manage the stress. The various

strategies to manage the stress are grouped in two categories as below:

1. Managing stress at individual level

Managing stress at individual level consist the measures such as —

Physical exercise, behavioural self control, social support, yoga and meditation, pampering

oneself, rearranging the job schedule etc.

2. Managing stress at organisational level.

Managing stress at organisational level consist the measures such as—

To set clear objectives, role clarity, fit between person and work and stress audit.
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3.2 Summary :

The term conflict is used to describe differences among individuals. Traditionaly, conflict

was treated as negative concept. Conflict was not accepted in an organisational structure.

But the modern view of conflict states that absence of conflict is not good sign. The

presence of conflict keeps an organisation alive, innovative and creative. It also holds the

view that conflict enhances the communication within the organisation. Thus, conflict is an

inevitable part of any organisation. Modertate level of conflict is welcome and there are

positive results of conflict as well, what is necessary is that such conflict has to be managed

effectively and kept at moderate level to avoid organisational disturbances.

Many people experience high or moderatn stress. Stress is dystunctional when it is high.

Stress means misfit between person and environment. Job stress is related to job conditions.

Stree is a feeling of pressure on people who work at work organisation. Stress Develops

Phychosomatic, psychological and behavioural symptoms. Stress causes at individual level and

at organisational level. Stress is generally denoted as negative force and develops physiological,

psychological consequences. With a disciplened approach when it is handled carefully, stress

can be controlled and precented. To manepe stress there are broad three approaches viz.

reducing stressors, escaping stressors and coping with stressors.

3.3 Terms of Remember :

l Conflict - Process that begins when one party perceives that another party has nega-

tively affected something that the first party cares about.

l Functional Conflict - Conflict that supports the individual and group goals, which leads

to higher performance.

l Dysfunctional Conflict - Conflict that hinders individual or group performance.

l Stress - Response to the events that threatens or challenge a person. Harmful physical

or emotional response experienced in job.

l Stressors - Events that take place in and outsider the organisation leading to stress.

l Burnout - Prolonged emotional stress.

3.4   Exercise :

(A) Write short notes on the following.

i) Functional conflict

ii) Role conflict

iii) Conflict management

iv) Positive aspects of conflict

v) Traditional view of conflict
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vi) Inter-group conflict

vii) Job Stress

viii) Individual level stresers

ix) Measurement of stress

x) Consequences of stress

xi) Coping with stress

(B) Answer the following.

i) Explain the concept of conflict. What are traditional and modern views of conflict?

ii) Discuss various types of conflicts in an organisation.

iii) Explain the nature and scope of conflict.

iv) What are the sources and levels of conflict?

v) What is functional and dysfunctional conflict?

vi) Explain the techniques of resolution of conflict.

vii) What do you men by 'stress' ? Explain various stressors?

viii) What is work stress? Explain various stressors?

ix) What are the factors leading to stress?

x) Explain the techniques of managing stress.
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Sem. II : Unit 4

Organizational Culture and Quality of

Work Life

4.0 Unit Objectives

4.1 Presentation of subject matter

4.1.1 Organisational Culture and Quality of work life

B A) Organisational Culture

4.1.2 Meaning and Definition

4.1.3 Types of Cultures

4.1.4 Functions of Organisational Culture

4.1.5 Creating, Sustaining and Changing a Culture

B B) Quality of Work Life

4.1.6 The Concept

4.1.7 Constituents of Quality of Work Life

4.1.8 Quality of Work Life in India Context

4.2 Summary

4.3 Terms to remember (key terms)

4.4 Exercise

4.5 Books for further reading

4.0   Objectives of the Unit :

The unit objectives are as follows -

1. To understand the concept of Organisational Culture and Corporate Social Responsibility.

2. To understand the importance of Organisational Culture and Corporate Social

Responsibility

3. To understand the factors affecting or influencing Organizational Culture

4. To know the concept and constitutents of quality of work life.

5. To know the Quality of work life in Indian context.
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4.1 Presentation of Subject Matter :

Culture rreflects in the behaviour of an individual. A group of individual work together

to meet the organisational objectives. Culture means customs, belief, morals, law, art and

other capabilities and halits, values and norms that are shared by the individual in beling with

the people. Organisational culture is a belief, value and norm system shared by members of

organisatio. Organisatinal culture is important in relation to employee performance and

satisfaction. Therefore, it is necessary to study organisatinal culture, its type and functions.

The unit also tours on how to create culture, sustain the culture and change the culture.

The concept of Quality of Work Life (QWL) related with job experience of an individual.

QWL represent a concern for the human dimension of work. QWL is known as, the quality

of relationship between employees and the total working environment. It gives certain benefits

to the employees as well as organisation. The present unit foumses on the constituents of

quality of work like and QWL in India context.

4.1.1 (A) Orgauisational Culture :

Introduction :

Orgauisational Culture is considered as an importnt in relation to exployee performance

and satisfaction. The cultural concept has been remained as a mainstay in the field of

authoropology. In recent years organisational culture has been recognised as a major dimension

for the undurstanding and practice of orgauisational behaviour.

Social culture creates the wide-ranging context in which organisations operater. It

provides the complax social system of laws, values and customs in which organisational

behaviour occurs. According to Kurt Lewin, employee behaviour is a function of the interaction

between personal charactentics and the enviornment around the person. Part of that

enviornment is the social culture in which the individual lives and works, which provides

broad clues as to how a person with a given background will behave.

People are  affected by the culture in which they live e.g. a person growingup in middle

class family will be taught the values, beliefs and expected behaviours common to that

family. The same is applicable in business enterprises. An Individual working for Microsoft,

Google, Wal-Mart, Tata Motors or any other organisation with a firmly established culture

will be taught the values, beliefs and expected behaviours of that organisation. Society has a

social culture, a workplace has an organisational culture.

4.1.2   Meaning and Defination :

The term culture includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom and other capabilities

and habits acquired by man in a society. Organisational culture is the set of assumptions,

beliefs, values and norms that are shared by an organisation's members. This culture may be

created by its key members or it may have simply evolved across time. It represents a key

element of the work enviornment in which employees perform their jobs.
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Organisational culture is intangible but it is present and pervasive. Culture is affected by

almost everything that occurs within an organisation.

Definition :

1. J. C. Spender - "Organisational culture is a belief system shared by an organisation's

members."

2. Kouzes, Caldwell and Posner - "Organisational culture is a set of shared, enduring

belief communicated through a variety of symbolic media creating meaning in people's

work lives."

3. Ralph H. Kilman - "Organisational culture has been defined as" the philosophies,

ideologies, values, assumptions, beliefs, expectations, attitudes and norms that knit an

organisation fogether and are shaved by its employees."

4. Linda Smircich - “Organisational culture is a system of shared values, assumptions,

beliefs and norms that unites the members of an organization”

- Linda Smircich

5. Ralfa Linton - “Organisational culture refers to the set of values that help members

understanding what the organization stands for, how it does things, and what it considers

important”.

6. Ricky W. Griffin. - “Organisational culture is the collection of shared (stated or

implied) beliefs, values, rituals, stories, myths and specialized language that foster a

feeling of community among organization members”

To conclude, organisational culture can be said to contain a whole complex pattern of

beliefs, expectations, ideas, values, attitudes and behaviour displayed by one and all the

employees of the organisation.

Characteristics of Organisational Culture :

Some of the most readily agreed characteristic of organisational behaviour are as follows.

1. Observed behavioural regularities : Observed behavioural rgularities of the

organisational participants are use of common language, terminology and rituals related to

deference and demegnor.

2. Norms : Standards of behaviour exist, including guidelines on how much work to do.

3. Dominant values : There are major values that the organisation advocates and

expects the participant share. e.g. high efficiency, low obsenteeism, high quality.

4. Philosophy : There are policies that set forth the organisation's beliefs about how

employees and / or customers are treated.

5. Rules : There are strict guidelines related to getting along in the organisation.
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6. Organisational climate : This is overall feeling that is conveyed by physical layout,

the way participants interact and the way members of the organisation conduct themselves

with customers or other outsiders.

4.1.3 Types of Cultures :

The prominent types of cultures are discussed below -

1. Dominant Culture and sub culture :

Large organisations have dominant culture and several cells of sub-cultures, which are

attached to different roles, functions and levels. A dominant culture normaly refered to as the

organisational culture, reflects core values that are shared by the majority of the employees.

This is distinctive personality of the organisation.

The sub-cultures are formed in departments, divisions and geographical areas, and

reflect the common problems of employees who works in these areas. A subculture can be

consist of the core values of the dominant cultures and values. There could be differences

and clashes between sub-culture and another between sub-cultures and between the dominant

culture.

2. Strong and weak cultures :

A strong culture is characterised by the organisation's core values being intensely held

and widely shared. So more the intensity of the core values are shared, the stronger culture

is. A story culture have a significant influence on employee behaviour menifesting in reduced

turnover, low absenteeism, increased cohesiveness and positive attituds. Strong culture has

some dystuartional conscquences such as, tend to groupthink, collective blind spot and

resistance to change and innovation. It tend to discourage diversity.

In weak culture, the organisation's core values are lighly held and occassionally shared.

Weak culture is characterised by the presence of several sub-cultures, sharing of few values

and behavioural norms by emplyees and existance of few scared traditions. The consequences

of weak culture is high turnover.

The sub-type cultures are explained as below -

1. Unhealthy culture : There are organisations which have unhealthy cultures. One

unhealthy trait is politicised internal environment that allows influential managers to operate

autonomous and resist needed change. Unhealty culture is characterised by an aversion to

looking outside the box for superior practices and approaches.

2. Mechanistic and organic cultures : Mechanistic culture is mostly found in public

sector companies which includes hierarchies, supervision, control, formalities and flow of

authnity and communication from tap to bottom. This culture follows the status quo statgy

and resist innovation and aggressive on the part of employees. These organisations lack

customer orientetion and employee welfare.
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Organic culture found mostly in private companies. Organic culture inclues no rigidity in jobs

and roles, freedom is given to just themselves to the environmental requirements. The

organic culture is characterised by empphasis on task accomplishment, team work and free

flow of communication.

3. Authoritarian and Participative cultures : In authoritarian culture, power is

concentrated on the leader and the obedience to orders and discipline are stressed. An

Disobedience is punished severely to set an example to others. Authoritarian culture adversly

affects on the initivative and innovativeness of the employees at different levels.

In participative culture, there is decentralisation of power and authonity of decision making,

them is two way communication. Participative culture encourages the employees to be

innovative, aggressive and to take risks.

4.1.4   Functions of Organisational Culture :

Organisational culture affects the employee behaviour. Culture performs several functions

in the organisation which are sumnented as below -

1. Understanding about values and beliefs : Culture provides shared patterns of

cognitive perceptions or understanding about the values or beliefs held by the organisation.

This enables the organisational members how to think and behave as expected of them.

2. Provieds pattern of feelings : Organisational culture provides shared patterns of

feelings to the organisational members to make them know what they are expected to value

and feel.

3. Provides base for distinction : Organisational culture provides a base for distinction

between one organisation and the other. Such base helps in identifying the members and non-

members of the organisation.

4. Facilitates the generation of commitment : Organisational culture facilitates the

generation of commitment by employees to something larger than one's individual self-

interrest.

5. Enhancement of social stability : It enhances social stability by holding the

organisational members together by providing them appropriate standands for which the

member should stand for.

6. Acts as a control mechanism for the employees : Organisational culture acts as

a control mechanism that guides and shapes the attitudes and behaviour of organissational

members. It helps organisational members stick to the confirmity to the prescribed and

expected mode of behaviour.

7. Ensures the behaviour in the expected direction : Organisational cultures

performs the function of ensuring the behaviour of all employees in the expeted and same

direction.
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4.1.5   Creating, Sustaining and Changing a Culture :

Organisational culture can be said to contain a whole complex pattern of beliefs,

expectations, ideas, values, attitudes and behaviours displayed by one and all the employees

of the organisation. Culture once established may fade away also. The established culture

needs to be changed to respond to the environmental changes. Therefore, it is necessary to

study how culture is created? How it is sustained?

Creating a Culture :

Values and beliefs have their platform on the past happenings. It suggests that the

ultimate source of an organisation's culture is its founders. The founder of the organisation

starts with a vision of what their organisation should be? Therefore, the vision is imposed on

all organisational members. The members follows the vision through interaction and their

own experience.

J.R.D. Tata is a example of culture creation. His supportive - consultetive role, his

belief on professionalism and assumption that only honesty and fair dealings have made

special kind of Tata cluture which transformed Tata group of industries into Tata empire in

industry.

Fred cultures summerised culture creating proves involves following steps.

1. A founder of an organisation has an idea for a new enterprise.

2. The founder brings in one or more other key people and creates a core group that

shares a common vision with the founder.

3. The founding core group begins to act in concert to creat an organisation by rasing

funds, obtaining patents, incorporating, locating space, building and so on.

4. At the last step others are brought into the organisation and a common history begins to

be built.

Motorola, McDonald's and Wal-Mart are the wel-known exmples which have created a

culture through these steps.

Sustaining a Culture :

Once a culture is created, it needs to be sustained through reinforcement practices of

human resources, otherwise it may fade away. To sustain (maintain) established culture

organisations needs to undertake the following three practices.

1. The Selection Practices : The first step in sustaining a culture is the selection

practice adopted by the organisation to appoint the right people at right jobs. The personal

style and values of candidate may not suit to the organisatinal values and culture. Therefore,

identifying a suitable candidate who can culturally match the organisational culture of an

enterprise. The scientific selection process helps in maintaining culture considarably. Proctor
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and Gamble (P&G) abopt the rigorus selection process to appoint the candidate at work and

judge the suitability of candidate which shall fit for job as well as organisational culture of

Proctor & Gamble.

2. The Actions of Top Management : Subordinates follow their superiors. Therefore,

the actions of top management such as what the managers say and how they behave have a

major impact on the employees working at lower levels. This perculate in the entire organisation

and becomes common culture of organisation. Managerial actions like degree of freedom to

subordinates, prescriptions for the employee uniform, promotions and other records also

create a culture in the organisation.

3. Socialisation Methods : Socialisation can be understood as acquisition of work

skills and abilities, adoption of appropriate role behaviours and adjustment to the norms and

values of the work group. To a common employee, socialisation is the prrcess of adoptation.

Newly recruited employees may come with their predetemined moods and beliefs. Their

moods & beliefs may not be suitable to work culture. Therefore, new employees need to be

adviced to adapt the organisational culture. The adaptation procen is called socialisation.

Socialisation process involves following three phases.

a) Pre-arrival : It refers to all the learning that occurs before a new member joins the

organisation.

b) Encounter : It is a stage of induction. The recruit start comparing the expectations

at this stage, when the expectations mismatch with the environment at work place it may

result in stress & fustration, the encounter is hard. When expectetions and facts fits, the

encounter is smooth. When encounter is hard, the individual tries to replace his own values

and norms with those of the organisation at least in important areas, it not in all.

c) Metamorphosis : It is a complection stage of changes and consolidation of changed

behaviour. In this stage, the employees master the skills required for their new roles and

make the adjustment to the organisation's norms and values.

Changing a Culture :

Organisational culture should be allowed to change in order to keep the organisations

dynamic. Mostly the culture of an organisation is to be changed particulary when the

company's culture is weak, unhealthy or when it acts as an obstacle in implementing a new

statergy. Sometimes the culture has to be changed forcibly. Culture change should be

preceded by diagnosing the existing values and beliefs of the organisation. The expersts in

Organisational Behaviour have developed some useful approaches for diagnosing organisational

culture. These approaches are as below.

a) The Bahavioural approach : This approach provides specific descriptions about -

pattern of behaviours that employees exhibit.
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b) The competing values approach : This approach seeks to assess an organisational

culture in terms of how it resolves a set of value dilemas. The approach suggest that an

organisational culture can be understood in terms of two important - 'Value Pairs', each pair

consists of contradictory values placed at opposit ends of a continuum. The two value pairs

are : (i) internal focus and integration versus external focus and differentiation and (ii)

flexibility and discretion versus stability and control.

c) The competing values approach : This approach provides indication of where an

organisation's existing value fall along each of the dimesion and quadrants i. e. in clean

culture. ad-hocracy culture, hierarchical culture and market culture.

Flexibility and Dissection

Stability and Control

Fig. 4.1 : The competing values Approach to culture

Internal Focus and

Integration

Internal factors and

Differatiction

Clean Ad-hocracy

Hierarchy Market

d) The deep assumption approach : This approach focuses on the deepest levels of

organisational culture - the generally unexamined, but tacit and shared assumptions that guide

employee's behaviour and which have a powerful impact on employee performance.

Necessity of Cultural Change :

Cultural change becomes necessary in the following circumstances.

1. When culture of an organisation does not fit a changing environment.

2. If the industry is extremely competitive and changes rapidly.

3. If the company is mediocre or worse.

4. If the organisation is about to become a very large one or smaller and growing rapidly.

5. The organisation has merged or acquired a new company.

6. Change in the composition of workforce.

7. Impact of information technology especialy internet demands. (e.g. team work, caring

for customers, downsiging, dejobing etc.)
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8. Change of culture is necessary for strategic reason. (e.g. strategy for rapid growth).

Guidelines for changing organisational culture :

Following are the guidelines for changing organisational culture.

1. Formalate a clear strategic vision.

2. Display top management commitment.

3. Model cultural change at the highest levels.

4. Restructure the organisation to support the new culture.

5. Select and socialise newcomers and terminate deviants.

6. Develop ethical and legal sensitivity.

Emerging Issues in Organisational Culture :

Following are the emerging issues in organisational culture.

1. Innovations : Innovative organisations pick up new values contineously. Innovation

includes radical innovation, system innovation and incremental innovation.

2. Entrepreneurship : Entrepreneur is one who creates the total venture.

3. Intrapreneurship : It is an entrepreneural activity that takes place within the

context of a large organisation.

4. Empowerment : It is the process of enabling workers to set their own work goals,

make decisions and solve problems within their sphere of responsibility and authority.

5. Information Technology : It brought significant changes in the organisational

culture through adding values like teamwork, autonomus work group, deleting bureacracy,

authoritarian styles etc.

4.1.6 (B) Quality of Work Life :

Concept, Consitituents of Quality of Work Life, Quality of Work Life in Indian context.

The Concept of QWL :

The term Quality of work life had been used to describe the broader  job related

experience an individual has. It represents a concern for the human dimensions of work. The

European approach to QWL involves industrial democracy through legislative arrangements

for employees and labour involvement in work related decision - making. However, the

approach in the USA has been voluntary in nature, jointly undertaken by the management

and the worker as a mutual responsibility. The European and American QWL efforts to

develop principles and methods of organisational design aimed at decmocratising the work

place have been well documented by the publications of the International Council for Quality

of Work Life estd in 1972.
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In mid - seventies, it had been estimated that about two thousand public and privete

sector enterprises in America were engaged in change programme with as object to improve

QWL. There is growing concern about - QWL because disregard towards QWL is increasing

job dissatisfaction and reduced productivity was the observation and therefor it necessiated

to have a attention towards QWL.

QWL has been defined as the quality of relationship between employees and the total

working environment. It seeks to creat the conditions in the enterprise which -

a) promote individual learning and development,

b) provide individnals with influnce and control over - what they do and how they do it,

c) make available to the interesting and meaningful work as a source of personal satisfaction

and a means to valued personal rewards.

Walten defines QWL as, "a process by which an organisation responds to employee

needs for developing mechanisms to allows to share fully in making the decisions that design

their lives at work."

Lehrer describes QWL as, "a process of labour - management - collaboratins." He

suggested the joint activities to improve QWL especially WIP in management - decision

making influence workers to work and results in good performance and productivity.

To conclude QWL is related to -

a) Job satisfaction, humanising work.

b) Organisational development programmes.

Benefits of QWL :

The benefits of QWL are classifed as general benefits and specific benefits which are

as below.

General Benefits :

a) Healthier, satisfied and productive employees.

b) Efficient, adaptive and profitable organisation.

Specific Benefits :

a) Greater self esteem.

b) Improved job satisfaction and involment.

c) Strong commitment to organisational goals.

d) Improved physical and psycholigical health.

e) Decreased obsenteaism and low labour turnover.

f) Production of quality goods and service and increase in productivity.
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4.1.7   Constituents of Quality of Work Life :

Quality of work life is not a sole responsibility of management itself, however, it is the

shared responsibility of management, workers, union lenders, Governental officals and

behavioral scientiests. The Quality of life is wide concept than that of QWL. The quality of

life and the quantity of work life differs. The QWL is specifically cncerned with work-

related aspects of quality of life. The behavioural scientists such as Warr and his collegues,

Mirvis and Lawler, Baba and Jamal have identified the constituents of QWL. The summerised

constituents of QWL are as follows.

1. Job Satisfaction.

2. Job Involvement.

3. Safe Work Environment.

4. Equilable Wages.

5. Equal Employment opportunities.

6. Opportunities for Advancement.

7. Intriasic Job Motivation.

8. Employee Participation in the Management.

9. Individual Power.

10. Social Relevance of the Work or Product.

11. Happiness.

12. Satisfaction based Suparvisory Behaviour.

There components of QWL where provided in a syvtematic way result in good

performance and productivity. However, stress related elements when as role ambigulity,

work role overload, poor environment, professional isolation, dissatisfaction on the part of job,

supervisor and environment affect negatively on QWL.

Many organisations have opted the QWL for their employees. QWL refers to the

favourablenss or unfavourableness of the job enviorment for people. This is neither a easy

nor a final task, because QWL exist in the perceptiions of employees and is constantly

changing.

4.1.8 Quality of Work Life in Indian Context :

Frequent assessment of QWL can provide organisations with important information

about the welfare of their employees, Such as job satisfaction, general wellbeing, work

related stress and the home-work interface.
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The Central Labour Institute, Bombay conducted a study to analyse the QWL as an

intangible outcome of quality circles in BHEL (Hyderabad). The study revealed changes in

self positive impact. Changes in work and organisational aspect too have positive impact and

improvement in organisalitional climate. The companies from Tata Group are also giving

focus on QWL for the purpose of work performance of the employees and productivity.

V. V. Giri National Institute of Labour have undertaken a leading role in spreading

QWL movement in India. Following are some of the elements that necessiated to spread

over the QWL movement in India.

1. The changing profile of labour i. e. from rural, illiterate, caste base inviduals to educated,

urban and social inclusiveness made more concern towards QWL.

2. The workers work treated as other factors of production, however, the establishment of

HRD Ministry by Govt. of India made significant difference in the recognition and

status of workers which lead to QWL.

3. There are workers unions in India. About 10% of workers out of total workers in India

are unionised, that too from organised sector. These workers are much bother about

their demands and their demands are mostly concerned with working conditions; which is a

part of QWL.

4. QWL is an important concept that how to make effective use of HR. Effective use of

HR in business enterprises gives a platform for QWL.

Workers participaction in management, joint management concils are the examples of

implementation of QWL. Job Enrichment and the concept of Quality Circles in Industrial

establishment are important symptorns of emergence of QWL in Indian industrial sector.

4.2   Summary

Organisational culture is on important in relation to employee performance. It has been

recognised major dimension for the understanding and practice of organisational behaviour.

Organisational culture is the sef of assumptions, beliefs, values and norms that are shared by

an organisation's members. It is characteried with observed behavioured regularties, norms,

dominant values, philosophy, rules and organisational climate. There are two types of cultures

viz; dominant culture and sub culture and story culture and weak culture. Culture performs

several functions such as understanding about values and beliefs, provides apttern of feelings,

base for distinction, facilitate generation of commitment, enhance social stability, act as a

control mechanism for the employees and ensures behaviour in expected direction.

Organisation culture can be created, sustained through reinforcement practices of human

resources. It should be allowed to change in order to keep the organisation dynamic.

Quality of work life represent a concern for the human dimensions of work. QWL

Menas the quality of relationship between employees and the total working environment.

QWL gives certain benefits. QWL is not sole responsibility of management, but it is shared
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responsibility of management, workers, union leaders, Govt. officials and behavioural scientists.

The constituents of QWL are job satisfaction & involvement, safe work environment, equitable

wages, equal employment opportunities, opportunites for advancment, motivation, participation

in management, individual power, social relevance of the work, happiness and satisfaction.

There is growing awarness of QWL in India corporte world. Some institutes have started a

movement for QWL in business world.

4.3   Terms to Remember (Key Terms)

1. Organisational Culture : Organisational culture is a system of shared values,

assumptions, beliefs and norms that unites the members of an organization.

2. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) : CSR is the continuing commitment by

business to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while improving

the quality of the life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local

community and society at large.

4.4   Exercise :

a) Short answer type questions

1. What is Organizational Culture ?

2. Explain different types of cultures.

3. What is Quality of work Life?

4. Write factors that influence organizational culture.

b) Broad answer type questions

1. What is Organisational Culture? State its types.

2. What is Quality of work life? State its constituents.

3. Explain the factors which influence organisational culture.

4. Explain the Quality of work life is Indian Context.

c) Case studies
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